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1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been noted in the literature (e.g., [Kers90], [MiWi86], [MyBr91], [PaZe91], and 
[Smit86]) that the next generation of computerized information systems must have not only the 
ability to store and to access but also to reason about a large volume of information and 
knowledge. This new breed of information systems centers on an exciting confluence of many 
technologies and must be developed using an interdisciplinary approach and further 
developments in the field of data modeling. In addition to being intelligent, it should also 
exhibit the characteristics of being distributed (e.g., being able to interface/integrate with a 
heterogeneous information processing environment consisting of various database management 
systems) and being objected-oriented. Generally speaking, the trend is to consolidate the 
information system technology with the advancements in other areas so that future information 
systems will become an inseparable component of the future information age and technology 
rather than a segregated island. 
On the other hand, database systems themselves are evolving in the direction of 
incorporating and expressing more semantics and a wider range of real world information in the 
conceptual level. 
In essence, the next generation information systems need further research. The focus of the 
research work explored in this dissertation is related to the data modeling aspect associated with 
this next generation of information systems. Specifically, the recurrent and prominent problem 
of modeling null values in the form of inclusively and exclusively disjunctive forms within the 
realm of the relational model is addressed. In other words, this thesis considers the proposition 
of incorporating incomplete information into the relational model and the problems raised by 
information incompleteness in the context of the relational model, or how to meaningfully 
interpret and process incomplete information. Comparatively speaking, the modeling approach 
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shifts the representation and management of uncertainty from the inference engine of the 
intelligent systems to the database and the database manipulation language. 
The relational approach to database systems assumes that data is logically structured as 
relations. A relation can be viewed as a table, with each column in the table corresponding to an 
attribute of an entity while each row in the table represents an association among the attributes. 
The rows are called tuples of the relation. The relational model assumes that all the values of the 
tuples are specified. That is, there is no incomplete information. However, in practice it is often 
the case that the available information is incomplete, either due to human being's incomplete 
perception of the real world or due to the unavailability of the required information. Consider, 
for example, a talent database for a large corporation which stores information of employees 
who wish to be considered for jobs within the company. Suppose there is a relation within such 
system that keeps the name of such candidate employees along with the associated attributes 
such as age, sex, current position, current salary, etc. However, due to the practice of 
Affirmative Action, the employer is not supposed to discriminate based on ages and sexes in 
filling positions. Consequently, the sex and age information is optional. Therefore, for some 
candidate records, the age and/or sex columns are unknown and hence are left to be blanks or 
special null symbols. 
The above motivating example illustrates one facet of the many ideographs of null values. 
Null values represent a form of uncertainty or vagueness which can be introduced by a variety of 
sources. Uncertainties are natural manifestations of information reliability. This type of 
uncertainty brings out, in many cases, the uncertainties that present in the factual knowledge due 
to, for instance, inaccuracy and poor reliability of knowledge gathering mechanisms, 
judgemental decisions, subjective preferences among different possibilities, ill-defined 
observations, faithlessnesses, and imperfect perceptions of the real world. Uncertainties can also 
be inherented from the imprecision of the representation language and media in which the 
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information is conveyed. It can also be caused by the incompleteness of the information source, 
and the aggregation or summarization of information from multiple sources [BSAW91]. 
The toss of a coin may serve as an example. Uncertainties exhibit themselves in the sense 
that although it is known that either heads or tails are the outcomes, the actual outcomes are 
open. Other examples closely related to our daily lives including physician's diagnoses in some 
cases and weatherman's (weatherperson in today's phraseology) forecasts. 
It has been pointed out in [Grah91] that if a database management system is truly to fulfill its 
purpose it must then know how to treat incomplete information. The research activities in this 
area have focused mainly on the extension of the relational model proposed by Codd [Codd70]. 
This is due to the mathematical foundation and uniformity of the relational approach and the fact 
that the value based database systems (relational) will remain the dominate approach in most 
applications. The main vehicle for this purpose has been the so-called null value in its various 
manifestations (e.g., [AbKG87], [BiskSl], [Bisk83], [Codd75], [Codd79], [GaNP92], [Gran79], 
[Gran91], [Imie89], [ImLi84], [KuKu91], [Lips79], [LiSu88], [LiS90a], [LiS90b], [LiSu91], 
[LiZh91], [LiZh92], [MiGrSS], [ReFS92], [Reit78], [Reit84], [Vass79], [Zani84], [ZhLi92], 
[ZhLi93]). 
With the invention of extended relational models with incomplete information comes the 
inevitable necessity for solving the following three major problems; (1) how to correctly process 
queries issued against the extended relations with incomplete information, (2) how to correctly 
update the extended relations with incomplete information, and (3) how to correctly handle data 
dependencies within the context of incomplete information under the extended relations? A 
little reflection will reveal, however, that all these problems convergence to a common 
underlying question: how to meaningfully interpret and process incomplete information? The 
remaining chapters of this dissertation will address and attempt to answer the first two questions. 
The next chapter provides some background information and examines previous work in this 
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area which is required to describe the research work presented in this dissertation. 
Chapter 3 extends the work on extended relational model with indefinite and maybe 
information introduced by Liu and Sunderraman in [LiS90b]. In this model, a data structure 
called I-table was defined for capturing definite, indefinite, and maybe information. According 
to [LiS90b], an I-table consists of three components, one for each of the three types of 
information it represents. The definite component consists of a set of tuples, each of which is 
known to be true. The indefinite component consists of a set of tuple sets, each tuple set is 
known to be true. However, it is not known which tuple(s) is(are) true within each tuple set. 
The maybe component also consists of a set of tuples, each of which may be true. 
In [LiS90b], five primitive relational operators (viz., selection, projection, cartisian product, 
union, and difference) were defined on the I-tables of the extended relational database model 
with indefinite and maybe information. However, another relational operator, natural join, was 
not studied. Natural join is an important and frequently used operator, due to the necessity of 
decomposing relations for normalization, and the decomposed relations sometimes need to be 
natural-joined together. Practically speaking, it is important that natural join operations are 
carried out efficiently. Considerable effort has gone into optimizing join operations with regard 
to the conventional relational database model (e.g., [CaRS89], [ChFM87], [ChMG87], [Hill86], 
[HoWo89], [IoKa90], [JaKo84], [Jark87], [KimSOa], [KimSOb], [MaZd87], [RaPr87], [Seli86], 
[Swam89], [ThRN87], and [Yaos79]). In Chapter 3, the natural join operation on I-tables of the 
extended relational model with indefinite and maybe information is defined in a semantically 
correct manner and an algorithm for computing natural joins using only, in general, a linear 
number of pair-up operations and, in the worst case, a polynomial number of pair-up operations 
and a linear number of block accesses with respect to the size of I-tables is presented. 
Imielinski and Lipski in [ImLi84] established a framework on the semantic meaningfulness 
of extended relational models and formalized precise conditions to ensure soundness and 
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completeness of extended relational operators. Extended relational systems that satisfy these 
conditions were called representation systems. Three extended relational models (e.g., Codd 
tables [BiskSl], [Codd79]), naive tables [ImLi84], and conditional tables [ImLi84] introduced 
for dealing with incomplete information in the form of null values were studied based on these 
conditions. The results indicated that, with the exception of conditional tables, none of the 
systems was a representation system with respective to the primitive relational operators (viz., 
selection, projection, cartisian product, union, and difference) and the join operation. Abiteboul 
and Grahne broadened this study to include update operations and concluded that only the 
conditional table possessed the ability to manage updates in a semantically correct manner 
[AbGr85]. 
The issue of updating incomplete databases, which has been neglected to a certain extent, is 
as important and delicate as that of querying them. As a matter of fact, it has been pointed out in 
[AbGrSS] that these two aspects are intimately related as the ability to answer queries assumes 
the capability to enter incomplete information into databases, and hopefully to remove 
uncertainties as the result of updates [Win86a]. Therefore, it is fundamental to understand the 
impact of updates on incomplete information. [AbGr85], [Chol88], [FaUV83], [MaWa87], 
[ReitSS], [Win86a], [Win86b], [Win86c], and [Wins90] are among the works which investigate 
the subject of updates. 
It has been proven that I-tables are able to correctly manage all the primitive relational 
operators and the join operator in a semantically correct manner ([LiS90b], [LiZh91]). In 
Chapter 4 we will further our exploration by extending update operations to I-tables and then 
examining the ability of I-tables for managing update operations in a semantically correct way. 
Chapter 5 furthers the study presented in Chapter 4 by extending update operations to a 
generalization of I-tables called M-tables in a semantically correct manner. M-tables are capable 
of representing more general forms of disjunctive information such as f i (f i ) v • • • v P„(t„), 
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where the P, 's could be different relation names representing different relations or predicates. 
Two dimensions of indefinite information can be represented in an M-table: vertical and 
horizontal. Vertical indefinite information refers to disjunctive information within a single 
relation and are represented via M-tuple sets of arity two or more of the sure component in Imi­
tables. On the other hand, horizontal indefinite information alludes to uncertainties among 
different relations and are represented via M-tuple sets with at least two tuples over different 
relational schemes. 
One of the problems associated with various null value approaches proposed in the literature 
is that they only allow a limited form of incomplete information to be represented. A more 
serious/fatal deficiency of some of the proposed models for null values lies in the fact that they 
do not support the relational operators of selection, projection, cartisian product, union, 
difference, and join in a semantically correct manner. 
One direction for further research therefore consists of examining the possibility of 
generalizing various null value approaches to represent the most general forms of incomplete 
information. The limitation of the expressive power of the existing null value approaches is 
resulted from their underlying treatment of incomplete information on the attribute level. 
Therefore, a more general model should handle incomplete information on the tuple level. 
The focus of the research to be discussed in Chapter 6 is that of extending the relational 
model to represent exclusively disjunctive information. That is, disjunctions of the form 
f 1 I fz I •• • I Pn^ where I denotes a generalized logical exclusive or indicating that 
exactly one of Pi's can be true. The generalization is necessary since the regular logical 
exclusive or 7 is defined based on the number of true/false values. For example, 1 71 v 0=0 
while 1 V 1 71 = 1. Note also that the generalized exclusive or represents an • • • then • • • 
conjunction in the sense that if P,-is true and Pi I P2 I I f / I ••• I is true, then all 
the f/s other than f, are false, \<i<n, \<j<n and Specifically, an extended relational 
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model called E-table for capturing exclusively disjunctive information is introduced. 
Informally, an E-table structure T over a relational scheme R = <Ai,A2, • • • ,Ak> consists of 
two components, the definite component and the (exclusively) indefinite component Tg. 
The definite component is a set of (conjunctive) tuples over R, each of which is known to be 
true. The indefinite component consists of (conjunctive) sets of tuple sets such that each set of 
tuple sets is known to be true. However, it is not known which tuple set is true within each set 
of tuple sets. Note that the exclusive indefiniteness implies that one and only one tuple set 
within a set of tuple sets can be true. 
With the introduction of E-tables, the formalization of the semantics of relational operators 
then becomes the most important issue. A major portion of Chapter 6 is dedicated to this issue. 
Specifically, the relational operators of selection, projection, cartisian product, difference, union, 
and intersection are extended to E-tables in a semantically correct manner. All of the extended 
operators are faithful in the sense that they reduce to the usual relational operators when the E-
tables consist of only complete information. 
In summary, the issues need to be examined and resolved towards a relational representation 
of exclusively disjunctive information are as follows: 
1. devising an extension of the relational model so that exclusively disjunctive 
information can be represented, 
2. to pave the way for the subject to be studied in (3), the following two problems need to 
be resolved first: 
• identifying conditions under which redundancies arise due to the presence of 
exclusively disjunctive information and proposing an operator for removing 
redundancies, 
• examing the implication of the Closed World Assumption under the context of 
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exclusively disjunctive information. That is, investigating the relationships 
between negation and exclusive indefiniteness, 
3. extending relational operators to the extended model in a semantically correct manner. 
Note that this objective is closely tied with the first issue since the extended model 
should facilitate this requirement. 
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation with discussions on the directions for further 
research in the area of incomplete information modeling. In particular, it provides a sketch of a 
relational model IE-table (/nclusive and Exclusive table) for representing both inclusively and 
exclusively disjunctive information. It should be clear by now that I-tables model incomplete 
information in the form of inclusive disjunction, while E-tables model exclusively disjunctive 
type of incomplete information. Naturally, the logical question then is whether it is possible to 
represent both inclusively and exclusively disjunctive information under the relational approach. 
The research in this area presented in the literature [MiGrSB] employs the set concept to 
represent incomplete information. [MiGr88]'s approach allows generalized sets (representing 
inclusively disjunctive information), disjunctive sets (representing exclusively disjunctive 
information), and collective sets (representing set values - that is every value inside a collective 
set is an actual value) as attribute values. The distinction of the corresponding type of each set 
can be tagged by a mapping from sets to values indicating the associated set types or can be 
stored in an extraneous tagging field as a part of a relation itself. The IE-table model offers a 
different viewpoint and adopts a uniformed relational approach without any extraneous tagging 
functions or attribute fields. The inspiration for IE-tables comes from the E-table model and the 
main idea is derived from the fact that, logically, inclusive disjunctions can be represented in 
terms of conjunctions of exclusive disjunctions. For instance, a v 6 is equivalent to 
a \ b \ {a A b). Therefore, inclusive disjunctions can be explicitly represented as conjunctions 
of exclusive disjunctions, where each conjunction represents a combination of possibilities or 
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potential real world truth. Since this is an on going research, only preliminary results are 
presented. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
This chapter first gives an overview and discusses the future trends of the database 
technology in general. Then a brief survey of the research in the incomplete database area is 
offered. 
2.1 Future Information Systems - Characteristics and Works To Be Done 
It has been noted in the literature (e.g., [Kers90], [MiWi86], [MyBr91], [PaZe91], and 
[Smit86]) that the next generation of computerized information systems must have not only the 
ability to store and to access but also to reason about a large volume of information and 
knowledge. This new breed of information systems centers on an exciting confluence of many 
technologies and must be developed using an interdisciplinary approach and further 
developments in the field of data modeling. In addition to being intelligent, it should also 
exhibit the characteristics of being distributed (e.g., being able to interface/integrate with a 
heterogeneous information processing environment consisting of various database management 
systems) and being objected-oriented. Generally speaking, the trend is to consolidate the 
information system technology with the advancements in other areas so that future information 
systems will become an inseparable component of the future information age and technology 
rather than a segregated island. 
From the intelligence perspective, the central task of the next generation information systems 
is to integrate intelligent systems with the database technology. As observed in [Kers90], 
[MiWi86], [MyBr91], [PaZe91], and [Smit86], many intelligent systems in the form of expert 
systems have been successfully developed and employed for many years for solving a variety of 
complex problems (e.g., medical diagnosis, VLSI design, and CAD/CAM) which require human 
expertise. However, the majority of current expert system applications are restricted to limited 
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data sets and have no facilities for data sharing and performing sophisticated data management 
activities which are demanded by many applications. These capabilities can be achieved by the 
integration of intelligent systems and database management systems. When database technology 
is appropriately combined with intelligent systems it offers the potential for allowing 
knowledge-bases to be shared amongst several applications. It also provides facilities for 
manipulating persistent data as well as persistent knowledge. 
The database and intelligent-based systems are unfortunately at present quite distinct, as 
noted in [PaZe91]. Conventional database management systems have been developed to store, 
maintain, and access large amount of data representing facts organized in well formulated 
structures and to support transaction intensive data processing applications. In contrast, 
intelligent-based technology has focused on an increased expressiveness, or the ability to 
represent many different and complex types of data and their relationships with increasing depth 
and granularity. Furthermore, Database systems are evolving in the direction of capturing and 
expressing more semantics in their conceptual schémas, while intelligent systems are trying to 
deal with applications that require an increasing amount of facts to be stored and managed. The 
integration of these two technologies should lead to systems capable of managing a large body 
of complex knowledge in an integrated way ([Kers90], [MiWi86], [MyBr91], [PaZe91], and 
[Smit86]). 
Today's database management systems are often stand-alone. However, the geographically 
diversified nature of the future information age requires that the next generation information 
systems be able to process information residing in widely apart physical locations. Moreover, 
the continual decline of hardware cost, the proliferation of computers, the rapid advancement in 
communication and networking technology reveals that the future computing environment is to 
be composed of a large number of workstations and mainframes. This phenomenon has 
propelled the emergence of distributed information technology. The major impetus of 
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distributed processing is in the direction of distributed database systems and information 
technology. This work calls for the integrating of existing heterogeneous applications and 
resources and concerns with logically integrating this pool of heterogeneous information systems 
into what appears to be a single logical facility. The benefits envisioned by the development of 
such a distributed environment are the abilities to collectively manage large volumes of 
corporate-wide information to lower production and maintenance costs so as to obtain the best 
possible leverage from pre-existing information intensive applications and resources and to form 
a synergy of information systems working together in a cooperative manner ([BrCe91], 
[GuMa87], [HMMS92], [LaLy89], [PaZe91], [PeRR91]). 
As far as object-oriented methodology is concerned, it has already penetrated into many 
subdisciplines of computer science and the database field is no exception. Object-Oriented 
database systems are receiving increasing attention from both experimental and theoretical 
standpoints. The object-oriented approach for database systems appears to be very promising 
and is claiming advantages over the more traditional approaches. The main justifications and 
reasons are being the modularity and reusability of the object-oriented method and the suitability 
of object models for treating complex and irregular objects (e.g., in engineering systems), their 
conceptual naturalness (e.g., for multi-media office systems), and their consonance with strong 
trends in programming languages and software engineering. The object-oriented database 
system work is being heavily influenced by the object-oriented paradigm from programming 
languages. The concept of object-orientation provides the ability to model the real world not 
only in terms of its structural aspect (e.g., object class definitions) but also in terms of its 
behavioral or dynamic aspect (e.g., the encapsulation of the methods or operations associated 
with objects). The main issue in this area is to precisely define what an object-oriented database 
system is and identify its desired characteristics. The integration of object-orientation and 
database should greatly enhance the usefulness of the database approach and at the same time 
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combining the strength of traditional database systems with the salient features of object-
oriented approach ([Banc92], [Beec92], [Comm90], [CaRo86], [Ditt86], [GuMa87], [Heue88], 
[HMMS92], [Kimw90], [Maie86]). 
Generally speaking, database systems themselves are evolving in the direction of 
incorporating and expressing more semantics and a wider range of real world information in the 
conceptual level. This is evidented by the many data models proposed over the last two decades. 
In the seventies the relational model received much attention. In the eighties semantic models 
and non-first-normal form models were the focus. Towards the end of the 80's, object-oriented 
models were proposed and is continuing to be advocated. An important strand in the data 
modeling aspect is the modeling of indefinite/uncertain information. The research in this area 
started in the late seventies and is still receiving a lot of attention. Many problems remain open 
and wait to be resolved. 
In essence, the next generation information systems need further research. The focus of the 
research work explored in this dissertation is related to the data modeling aspect associated with 
this next generation of information systems. Specifically, the recurrent and prominent problem 
of modeling null values in the form of inclusively and exclusively disjunctive forms within the 
realm of the relational model is addressed. Therefore, a brief survey of the research in the 
incomplete database modeling arena is presented in the next section. The survey is not intended 
to be exhaustive. It rather summarizes some representative works in this area. 
2.2 In complete Information and Relational Models 
The relational database model proposed by Codd in [CoddVO] has so far attracted, due to its 
mathematical foundation and uniformity, a great deal of research activities. Among such 
developments is the attempt to incorporate a wider range of real world information into the 
relational model. One aspect of such real world information which has been studied extensively 
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is that of imprecise data (i.e., incomplete perception of the real world). Two closely related yet 
divergent types of imprecise information have captivated attentions. They are known as vague 
information and incomplete information. 
The technique for incorporating vagueness in the relational model, based on the fuzzy set 
theory and fuzzy logic proposed by Zedah [Zeda65], was introduced by Buckles and Petry in 
their classic works ([BuP82a], [BuP82b], and [BuP82c]). Their fuzzy relational model 
constitutes of tuple components which are members of power sets over their corresponding 
domains, a similarity relation for each domain, and possibly fuzzy numbers as domain values. 
In the fuzzy relational model, a singleton set expresses an absolute truth. On the other hand, the 
increase of vagueness is signified by a larger number of indistinguishable elements in the set 
while the decrease of vagueness is indicated by a smaller number of elements in the set. Their 
work was further investigated in [ShMe90]. 
On the side of the incomplete database camp, the main vehicle for representing incomplete 
information has been the so-called null values in its various manifestations (e.g., range values, 
partial values, incomplete values, disjunctive sets, collective sets, etc.). The notion of null 
values have evolved from completely unknown null values (i.e., any of the values in the domain 
of the attribute) to partially unknown range values (i.e., any of the values within a specific subset 
of the attribute domain) ([BiskSl], [Bisk83], [Codd75], [Codd79], [ImLi84], [Lips79], [Reit84], 
[Vass79], and [Zani84]). Partial values was studied in [Gran79] where by allowing nonatomic 
values, partial numerical values are represented by a pair of numbers denoting the lower and the 
upper bound of the range and partial character strings are embedded with the special character 
" (e.g., incompl-te). Another aspects of the null values is that of disjunctive and maybe 
information. Inclusively disjunctive information (e.g., P is true, or Q is true, or both P and Q are 
true) were explored in [GaMN84], [Lips79], [LiSu88], [LiS90a], [LiS90b], [LiSu91], [LiZh91], 
[LiZh92], [MiGr88], and [Reit84]. Exclusively disjunctive information (e.g., either P is true, or 
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Q is true) was discussed in [MiGr88] and [ZhLi93]. Maybe information was investigated in 
[Bisk83], [Lips79], [LiSu88], [LiS90a], [LiS90b], [LiSu91], and [MiPe84]. 
The remainder of this section is organized in the following fashion: First, two works that 
have been recognized to have had profound influence on the development of incomplete 
databases, namely the model and proof theoretic views of relational databases and the semantic 
correctness of the extended relational operators on extended relational models with null values 
are discussed. The presentation of these issues are preluded by the discussion on the strong 
relationship between first-order logic and relational databases. Then the problem of negative 
information in relational databases is presented. Finally, various extended relational models 
representing null values/incomplete information are presented. 
2.2.1 The model and proof theoretic views of relational databases 
Reiter in [Reit84] explored the close relationship between the relational database theory and 
the logic paradigm and offered two distinct views of databases and generalized relational theory 
with null values and disjunctive information in the context of first order logic. In this section, 
the close relationship between first-order logic and relational databases and the model-theoretic 
and proof-theoretic views of relational databases are formally recapitulated. The material is 
extracted from [Reit84]. 
2.2.1.1 First-order logic 
A first-order language F is specified by a pair (A, MO, where A is a set of symbols and W a set 
of well-formed formulas constructed using the symbols of A. A consists of the following: 
1. A set of variables such as x, y, z, Xi, yi, and zi- There must be infinitely many of 
these. 
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2. A set of constants such as a, b, c. Smith, and C5101. There must be zero or more of 
these (possible infinitely many), 
3. A set of predicates such as P, Q, R, TEACH, and PARTS (each predicate has an arity n 
denoting the number of arguments it takes). There must be at least one of these 
(possibly infinitely many), 
4. Punctuation signs such as "(". ")". and and 
5. Logical operators a , v and =. 
In order to define W, the concept of terms and atomic formulas are necessary. A variable or a 
constant of A is a term. If P is an n-ary predicate of A and t\,t2, • • • Jn are terms, then 
P{t\,t2, ...,/„) is an atomic formula. P{t\,t2,...,(„) is a ground atomic formula if and 
only if ti ,t2,.-,tn are all constants. Wis to be constructed according to the following: 
1. An atomic formula is a well-formed formula, 
2. If W, and W2 are well-formed formulas, then so are Wi a W2, W^i v W2, -iWj, 
M^i-^M^2,and Wi=W2, 
3. If ly is a well-formed formula, then so is (W), and 
4. If z is a variable and W is a well-formed formula, then (^%)( W) and (Vz)(W) are also 
well-formed formulas. 
A relational language is a first-order language (A, W) with A having the following properties: 
1. There are only finitely many constants in A, but at least one, 
2. There are only finitely many predicates in A, 
3. There is a special predicate "=" which functions as equality, and 
4. There is a distinguished subset of A, possibly empty, of unary predicates. Such unary 
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predicates are called simple types and are used to model the concept of the domains of 
relations in databases. 
An interpretation I  for a first order language F=(A, W) is a triple {D,K,E) where 
1. D is a non empty set, called the domain of I, that is, the range of the variables of A, 
2. AT is a mapping from the constants of A to D (i.e., K{c) e D, for each constant c of A), 
3.  E isa  mapping f rom the  predicates  of  A into sets of tuples of elements of D (i.e., 
E(P)ŒD" for each n-ary predicate symbol P). E{P) is called the extension of P in 
the interpretation /. 
An interpretation I=(D,K,E) for a relational language R = (A,W) is a relational 
interpretation for R if and only if: 
1. AT is a one-one and onto mapping, and 
2. E(=) = {(d,d)\deD}. 
Consider a relational language R = iA, W), where A contains the following: 
1. Constants: A, B,C,a, b, c, d, CS100, CS200, P100, and P200, 
2. Predicates: TEACHER^.), COURSER), STUDENTQ, TEACH(.,.), ENROLLED 
and = (.,.), and 
3. Simple Types: TEACHERÇ ), COURSE{.), STUDENTÇ). 
Then the following interpretation I = (D,K,E) is a relational interpretation for R: 
1. D = {A, B, C, a, b, c, d, C5100, C5200, flOO, P200}, 
2 .  K maps the constant symbols into the corresponding domain elements, and 
E is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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TEACHER COURSE STUDENT TEACH ENROLLED = 
A CSlOO a A CSlOO a CSlOO AA 
B CS200 b  A CS200 a  CSlOO B B 
C PlOO c  BPlOO b  CSlOO CC 
P200 d CP200 cPlOO a  a 
d CS200 b b  
dP200 C C  
dd 
CSlOO CSlOO 
CS200 CS200 
PlOO PlOO 
P200 P200 
Figure 2.1: A Mapping from the Predicates of A into Sets of Tuples of D 
Given an interpretation /=(D,AT,E) for a first-order language F = {A,W), let p be a mapping 
from the variables of A into D (p is called an environment for the variables of A). For a given 
environment p, define a mapping: 
il 1^- terms->D as follows: 
l lc l l f"  =K{c) for each constant symbol ce A, and 
11 jc 1 ip' = p (x) for each variable xe A. 
The truth value of a well-formed formula in an interpretation I and environment p is defined 
as follows: 
1 .  P( t i , . . .  , f„) is  t rue  in</ ,p>if  and only  i f< | | / i l | f  | | / „ | | f  >eE(P) ,  
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2.  Wi A W2 i s t ruein</ ,p>ifandonlyi fboth  and W2 are l ruein</ ,p>,  
3 .  Wi  V W2 is  t rue  < / ,p> i f  andonly  i f  e i ther  or  1^2 i s  t rue  in</ ,p>,  
4. is true </,p > if and only if W, is not true in</,p>, 
5. Wi -> is true < /, p > if and only if -, ly, v 1^2 istruein</,p>, 
6. 1^,5^2 is true </,p> if and only if both Wi->W2 and are true in</,p>, 
7. (Vx)( W) is true in < /, p > if and only if for all de D, W is true in </,p ' >, where p is 
exactly the same as p with one exception, p now maps x to d, 
8. (3a:)( MO is true in < /, p > if and only if -i(Vz) (-1W) is true in < /, p >. 
An interpretation / is a model of a well-formed formula W if and only if W is true in /. The 
interpretation in the previous example is a model for each of the following formulas: 
1. {\/x)(yy)[TEACH{x,y)^TEACHER{x) a COURSE{y)] 
2. {\/x){\/y)[ENROLLED{x,y)^STUDEm{x) A COURSEiy)] 
3. (yx)[COURSE{x)^{Ay){TEACHER{y) a TEACH{y,x))] 
4.  (Vx)[TEACHER(x)->(^y)(COURSE(y) A rEACH(x,y))] 
A first order query language is defined relative to a given relational language R=<A,W>. 
Specifically, a query for R is any expression of the form <xi/ri , . . . ,  x„/z„ I Y(x x„)> 
where each x,- is a type composed of simple types of A and /(% i , . . .  ,x„)&W. Moreover, the 
only free variables of y(Z),..., ;c„) are among xi,..., and all of the quantifiers occurring 
in Y{xi ,...,x„) are type restricted quantifiers. <xi/Zi,... ,x„/x„ \ Y{x\,... ,x„)> denotes 
the set of all tuples of constants c 1,... ,c„ such that each c,- satisfies the type t,- and the database 
satisfies Y(ci, . . .  ,c„).  
The following are examples of queries applicable to the previous example: 
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1. The query "Who teaches PIOOT is expressed as: 
<x/TEACHER\TEACH (X,P 100) >. 
2. The query "Who are all of A's student?" is expressed as: 
<x/STUDENT\{^y/COURSEXTEACH(A,y) a ENROLLEDix,y)>. 
2.2.1.2 The model-theoretic view of relational databases 
According to Reiter, a database can be viewed as a particular kind of first order 
interpretation, and the query evaluation is a process of truth functional evaluation of first order 
formulas with respect to this interpretation. At the same time, integrity constraints can be 
viewed as first order formulas and a database satisfies the integrity constraints if and only if the 
constraints is true with respect to the database as interpretation. That is, the interpretation must 
be a model of the integrity constraints. Therefore, a database is a model of some set of integrity 
constraints and a query is some formula to be evaluated with respect to this model. This view of 
the database is called the model theoretic view. Historically, this point of view is the prevailing 
notion taken by database researchers. 
Under the model-theoretic view, a relational database is defined as a triple DB = (R,I,IC), 
where R is the set of symbols, T is a relational interpretation, and IC is a set of well-formed 
formulas called integrity constraints. The integrity constraints IC are said to be satisfied if and 
only if for each well-formed formula w of IC, w is true in /. 
For each predicate symbol P distinct from =, IC must contain 
(VA:I)-(VJ:„)(P(xi A ••• AT„(X„)) 
where x i,..., t„ are simple types and are referred to as the domains of P. 
For each predicate symbol P other than =,E(P) corresponds to a relation. 
If Q=<x/i \ WW > is a query applicable to the database represented as a first-order theory, 
then an n-tuple <ci,...,c„>of constants in R is an answer to Q if and only if 
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1. TjCc,) istrue, i = l,2,...,n, and 
2. W(<ci c„>)istruein/. 
2.2.1.3 The proof-theoretic view of relational databases 
Instead of viewing the interpretation / as a set of tables, tliink of it as a set of ground atomic 
formulas. This view of database is called the proof-theoretic view which considers a database as 
a set of first order formulas rather than a model. Under the proof-theoretic view, queries are 
formulas to be proven, given the database as premises. Satisfaction of integrity constraints are 
enforced such that they can be proven from the set of first order formulas. For instance, with 
respect to the education example, think of the interpretation as being specified by the following 
ground atomic formulas: 
^TEACHER{A) ,TEACHER{B) ,TEACHER{C) 
ENR0LLED{(l,P\G0),ENR0LLED{d,P2QQ), • • - j 
Viewing this set as a first order theory T (i.e., as a set of well formed formulas of the 
underlying first order language), there are many formulas that can be proven given T as 
premises. For example, with respect to the previous example, we have the following: 
T\-ENROLLED{C , P I O O )  
T\-ENROLLED{a,P\m) A  TEACH{B,P\m 
where w\-w means that there is a firs t  o r d e r  p r o o f  o f  w  f r o m  p r e m i s e s  W .  
Let ^ = (A, HO be a relational language. A first-order theory Tc W is a relational theory of R 
if and only if it contains the following axioms: 
1. Domain Closure Axiom: (Vx)(=(x, C i  )  v  •  •  •  v  = ( x , c „ ) ) ,  where C j , . . . ,  c „  a r e  t h e  
constants of A, 
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2. Unique Name Axiom:-i( = (c,-,c;)), . .  , n ,  i ^ j ,  
3. Equality Axioms: 
• Reflexivity: ( y x ) { = ( x , x ) ) ,  
• Commutativity: (Vx)(V);)( = (%,);) ^ = (y,z)), 
• Transitivity: ( V x ) { V y ) ( V z ) (  =  ( x , y )  A =(y,z)->=(z,z)), 
• Leibnitz' principle of substitution of equal terms: 
(VA:I)...(VA:„)(V}'I)...(VM„)(/'UI,  . . .  ,x„) A  = ( Z I , } ' I )  A  •  •  •  A  =(x„,y„) 
1 > • • • > y/i))» 
4. Completion Axioms: define C p  =  { < c i , . . .  , c „ > \ P ( c i , . . . , ) e  A a n d f e A } ,  f o r  
some set AcW^ of ground atomic formulas such that none of whose predicates is the 
equality predicate. Suppose that Cp = {(c\ , cjf)}, then 
{ V X I ) . . . ( X N ) ( P (Xl, . .  .  ,x„) (  =  ( % I C ) )  A  • • •  A ( X „ , C } , ) ) V  • • • V  
i = ( x i , c f )  A  • • •  A  = ( A : „ , c ; f ) ) ) ,  a n d  
5. The only well-formed formulas of T are of those mentioned in conditions 1 ,2, and 3 
above. 
Therefore, in the proof-theoretic view, a relational database is defined to be a triple 
DB =(R,T,IC), where is a relational language, T is a relational theory, and IC is a set of 
integrity constraints. 
The following theorem [Reit84] shows that the model-theoretic and proof-theoretic views of 
relational databases are equivalent. 
Theorem 2.1.1 Suppose i? = (A, MO is a relational language, Then, 
1. If r is a relational theory for R, then T has a unique model which is a relational 
interpretation for R. 
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2. If / is a relational interpretation for R, then there is a relational theory T such that I is 
the only model for T. 
The proof-theoretic view can be generalized by adding axioms to it. It is easy to incorporate 
incomplete information, information about events, hierarchies, and inheritance of properties and 
aggregations into the proof-theoretic view of relational databases [Reit84]. 
2.2.2 The semantic correctness of extended relational operators 
Imielinski and Lipski in [ImLi84] established a framework on the semantic meaningfulness 
of the extended relational models with null values and formalized precise conditions to ensure 
soundness and completeness of extended relational operators. A set of relational operators S is 
sound if no incorrect answers are derivable by using operators in S and is complete if all valid 
conclusions are obtainable by using operators in S. These conditions are embodied into the 
definition of the so called representation system in [ImLi84]. Informally, Imielinski and Lipski 
stipulate that an extended relational operator /on an extended relational table T of an extended 
relational model with null values is correct if / on T captures the effect of the corresponding 
regular operator on the various conventional definite relations represented by T. 
Formally, suppose that F is the set of extended relations capable of representing incomplete 
information and S is the set of regular relations. Define a mapping REP which maps an 
extended relation, T, to elements of Z. REP{T) is called the information content of T and is 
essentially a database containing a set of complete instances which are the possible real world 
truth. Then the notion of correctness for an extended relational operator / can be illustrated by 
Figure 2.2. 
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/r 
REP REP 
fx 
Figure 2.2: Notion of Correctness - Representation System 
2.2.3 The closed world assumption 
For the discussion that follows a database is viewed as a conjunction of ground atomic 
formulas (i.e., proof theoretic view). A database is Horn, or definite, if every ground atomic 
formula is Horn while a ground atomic formula is Horn if it has at most one positive atom when 
written in its corresponding disjunctive form. On the contrary, a database is non-Horn, or 
indefinite, if it contains non-Horn ground atomic formulas, which have more than one positive 
atoms when written in it corresponding disjunctive form. 
The Closed World Assumption (CWA) concept was introduced by Reiter for Horn databases 
in [Reit78]. Under CWA, positive facts, or atomic formulas, are explicitly stored in the database 
and negative facts are imphcitly present provided that their corresponding positive counterpart 
cannot be proven from the positive facts explicitly stored in the database. Semantically, a 
negative ground formula is true under CWA if its counterpart is not in the minimal model of the 
database (a minimal model for Horn database is the intersection of all its models). In other 
words, negative information can be assumed to be true straightforwardly if its positive 
counterpart cannot be proven from the database. It has been shown that Horn databases are 
consistent with CWA. The objective of CWA is to avoid storing potentially overwhelming 
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amount of negative information explicitly in the database. The opposite of the Closed World 
Assumption is the Open World Assumption (OWA). Figure 2.3 exemplifies the proceeding 
discussion based on the following assumptions: 
1. DOMAIN{TEACHER) = {Smith,Brown,Young), 
2. DOMAIN{COURSE)={ C5101 ,C5102}, and 
3. DOMAIN(SEMESTER) = {Fall,Spring,Summer}. 
Note that the Closed World Assumption makes an assumption about our knowledge about 
the domain, namely, that we know everything about each predicate of the domain. There are no 
gaps in out knowledge. For example, if we were ignorant as to whether or not Smith teaches 
CS102, we could not permit the implication of the opposite by the Closed World Assumption. 
The implicit representation of negative facts presumes total knowledge about the domain being 
represented. 
However, CWA introduces inconsistencies under non-Horn databases. For instance, let 
DB = {Pa V f 6}, then both Pa and Py are true since they cannot be derived form DB. 
Consequently, DB \j[Pa,Pb] is inconsistent. Minker in [Mink82] proposed an extension of 
the CWA, the Generalized Closed World Assumption (GCWA) for non-Horn databases based on 
the concept of minimal models. A minimal model for a non-Horn database is a model of that 
database such that no proper subset of that model is also a model. Semantically, GCWA defines 
that a negative fact can be assumed to be true if its positive counterpart is not in any minimal 
models of the underlying first-order theory of its corresponding database. GCWA is consistent 
with non-Horn databases and is faithful in the sense that it reduces to CWA for Horn databases. 
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TEACH 
TEACHER COURSE SEMESTER 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Fall 
Young CSlOl Spring 
-n TEACH 
TEACHER COURSE SEMESTER 
Smith CSlOl Spring 
Smith CSlOl Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Smith CS102 Spring 
Smith CS102 Summer 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Brown CSlOl Summer 
Brown CS102 Fall 
Brown CS102 Spring 
Brown CS102 Summer 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Summer 
Young CS102 Fall 
Young CS102 Spring 
Young CS102 Summer 
Figure 2.3: Closed World Assumption 
To digress for a moment, very closely related to the notion of the Closed World Assumption 
is that of negation as failure in logic programming [Clar78]. Logic programming has had 
significant impact on the development of databases. In particular, it has contributed to the 
understanding of the semantics of databases and has extended the concept of relational databases 
[GrMi92]. A survey of negations in logic programming can be found in [Shep87]. 
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2.2.4 Extended relational models with null values 
There has been various proposals of extended relational models representing null values. 
The flavor and spirit of these models can be classified into three basic underlying structure: (1) 
null values in its original form (i.e, any of the values in the domain), (2) marked null values, and 
(3) null values in the form of range values/disjunctive sets. 
The following is an example of the extended relational model with null values which ranges 
over the whole domain of the attribute it represents: 
TEACH 
TEACHER COURSE SEMESTER 
Smith @ Fall 
Brown CSlOl @ 
Young @ @ 
Figure 2.4: The TEACH Relation with Null Values 
The above table represents the following information: (1) Smith teaches a course (however, 
it is not known which course) in the Fall Semester, (2) Brown teaches the course CSIOI. 
However the semester in which Brown teaches CSlOl is unknown, and (3) Young teaches a 
course in one of the semesters yet both the course and semester are unknown. Suppose that the 
domain of the attribute COURSE contains "CSlOl" and "CS102" and the possible values for the 
SEMESTER attribute are the usual Fall, Spring, or Summer. Then this table represents the 
possible real world truth is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CSIOI Fall 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CSIOI Spring 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CSIOI Summer 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CS102 Summer 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CSIOI Fall 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CSIOI Spring 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CSIOI Summer 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CS102 Summer 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CSIOI Fall 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CSIOI Spring 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CSIOI Summer 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CS10Ï Summer 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CSIOI Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CS102 Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CSIOI Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CSIOI Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CSIOI Summer 
Smith CS 102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Fall 
Young CS102 Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CSIOI Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CSIOI Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CSIOI Summer 
Smith CS 102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Spring 
Young CS102 Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CSIOI Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CSIOI Spring 
Smith CS 102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CSIOI Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CS 102 Fall 
Brown CSIOI Summer 
Young CS102 Summer 
Figure 2.5: Possible Real World Truth for the TEACH Relation of Figure 2.4 
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This set of regular relations is called the information content of the null table as shown in 
Figure 2.4. In [Maie83], the concept of possibility set is used to represent the information 
content of a null table and the information content as shown in figure 2.5 is equivalent to the 
possibility set of POSSET) of [Maie83]. 
Under this approach, there is only one null value. Therefore, it is impossible to represent, for 
example, the information that Smith and Young teach same/different courses. This deficiency is 
resolved by introducing marked null values which are assumed distinct unless they have the 
same subscript. Figure 2.6 gives an example of a table with marked null values. 
This table represents the information, in addition to those deciphered by the extended 
relation shown in figure 2.4, the fact that Smith and Young teach different courses and Brown 
and Young teach in the same semester. The information content of this table is shown in Figure 
2.7. 
TEACH 
TEACHER COURSE SEMESTER 
Smith @ 1 Fall 
Brown CSlOl @2 
Young @ 3  @2 
Figure 2.6: A Sample Relation with Marked Null Values 
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Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Summer 
Young CSlOl Summer 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Summer 
Young CS102 Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Summer 
Young CSlOl Summer 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Summer 
Young CS102 Summer 
Figure 2.7: Possible Real World Truth for the TEACH Relation of Figure 2.6 
The null values represented in the above described approaches denote completely unknowns. 
That is, a null value can be any of Uie values in the domain of the attribute it is in. Later on, 
these approaches evolved into a more precise form under which missing values are partially 
unknown in the sense that they can be any of the values in a specific subset of the attribute 
domain. This is accomplished by allowing (disjunctive) sets/range values as attribute values. 
For instance, the table shown in Figure 2.8 represents the possible real world truth as shown by 
its information content in Figure 2.9. 
TEACH 
TEACHER COURSE SEMESTER 
Smith {CSlOl, CS102} Fall 
Brown CSlOl {Fall, Spring} 
Young {CSlOl, CS102} {Fall, Spring} 
Figure 2.8: The TEACH Relation with Range Values 
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Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Soring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CSlOl Soring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Fall 
Young CS102 Spring 
Smith CS102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CS 102 Fall 
Brown CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Spring 
Figure 2.9: Possible Real World Truth for the TEACH Relation of Figure 2.8 
2.2.5 Extended relational models with disjunctive information 
Recently, an extended relational model, namely I-table, for capturing incomplete knowledge 
appeared as indefinite and maybe information was proposed ([LiSu88], [LiS90a]). Informally, 
an I-table consists of three components, one for each of the three types of information it 
represents. The definite component consists of a set of tuples, each of which is known to be true. 
The indefinite component consists of a set of tuple sets, each tuple set is known to be true. 
However, it is not known which tuple(s) is(are) true within each tuple set. The maybe 
component also consists of a set of tuples, each of which may be true. 
Consider, for example, the familiar database relation TEACH. The information that Smith 
teaches CSlOl in Fall can be represented by the definite component as {(Smith, CSlOl, Fall)}. 
The information that Brown teaches CS102 either in Fall or Spring, and Young teaches CSlOl 
in either Fall or Spring or Young teaches CS102 in Fall can be represented by the indefinite 
component as {{(Brown, CS102, Fall),(Brown, CS102, Spring)}, {(Young, CSlOl, 
Fall),(Young, CSlOl, Spring),(Young, CS102, Fall)}}. The information that White may teach 
CSlOl in Spring can be represented by the maybe component as {(White, CSlOl, Spring)}. The 
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corresponding I-table is shown in Figure 2.10. 
The information content associated with an I-table consists of two components: the sure 
component and the maybe component. The sure component deciphers the information 
represented by the definite and the indefinite component of an I-table. It represents various 
definite relations of which at least one is the real world truth. The maybe component accounts 
for all the maybe tuples in the I-table. The information content of the I-table shown in Figure 
2.10 is illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
TEACH 
TEACHER COURSE SEMESTER 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Fall 
Brown CS102 Spring 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Young CS102 Fall 
White CSlOl Spring 
Figure 2.10: A Sample I-table 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Fall 
Young CSlOl Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Fall 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Fall 
Young CS102 Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Spring 
Youns CSlOl Fall 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Spring 
Young CSlOl Spring 
Smith CSlOl Fall 
Brown CS102 Spring 
Young CS102 Fall 
} 
v= White CSlOl Spring 
Figure 2.11: The Information Content of the I-table of Figure 2.10 
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2.2.6 Generalized relational model with disjunctive information 
In [LiS90b], a generalized extended relational model, namely the M-table model, was 
proposed to represent more general forms of incomplete information. As described in the 
previous section, the I-table model is capable of representing indefinite and maybe information 
of the form P(ti) v - v ?((»), where all the disjuncts involve the same predicate symbol. 
M-tables are generalizations of I-tables and are able to represent disjunctive information of the 
form Piiti)v • • • V P nit „), where f/s, i = 1,... ,n, could be different predicates. 
Two dimensions of indefinite information can be represented in an M-table: vertical and 
horizontal. Vertical indefinite information refers to disjunctive information within a single 
relation and are represented via M-tuple sets of arity two or more of the sure component in M-
tables. On the other hand, horizontal indefinite information alludes to uncertainties among 
different relations and are represented via M-tuple sets with at least two tuples over different 
relational schemes. 
Informally, an M-table T over a mixed relational, or M-relational scheme 
MR=<Ri,R2, • • • ,Rk > is a group of k mixed relations, or M-relations <ri,..., 7-j.>, where 
r,- is a relation over /?,•, 1 <i<k, respectively. It consists of two components: the sure component 
Tsure and the maybe component T,^yhe- The sure component of an M-table is a set of mixed 
tuple, or M-tuple sets of anties greater than or equal to 1. A mixed tuple, or M-tuple is of the 
form <ti,t2, • • • ,tk>y where is a tuple over relational scheme Ri,l<i<k, and each M-tuple 
set is known to be true. The maybe component consists of a set of mixed tuples, each of which 
may be true. 
By way of example. Figure 2.12 illusti'ates an M-table PARENT-CHILDREN over M-relational 
schtme. KFATHER-SON, MOTHER-SON, FATHER-DAUGHTER, MOTHER-DAUGHTER>. 
PARENT-CHILDREN,^, represents the following information, or ground formulas: 
GFl. FATHER-SON(John, Joe) 
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FATHER SON MOTHER SON FATHER DAUGHTER MOTHER DAUGHTER 
John Joe 
Chris Jack Chris Jack 
Mary 
Nancy 
Sam 
Sam 
Mary 
Nancy 
Sam 
Sam 
Steve 
Jack 
Linda 
Linda 
Leslie Pat Leslie Pat Leslie Pat Leslie Pat 
Ed Mike 
Kim Mark Kim Mark 
Figure 2.12: PARENT-CHILDREN M-relation 
GF2. FATHER-SON(Chris, Jack) v MOTHER-SON(Chris, Jack) 
GF3. MOTHER-SON(Mary, Sam) v MOTHER-DAUGHTER(Mary, Sam) v 
MOTHER-SON(Mary, Sam) v MOTHER-DAUGHTER(Mary, Sam) 
GF4. FATHER-DAUGHTER(Steve, Linda) v FATHER-DAUGHTER(Jack, Linda) 
GF5. FATHER-SON(Leslie, Pat) v MOTHER-SON(Leslie, Pat) v 
FATHER-DAUGHTER(Leslie, Pat) v MOTHER-DAUGHTER(Leslie, Pat) 
Each of the above five ground formulas are true, while it is not known which ground clause or 
clauses are true in GF2, GF3, GF4, and GF5. Moreover, the M-tuple sets corresponds to GF2 is 
an example of horizontal disjunctions across the relations FATHER SON and MOTHER -SON 
while the one associated with GF4 signifies vertical disjunctions within the relation 
FATHER-DAUGHTER. Yet GF3 is derived from the M-tuple set incorporating both vertical 
and horizontal indefinite information. 
PARENT -  CHILDREN^ybe represents the following ground atomic formulas: 
G API. FATHER-SON(Ed, Mark) 
GAF2. FATHER-SON(Kim, Mark) v MATHER-SON(Kim, Mark) 
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However, these ground atomic formulas may or may not be true. 
The information content associated with an M-table consists of two components: a collection 
of a set of definite mixed relations, among which at least one is the real world truth, correlating 
to the minimal models of the underlying first-order theory represented by the sure component of 
the M-table and a set of mixed maybe tuples. The information content of the M-table shown in 
Figure 2.12 is illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
RF R2 
a e 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f g 
h i 
MM(T) =[ 
M ( T ) ^  
U = {  
a 
b 
a 
b 
a 
c 
e 
d 
e 
d 
} 
f 
h 
â~ 
b 
a 
c 
V = 
f g 
h i <U,v>=REDUCEREP(<MM,M>(T)) 
Figure 2.13: The Information Content of the M-table of Figure 2.12 
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3. natural joins and i-tables 
In [LiSu90], an extended relational database model with indefinite and maybe information 
was introduced. Five primitive relational operators (viz., selection, projection, cartisian product, 
union, and difference) were also defined on I-tables of the extended relational database model 
with indefinite and maybe information. However, another relational operator, natural join, was 
not studied in [LiSu90]. Natural join is an important and frequently used operator. This is due 
to the necessity of decomposing relations for normalization, and the decomposed relations 
sometimes need to be natural-joined together. Practically speaking, it is important that natural 
join operations are carried out efficiently. Considerable effort has gone into optimizing join 
operations with regard to the conventional relational database model (e.g., [CaRS89], 
[ChFM87], [ChMG87], [Hill86], [HoWo89], [IoKa90], [JaKo84], [Jark87], [KimSOa], 
[KimSOb], [MaZd87], [RaPr87], [Seli86], [Swam89], [ThRN87], and [Yaos79]). 
This chapter extends previous work on I-tables. Specifically, natural joins are defined, in a 
semantically correct manner, on I-tables. Rudimentary or naive algorithms for computing 
natural joins on I-tables require an exponential number of pair-up operations and block accesses 
proportional to the size of I-tables. This is due to the combinatorial nature of natural joins on I-
tables. Thus, the problem becomes intractable for large I-tables. In this chapter, an algorithm 
for computing natural joins under the extended model is proposed. This algorithm reduces the 
number of pair-up operations to a linear order of complexity in general and in the worst case to a 
polynomial order of complexity with respect to the size of I-tables. This algorithm also reduces 
the number of block accesses to a linear order of complexity with respect to the size of I-tables. 
This chapter is arranged as follows: in Section 3.1, some background knowledge regarding 
the extended relational model will be presented. In Section 3.2, the natural join of I-tables is 
defined, and its correctness is also established. Finally, in Section 3.3, efficient implementation 
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issues of natural joins on I-tables are discussed. 
3.1 Preliminaries 
3.1.1 A formal semantics for I-tables 
An I-table T over a relational scheme R=<A i,... , A„> with domain D,- for each attribute 
name A;, 1 < i <«, is defined as T = <Td,Ti,Tm>, where 
TD  Ç DiXDgX • •  •  xD„ ,  
Ti Ç 2^'"" ''^'-({0}u{{f}|feDiX ...xDJ),and 
TM  e  DiXDzX • •  •  xD„ .  
Tg, and are referred to as the definite component, the indefinite component, and the 
maybe component of the I-table T respectively. Each member of Tp and is called a definite 
tuple and a maybe tuple respectively, and each member of T/ is called an indefinite tuple set. 
Indefinite tuple sets represent inclusive disjunctions. That is, it is possible for more than one 
tuple within an indefinite tuple set to be true. Maybe tuples represent information which is either 
true or false. 
Consider, for example, a database relation ASSIGNMENT with attributes EMP NAME and 
JOB ASSIGNED. The information that EMPl and EMP2 are assigned to JOBl and J0B2 
respectively can be represented by the definite component as {(EMPl,JOB 1),(EMP2,J0B2)}. 
The information that either EMP3 or EMP4, or both EMP3 and EMP4, are assigned to J0B3 can 
be represented by the indefinite component as {{(EMP3,JOB3),(EMP4,JOB3)}}. The 
information that EMP5 may be assigned to J0B4 can be represented by the maybe component as 
{(EMP5,J0B4)}. The corresponding I-table is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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ASSIGNMENT 
EMPl JOB! 
EMP2 J0B2 
EMP3 
EMP4 
J0B3 
J0B3 
EMP5 J0B4 
Figure 3.1 : An Example of an I-table 
There are two sources for the maybe tuples. First, they may be inserted by users. Second, 
they may be migrated from the indefinite component due to updates. For example, if (EMP3, 
JOB3) were inserted into the I-table as shown in Figure 3.1, then the tuple (EMP4, J0B3) should 
be moved to the maybe component. 
The information content of an I-table consists of two components; the sure component and 
the maybe component. The sure component deciphers the information represented by the 
definite and the indefinite component of the I-table. It represents various definite relations of 
which at least one is the real world truth. The maybe component accounts for all the maybe 
tuples in the I-table. The information content of an I-table is formally defined as follows: 
Definition 3.1.1.1: Let be a relational scheme and Tbe an I-table over R, then 
F/f = {T\T'. I-table over R }, and 
= {<U,v>\U'. set of relations over R,v: relation over R}. 
The information content of the I-table Tis a mapping REP from to such that: 
REP{T) = REDUCEREP(<MM,M>{T)),wheie 
(1) <MM,M>is a mapping from F^ toZ^ such that: 
<MM,M>{T) = <MM(T),M(T)>, where 
T=<TD,Ti,Tnf>with Ti = {wi,...,w„}, and 
MM{T) = {rDU{ïi,. . . , ï„}|(VO(l<i<«-^î,eWi)},andM(r) = Tm-
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(2) REDUCEREP is a mapping from Z/; to Z/; such that: 
REDUCEREP{< U,v>)=< U°,v° >, where 
U° = {r|(rei/ A -i(3ri)(ri E J7 A rjcr)}, and 
v° = { R | ( F E  V  V  ( 3 ' ' I ) ( 3 ' ' 2 ) ( ' ' I E  U A  R 2 E  i7  A  R J  ari  A  F E  R G - R I )  A  
- I (3r)(rG U° A  / E  r))}. 
Note that MM{T) consists of all the definite relations represented by the sure components of 
the I-table and M{T) consists of all the maybe tuples in T^- On the other hand, U° is U with all 
the definite relations which subsume other definite relations removed (therefore, U° corresponds 
to the minimal models of the underlying first-order theory), and v° is v along with some tuples 
from the definite relations removed from U. 
3.1.2 Redundancies in I-tables 
Four kinds of redundancies across the components of an I-table have been identified in 
[LiSu90]. They are; 
(1) A definite statement subsumes an indefinite statement. That is, te Tp and we Tj and 
te w. 
(2) An indefinite statement subsumes another indefinite statement. That is, WieTj and 
W2eT[ andM'iCW2. 
(3) A maybe statement is also a definite statement. That is, te and te Tp. 
(4) An indefinite statement subsumes a maybe statement. That is, teTm and te w and 
we Ti-
The above mentioned redundancies can be removed by the operator called REDUCE as 
defined as follows: 
Definition 3.1.2.1 Let rbe an I-table. then/?£'D{/C£(r) = r°, where 
T D  =  { t \ t e T D } ,  
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7? =  { W | ( W G  Ti A  -i( 3 0 ( ^ E  TD  A  R E  W )  A  )(wi E  Tj A WI  C W ) }, and 
1% = {t\{te A) A  (t^Tf)) A -i(3w)(>ve A  tew)}, 
where A is defined as follows: 
A = {r|(re r^/) V  (3^ i )(3w) ( / i  e T j )  A  w e T j  A  t i e w  A  t e w —  { t i } )  v  
( 3 W I ) ( 3 W 2 ) ( W I  E  T /  A  W 2 E T ]  A  C W 2  A  T E W Z - W I ) ]  
3.1.3 Notions of the correctness of the extended relational algebra 
As has been defined earlier, the mapping REP maps an I-table, T, over scheme R, to elements 
of X/;. REP{T) consists of two components: U, a set of definite relations of which at least one 
represents the real world truth, and v, a set of maybe tuples. Consider a relational algebra 
operator /. In order to extend / to operate on I-tables, it must be assured that the extended 
operator captures the effect of the corresponding regular operator on the various definite relations 
represented in the information content of I-tables. This notion of correctness for an extended 
relational operator/on I-tables is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2: The Notion of Correctness 
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Formally, for each operator/, we first need to defineonZ^ and then define/r on that 
satisfies the following conditions: 
R E P { f r { . T ) )  =  (D), for unary/ and 
REPUriTy,Ta )) = hiREP(Ti ) ,REP(T2)), for binary /. 
3.2 Extended Relational Algebra - Natural Join 
In this section, the definitions for extended natural joins on Z and F are first defined. The 
correctness of the extended natural join is then established. The same symbol oo is used to 
represent the extended natural join for operands on both Z and F. This shall not cause any 
confusion as the operands should clearly identify whether the natural join is performed on S or 
F. 
Definition 3.2.1: Let /?i and RJ be two relational schemes with some common attributes. Let 
< U i V i > e  Z/fj and<J72,V2>e T h e n , < U i V i > o o < U 2 , V 2 > = R E D U C E R E P ( < U i , V i >  
OO" <U2,V2>) =REDUCEREP(< U,v > ), where 
U =  {r|(3ri)(3r2)(rie/'05'5^(f/i) A  r2ePOSSiU2) A  r = rjoora)}, and 
V = u (rooV2) u V (roovi) u (vioova). 
r e U j  ret/î 
where/'C>55'({/) = {r|(3^)(l^A:^l ï/| A (3ri) • • • A ••• A r^e A 
r  =  r ,u  • •  •  U f t )  }•  
Notice that r,cr2 implies that rooricroor2 and UŒ POSS(U). By the definition of 
REDUCEREP, the above definition can be simplified into the following equivalent one. 
Definition 3.2.2: Let and /?2 be two relational schemes with some common attributes. Let 
<i7i,vi>e Z/{_ and<f/2,V2>6 Z/;,. TS)&VI,<UI VI>OO<U2,V2>-REDUCEREP{<UI,VI> 
OO" < U2 ,V2 >) =REDUCEREP(<U,v>), where 
U  =  {r|(^ri)(^r2)(ri e U i  A  rae U 2  A  r  =  rioor2)}, and 
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V = u { r o o V i )  V u (roovi) u (V100V2). 
re t/, re 
The following theorem shows that natural joins of the elements of X commutes with 
REDUCEREP. 
Theorem 3.2.1: Let 7?i and R2 be two relational schemes with some common attributes. Then 
<UiVi>oo<U2,V2>=REDUCEREP(<Ui,Vi>) ooREDUCEREP(<U2,V2>) for any 
and <î /2 ,V2>eX^j.  
Next, we define natural joins on I-tables. Before presenting the definition for natural joins on 
r, a few notations are first defined as follows. 
Definition 3.2.3: Let R1 and R2 be two relational schemes, r 1 be an I-table over 1, t be a tuple 
ofri, ,/fc} be a tuple set of ri, and C a subset of Then: 
(1)  s  = r ic  (t)  denotes  the project ion of  t  onto attributes  of  C.  That is ,  s  = t[C].  
( 2 ) =  { r i c C ï i ) , . . . ,  r i c C ^ A : ) } -
Now the definition of natural joins on I-tables is given below: 
Definition 3.2.4: Let T% and 7% be two I-tables under relational schemes R, and R2 such that Tj 
= {w} ,...,w/„} and Tj = {wl,...,wl}. Furthermore, let A denotes the list of attributes that are 
common in both R1 and R2. That is, A = /? 1 n i?2, and let B denotes the list of attributes that is 
composed of all the attributes of Ri and all the attributes of R2 except those of A. That is, B = 
^1 (/?2 Let 
E = {{f i , . . . , f ,„} | (VO(l^«^w-^ï ,ew/)} ,and 
Let the elements of £ be E ^  and those of F be Fj,F f .  Let 
— I (3^1 )(3^2)((I  G rj)  A t2^Fl  A t  =  A [A] = (2 [A])  V 
(3^l)(3^2)(^l  G Et  A t2^TD A t  =  H)i(t i t2)  A ^I[A] = /2[A])  V 
(3^I)(3^2)(^1 S E j .  A t 2 ^ F i  A t  = T l ^ { t i t 2 )  A ?1 [A] = f2[A])} ,  
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si 
1 
pi 
s2 p2 
si p3 
si p2 
S3 p4 
pi cl 
p4 cl 
p2 cl 
p2 c2 
p3 cl 
p3 c2 
T1 oo T2 
si pi cl 
s2 p'l cl 
s2 p2 c2 
s2 pi cl 
si p2 c2 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
si p2 cl 
s2 p2 c2 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
si p2 cl 
si p2 c2 
s3 p4 ell  
£ = {{sl p3},{sl p2}} 
F = {{p2 cl,p3 cl},{p2 clj)3 c2}, 
{p2 c2 ,p3 cl},1p2 c2,p3 c2}} 
A;i = {s2 p2 cl.sl p3 cl} 
i4i2={s2 p2 cl,sl p3 c2} 
i4i3={s2 p2 c2,sl p3 cl} 
AI4={S2 p2 c2,sl p3 c2} 
A2I={s2 p2 cl,sl p2 cl} 
A22={S2 p2 cl,sl p2 c2} 
-^23= {s2 p2 c2,sl p2 c2} 
A24={s2 p2 c2,sl p2 c2} 
REP(TO= <1 
si pi si pi 
s2 p2 s2 p2 1 s3 p4 si p3 si p2 > 
REP(T2)= <1 
"pi cT 
p4 cl 
p2 cl 
p3 cl 
"pi cT 
p4 cl 
p2 cl 
p3 c2 
•pT cT 
p4 cl 
p2 c2 
p3 cl 
pi cl 
p4 cl 
p2 c2 
p3 c2 
} 0 > 
{ 
REP(Ti  ooT2)=REP(TI  )coREP{T2)=< U,V > 
si pi cl si pi cl si pi cl si pi cl si pi cl 
s2 p2 c2 s2 p2 cl s2 p2 c2 s2 p2 c2 s2 p2 c2 
si p3 cl si p3 c2 si p3 c2 si p2 cl si p2 c2 
{/ = 
v = s3 p4 cl 
Figure 3.3: Cartisian Product 
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where \<l<f, i if otherwise j = 0, and j=/ifotherwise j = 0. LetAj, 
Ag be the distinct A,y's. Then T\ oo T2 =REDUCE{T), where ris defined as follows: 
Td  -  {^1(3^1  ) (3^2) ( ( i  G  Tg  A t i&f i )  A t  =  Y l ^ { t i î 2 )  A [A]  =  f2 [A] )} ,  
Ti = {wl(3fi)...(3^g)(^ieAi A • • • A tgGAg A w = }, and 
^ I  ( 3 (  1  ) ( 3 ^ 2 ) ( ' I  e  r ô  A  Ï 2 S  ^ A f  A  f  = n B ( f  1  ( 2 )  A  ? i  [ A ]  =  / 2 [ A ] )  V  
( 3 ^ l ) ( 3 ' 2 ) ( f l  s  A  A  t  =  A  ? i [ A ]  =  f 2 [ A ] )  V  
( 3 ^ 1  ) ( 3 ^ 2 ) ( h G  T l f  A A t  =  T l ^ ( t i t 2 )  A  1 1  [ A ]  =  / 2 [ A ] )  V  
(3w)dfi)(w = {r2,...,?i-}e7') A A 
{(^i)2<i<k A t = A ;, [ A ] = f i  [ A ] ) )  v 
(3'l )(3w)('l ^ A ( w  =  {t2,-->tic} ^ T j  A  
{{^i)2<i<k A t^UQititi) A  r ,  [ A ] = f i [ A ] ) ) } .  
Definition 3.2.4 is exemplified in Figure 3.3. 
The following theorem establishes the correctness of the extended natural join. 
Theorem 3.2.2: Let Tj and T2 be two I-tables under relational schemes R1 and R2 such that Tj 
= {w\ w]n}znàT] = {w] wl). ThenREP{TiooT2) = REP(Ti)o°REPiT2). 
Theorem 3.2.2 is also illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
3.3 Algorithms for Natural Joins on I-tables 
In this section, two algorithms for computing natural joins on I-tables of the extended 
relational database model with indefinite and maybe information are presented . The 
performance of the algorithms is measured by the number of pair-up operations and I/O block 
accesses. The first algorithm stems directly from the definition and is inefficient and expensive 
as it requires an exponential number of pair-up operations and block accesses proportional to the 
size of I-tables. The second one improves the first one by adopting the "compare, concatenate, 
and then permute" stirategy and by accessing temporary relations via pointers, thereby reducing 
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the number of pair-up operations to a linear order of complexity in general and in the worst case 
to a polynomial order of complexity with respect to the size of I-tables. Furthermore, it reduces 
the number of block accesses to a linear order of complexity with respect to the size of 
underlying I-tables. 
The algorithms presented assume that the set of attributes to be joined on both I-tables are 
indexed. It should be clear that this assumption is practical and conforms with performance 
requirements in the real application environment. 
Algorithm 3.3.1: Rudimentary algorithm for computing the natural join of I-tables T, and T2. 
Let T'l, = },r) = }, where wj = }, 1 <(<///_ and 
TM  = { t i  Let t I =  { t }  T j  =  where 
wJ = andr^ = }-
Step 1: Computing E and F through nested loops. For example, Nj^ nested loops can be used to 
c o m p u t e  E  f o r  T j .  
Step 2: Computing Aij .  Aj j  can be calculated as follows: to join the tuples of F, and Tp,  
scanning through the elements of F,- and for each set of A value, look up the tuples of r], having 
the same A value by using the index on A. Similarly, to join the tuples of and tj), scanning 
through the elements of £,• and for each set of A value, look up the tuples of fp having the same 
A value by using the index on A. Finally, using the nested loop approach to join the tuples of Ei 
and Fj .  
Step 3: computing T D ,T I , and T M -
Step 3.1: computing Tg as follows: scanning through Tp (or the smaller of Tp and Tp) and 
for each set of A value, look up the tuples of tp having the same A value by using the index 
on A. 
Step 3.2: computing T/ from Ay- in a similar way for computing E and F. 
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Step 3.3: computing Tj^hy using indices on Tq, tp, T^, and t^, similar to Step 3.1. 
Theorem 3.3.1: The number of pair-up operations required by Algorithm 3.3.1 grows 
exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
Theorem 3.3.2: The number of I/O block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.1 grows 
exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
The above algorithm for evaluating natural joins of I-tables is straightforward and simple. 
However, this method is obviously quite inefficient as indicated by Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 
3.3.2. The exponential complexity is not surprising at all due to the combinatorial nature of the 
natural joins as both E and F contain an exponential number of elements. Therefore, in general, 
an exponential number of elements must be enumerated by any Turing machine computing E 
andF. 
The key to eliminating this exponential complexity is to avoid generating E  and F. This can 
be done by comparing and concatenating T} and TJ, T} and T^, T} and T^, T/ and T}), and TJ 
and Tlf respectively. These results are then used to derive A,y directly. Therefore, the steps for 
forming E and F combinatorially are eliminated. 
The following algorithm demonstrates the above idea and other improvements to the naive 
approach. 
Algorithm 3.3.2: Improved algorithm for computing the natural join of I-tables Ti and T%. 
Let ri) = }, where w} = {i|i,...,4;}. and 
Tlf = {tj Let tI = {t\ }, where 
w/ = ( t n  4?}. l</^A^/,,andr|f = {/i }• 
Step 1: Compare and concatenate T \  with T P  and F H  respectively, compare and 
concatenate T/ with Tp and T]^ respectively, and compare and concatenate T] with F]. 
The idea here is to eliminate the step for obtaining E and F with exponential number of 
elements with respect to the size of 7") and T} and then derive A,y, thus causing exponential 
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number of pair-up operations. This is similar to apply selection and projection operations 
first and then perform cartisian products. Specifically, each tuple of and is joined 
w i t h  T ]  a n d  f o r m  n e w  t a b l e s  I D  a n d  I M  r e s p e c t i v e l y  w i t h  t h e  s a m e  s t r u c t u r e  a s  T } .  
Similarly, each tuple of and is joined with Tj and constitute new tables DI and MI 
respectively with the same structure as tj. Furthermore, each tuple of every tuple set of tj 
is joined with jj to build a new table II with the same structure as Tj. The tables ID, IM, 
DI, MI, and II are called disjunctive join tables and can be obtained according to the 
following definition. 
Definition 3.3.1: Let Ti and T2 be I-tables as defined above, then: 
(1) ID = where 
}, l<k<Nl and l</<Af),and 
n ^ d j j t l )  i f  t j j [ A ] = t l [ A ]  
e otherwise 
where t] j&w] of T] and tp 
(2) IM = where 
IM''^ }, l<k<Nli and l<j<A^), and 
^ a i Û j t l )  i f  t } j[ A ] = t l [ A ]  
otherwise 
where r|/ewy of T] and t^ 
(3) DI = where 
Dl''= {Dl'iiDl\i...,Dli^}, \<k<N}) and \<i<Nj, and 
j^jk, ^ \nBitltjj) if4[A] = /?.[A] 
V — 1 [e otherwise 
where tlsT}) and tjjewj of tj-
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si 
s2 
si 
si P2 
s3 p4 
1 si pi cl 
IrvT^n 
S2 p2 Cl 
s2 p2 c2 pi Cl 
p4 cl s2 p2 cl 
si p2 cl 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
p2 cl 
p2 cl 
p3 cl 
p3 c2 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
si p2 cl 
s2 p2 c2 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
si p2 cl 
si p2 c2 
id  
id  = { id\ id^}  
/D^ = e e 
e 
e 
/M= e e 
di={di \dr}  
dp = d f  = 
s2 p2 cl 
s2 p2 c2 
|S3 P4 cl| M/' = 
M/ = {M/'} 
e 
e 
/ /={ / / " , / / ' 2}  
//'* = 
e 
e 
si p2 cl 
si p2 c2 
si p3 cl 
si p3 c2 
e 
e 
££ i=0 ,  EE2=0 
FFi = {s2 p2 cl}, Ff2={s2 p2 cl}, ff3={s2 p2 c2}, ff4 = {s2 p2 c2} 
£'Fii = {sl p3 cl}, £F i2 = {s1 p3 c2}, {si p3 cl}, £Fi4={sl p3 c2} 
£^21 = {si p2 cl}, £F 22 = {s1 p2 c2}, FF23= {si p2 cl}, FF24={sl p2 c2} 
An = {s2 p2 cl,sl p3 cl} 
A i2={s2 p2 cl.sl p3 c2} 
A i3={s2 p2 c2,sl p3 cl} 
Ai4={s2 p2 c2,sl p3 c2} 
A2i={s2 p2 cl,sl p2 cl} 
A22= {s2 p2 cl,sl p2 c2} 
A 23={s2 p2 c2,sl p2 c2} 
A24={s2 p2 c2,sl p2 c2} 
Figure 3.4: An Example Illustrating Definition 3.3.1 and Algorithm 3.3.2 
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(4) MI = }, where 
Ml' '= \<k<Nl,  and and 
= 1^8(44)  i f  4 [A]  =  r^[A]  
e otherwise 
where t l^  and t j je  wj  of  t f  
(5) II = /A' }.where 
i i"  = {i l f i ' i i^ i . . . , i l i j} , l<k<n,^ , l<l<kl , \<i<n,^ ,  and 
yy ^^(.tijtki) if = 
e otherwise 
where t \ j^w\  of  t]  and t l i&fl  of  wj  of  t f  
Indices on A can be used to obtain the disjunctive join tables. Definition 3.3.1 is 
exemplified in Figure 3.4. 
Step 2: Obtain i4,;y's: note that the disjunctive join tables are of the same structures as the 
indef in i te  components  of  the  I - tab les .  Hence  AIJ can  be  genera ted  f rom DI,  ID,  and II ,  
similar to generating e and f, according to the following definition: 
Definition 3.3.2: Let id ,  di ,  and i i  he disjunctive join tables, and let 
{Vl)(ymm<l<ND, A l<m<N!^^Qi)i l<i<ki  ^ j ,„=i A I 'MJ^EDL',,, A t \„J^^E))  
FFi,uiex — I { ^1 
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iVlXVm)(l<l<Nj^)(l<m<N[^ =lÙj„j  
where l < i j < k j '  l<;<A^/_. 
and index —(il  —l)xI3^n + ('2"~l)xf][A:„+ • ••  +(?Af, ,-i — "'"'V,, •  
n=2 7f =  3  
N„ N„ 
Let the elements of EE be EE^,  1 <i< and those of FF be FFi, 1 <i< fj k^.  Also, let 
« = 1  n = \  
N„ N„ 
the elements of EFi^ where 1 </< pj , be EFij, l<j<iYlkn. Then: 
71 = 1 « = 1 
Aij = EEi u FFj u where 1 </<]][/:«, and 1 . 
« = 1 ;i = 1 
Definition 3.3.2 is also exemplified in Figure 3.4. 
For this method, the elements of EE, FF, and EF must be subscripted in the same 
fashion, for example, firom left to right. Furthermore, the order in which the elements and 
the members of the elements of EE,FF, and EF are generated from their corresponding 
disjunctive join tables are crucial in the sense that they have to be generated in the same 
sequence. The nested loop mechanism of Algorithm 3.3.1 can be used to generate EE, FF, 
and EF by adopting a uniformed looping sequence, for example, the outmost loop loops on 
the elements of the first tuple set and the innermost loop loops on the elements of the last 
tuple set. However, this mechanism is not generic and flexible because the number of 
nested loops varies with the size of the indefinite component of I-tables. Here we propose a 
general algorithm. First let us look at an example: let ij be as shown in Figure 3.5, and 
contains a tuple firom wj, where l<j<Ni^, and !</</:} *^2 *••• Figure 3.5 shows the 
result  of  E with respect  to T}.  
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t}--
h  
t4 
h  
te 
h  
E  1  2  3  
1  h  h  t e  
2  h  t i  
3  h  U  t e  
4  h  U  t i  
5  h  t s  t e  
6  h  t s  t i  
7  h  h  t e  
8  h  h  (7 
9  h  U  t e  
1 0  h  U  t i  
1 1  h  t s  t e  
1 2  h  t s  t i  
Figure 3.5: A Sample I-table and E 
Notice that there is a specific pattern exhibited by the above table for E: the number of times 
that the tuples of w\ appear consecutively in En is equal to the the number of tuples in wl 
multiplies the number of tuples in W3, the number of times that the tuples of wi appear 
consecutively in £,2 is equal to the number of tuples in w\, and the tuples in w\ appear in E,; 
consecutively once only. This pattern can be generalized as follows: 
X = 
n, ,  
n ; 
n = j + l  
1 
where X is the number of times the tuples of w,- appear in E,j consecutively. 
Therefore, E as well as EE, FF, EF, and A,y's can be generated according to the following 
C-like program: 
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Num_of_Element = 
I M = l 
kl = 1; 
for (i=l; i<=Num_of_Element; i++) 
for(j=l;j<=A^/,;j++) { 
, k=((int)(( i i - \ )%i n *«)) / (n^b)+i ) ;  
n - j - l  n = j  
Eij  = tik 
_} 
Figure 3.6: Systematic Way of Computing E and F 
Step 3: computing Tj),Ti, and T^-
Step 3.1: computing as follows (supposing that Nd<Nd ): scanning through Tg and for 
each set of A value, look up the tuples of Tq having the same A value by using the index 
on A, 
Step 3.2: computing Tj from A/j in a similar way for computing E and F as presented in 
Algorithm 3.3.1. 
Step 3.3: computing by using indices on To, fp,  Th,  and Tm , similar to Step 3.1. 
Also, including all the elements from IM's and Mi's. 
Theorem 3.3.3: The number of pair-up operations required by Algorithm 3.3.2 grows linearly in 
general with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables and polynomially in the worst case 
with respect to the size of the underlying I-table. 
Theorem 3.3.4: The number of I/O block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.2 grows 
exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
The exponential complexity of the block accesses of Algorithm 3.3.2 is due to the fact that 
all the intermediate relations (e.g., EE, FF, EF's, and A,y's) are actually created. However, the 
systematic method of creating permutations introduced in this algorithm facilitates the storage of 
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these temporary relations as pointers (we can view such tables as virtual relations). The rows of 
a virtual relation specify the composition of tuples from various components of the I-tables. If 
this approach is used, than the number of I/O block accesses will be reduced to a linear order of 
complexity with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
Theorem 3.3.5: The number of I/O block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.2 grows linearly 
with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables, if virtual relations are used for intermediate 
results. 
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4. updates and i-tables 
Imielinski and Lipski in [ImLi84] established a framework on the semantic meaningfulness 
of extended relational models and formalized precise conditions to ensure soundness and 
completeness of extended relational operators. Extended relational systems that satisfy these 
condit ions were cal led representat ion systems.  Three extended relat ional  models  (e.g. ,  Codd 
tables ([BiskSl], [Codd79]), naive tables [ImLi84], and conditional tables [ImLi84] introduced 
for dealing with incomplete information in the form of null values were studied based on these 
conditions. The results indicated that, with the exception of conditional tables, none of the 
extended models was a representation system with respective to the primitive relational 
operators (viz., selection, projection, cartisian product, union, and difference) and join. 
Abiteboul and Grahne broadened this study to include update operations and concluded that only 
the conditional table possessed the ability to manage updates in a semantically correct manner 
[AbGr85]. 
The issue of updating incomplete databases, which has been neglected to a certain extent, is 
as important and delicate as that of querying them. As a matter of fact, it has been pointed out in 
[AbGr85] that these two aspects are intimately related as the ability to answer queries assumes 
the capability to enter incomplete information into databases, and hopefully to remove 
uncertainties as the result of updates [Win86a]. Therefore, it is fundamental to understand the 
impact of updates on incomplete information. [AbGr85], [Chol88], [FaUV83], [MaWa87], 
[Reit88], [Win86a], [Win86b], [Win86c], and [Wins90] are among the works which investigate 
the subject of updates. 
It has been proven that I-tables are able to correctly manage all the primitive relational 
operators and join in a semantically correct manner ([LiS90b], [LiZh91]). In this chapter, we 
will further our exploration by extending update operations to I-tables and then examining the 
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ability of I-tables for managing update operations in a semantically correct way. Specifically, 
The update operations of insertion and deletion are extended to I-tables. Both the syntactic and 
semantic definitions of the extended update operations are presented and their correctness, or the 
equivalence of the syntactic and semantic definitions, are shown. Properties of the extended 
update operations are also established and exhibited. 
The work presented in this chapter is related to that of Abiteboul and Grahne [AbGr85]: both 
of the works extend the Iramework of the semantic meaningfulness of relational operators to 
update operations and base the semantics of updates on the models, or information contents 
associated with the underlying first-order theory. The main difference, however, lies in the 
information contents and the corresponding extended relational models. The extended relational 
models investigated in [AbGr85] are several versions of relational tables with null values. Their 
corresponding information contents are defined to be the set of all the possible states represented 
by the underlying extended models. On the other hand, I-tables, the extended relational model, 
or underlying first-order theory examined in this chapter, models general forms of indefinite and 
maybe information. Its corresponding information content consists of a set of states which 
corresponds to the minimal models of the underlying first-order theory represented by I-tables. 
The quest, with respect to I-tables, then encompasses the following: (1) need to determine if it is 
possible to use the minimal models (instead of nonminimal models) as the basis for defining the 
semantics of the update operations, and (2) need to extend updates for general disjunctive 
information of the form f i (z, ) v • • • v 
The discussion in the remainder of this chapter divides into two general areas. One area 
deals with the semantics of the update operations, which is the plan of Section 4.1 and Section 
4.2. Section 4.1 identifies the update operations on I-tables and Section 4.2 discusses the 
associated semantics of the update operations identified in Section 4.1. Section 4.3 deals with 
the syntactic aspects of the update operations. Specifically, the extended update operations are 
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formally defined on I-tables. The correctness and associated properties of the extended update 
operations are established in Section 4.4. 
4.1 Updates on I-tables 
Suppose for the discussion follows that 7 is an I-table over a relational scheme R, and 
t, ti, t2, ..., and t„ are tuples over R. Since I-tables encompass three components, the definite 
component, the indefinite component, and the maybe component, insertion operations on I-tables 
must be able to handle the incorporation of new members into all the three components. 
Furthermore, the indefinite component is a collection of tuple sets, one should also be able to 
insert a new tuple into a tuple set of the indefinite component. Hence, there are four types of 
insertions on I-tables; 
(1) definite insertion: INS£ <t>(T)-  inserting tuple t  into Tp, 
(2) indefinite insertion (tuple set): INSP<{fi,^2, •• • }>(T), where n>2 - inserting 
tuple set  {^1,^2.  • •  •  .^(} into Tj,  
(3) indefinite insertion (tuple): INS/ • Jn) > (D. where n>2 - inserting tuple 
t into the tuple set {(1,^2, - - - } of T;, and 
(4) maybe insertion: INSj^ <t>(T)-  inserting tuple t into T^ . 
Figure 4.2 - Figure 4.4 gives examples of the insertion operations identified above. 
The deletion operations on I-tables can be extended symmetrically to the extended insertion 
operations as follows: 
(1) definite deletion: DELg <t>{T)-  deleting tuple t  from To-
(2) indefinite deletion (tuple set); DEL/<{/i,/2. • • • .?«}>(?'). where n>2 - deleting 
tuple set {ti ,t2> " ' (n) from T/. 
(3) indefinite deletion (tuple); DEL/ ,^2, • • • >ti> • •  •  , t„}>iT),n>3 -  deleting 
tuple ti from the tuple set [ti,t2> " • • - - - ,(«} of Tj, and 
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(4) maybe deletion: DEL^<t>{T)-  deleting tuple t  from Tm . 
Figure 4.5 - Figure 4.8 gives examples of the deletion operations identified above. 
Modification operations is not formalized since they can be expressed as a sequence of 
deletions and insertions. 
4.2 Semantics of the Extended Update Operations 
First, the semantics, or information content of I-tables is extended to support the extended 
update operations presented in the previous section. This extension of the semantic definition is 
necessary in order to manipulate the extended update operations in a semantically correct 
manner, which is the most important goal to be achieved. The semantics of I-tables is extended 
as follows: 
Definition 4.2.1: Leti?=<Ai with domain D, for each attribute name A,-, l<i<kbe 
a relational scheme and Tbe a reduced I-table over R, then 
r= {rlr: I-table over R }, and 
Ir  = {<U,v>\U\ set  of  relat ions over R,v:  relat ion over /?}.  
The information content of the I-table T is a mapping REP from F g to Z g such that: 
REP{T) = <REDUCEREP{<MM,M>{T)),OCCUR>,^httQ 
(1) is a mapping from F/; to such that: 
<MM,M>{T)  = <MM(T),M(T)>, where 
r=<ro,r/,rA/>with r/ = {wi,...,w„},and 
MM{T) = {TDKj{t i  ï„}|(Vî)(l<i<7z->r,ew,)},and 
M(T) = Tm. 
(2) REDUCEREP is a mapping from Z/; to such that: 
REDUCEREP(<U,v>) = <U°,v° >,  where 
U° = {r|(re U a -i(3^i)(''ie t/ a rjcr)}, and 
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JL 
a 
b 
c 
~b 
d 
OCCUR(ri ,a)=l 
0CCUR(r2,a)  = l  
REP(T)=<U,v> 
U--A  
r\  ^2 
a a 
b c 
> 
d 
0CCUR{r^,b)=2 
0CCUR(r2,c)=l 
v=0 
0CCUR(r2,d)  = l  
Z_ 
a 
c 
d 
b 
c 
e 
V 
f 
4 
REP(T)=<U.v> 
} v = 0 
OCCUR(ri ,a)=l 
0CCUR(r2,a)  = l  
occupera,a) = 1 
OCCUR{r^ , / )  = !  
OCCUR{rx,b)  = ?> 
OCCUR { r2 ,c)  = 2 
OCCUR{rz,d)  = \  
0CCUR{r2,f)=\ 
0CCVR(,r3,e)  = \  
Figure 4.1 : The Extended Semantics of I-tables 
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v° = { R | ( F E V  V  ( 3 R I ) ( ^ R 2 ) ( R I E  U a r2eU a r i  C R 2  A  ter2-ri)  A  
- i(3r)(r€ U° A ter))} .  
(3) OCCUR is a mapping from £/jX(£)i x • • • xD^.) to N (the set of natural numbers). 
OCCUR{r,t) denotes the number of times the tuple t occurs in the definite relation r of 
U. Specifically, OCCUR{{Tj)\j{ti,... ,t„),t), where l<i<«, can be 
computed as follows: OCCUR{{TD\j{tx 1 for each tuple t  of Tg and 
OCCUR{{TD^{t\ , . .  . ,  t„}, t i )  = OCCUR{{TD^{t\ ,  /„},/,) + 1 for each 
tuple ti of Wi, l<i<n. It is assumed here that OCCUR{{TD^{t\,},fy) is 
ini t ial ized to zero for  each t i  of  w,- ,  \<i<n.  
Note that the meaning associated with MM{T),  M{T),  U°,  and Vg is still the same as the 
original definition. The only difference here is that a new function OCCUR is added which is 
used to determine the actual number of times a tuple appears in a possible real world true 
combination. For example, the tuple b occurs twice in the definite relation {a,b} as shown in 
Figure 4.1. 
The notion of correctness can still be expressed by Figure 3.2. However, under the extended 
semantics, < t/i ,vi >=< i72,V2> if t/i = {/2 and vj = V2, where [/; = [/% if they have the same 
members (i.e., every relation of [/j is a relation of U2 and every relation of U2 is also a relation 
of f/i). Further, for any ri of Ui and r2 of U2, r, =r2 implies that OCCUR{rx ,t) must be 
equal to 0CCUR{r2, t) for each ; of r 1 (or 7-2). 
Let r be an I-table and <U,v>=REPiT),  the information content of the I-table T. U then is 
the set of all possible minimal definite relations represented by T and of which at least one is the 
real world truth, yet it is not known which one or ones are true, and v is the set of all maybe 
tuples of T. According to this underlying semantics, or information content, of I-tables, any 
operator / on I-tables should be interpreted as if / is applied to all the possible states of the 
underlying incomplete database. This interpretation is used as the foundation for the semantics 
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of the extended update operations on I-tables. 
First let us consider definite insertions, inserting a tuple t  which is known to be true into T. 
Based on the underlying semantics, t should be inserted into every possible state of POSS{U) to 
guarantee that it is in the true state or states of the real world. Furthermore, OCCUR{r\Jt,t) 
should be set  to 1  for each r of POSS( U).  
Attempting to extract the underlying semantics for the insertion of an indefinite tuple set W= 
{fi where n>2, the following observation and analogy may be made. The tuple set Wto 
be inserted may be viewed as a first-order theory and corresponding to W is a collection of 
relations which is the model associated with W (e.g., the information content of W). 
Therefore, it is equivalent to insert a set of relations into POSS( U). In terms of logic, this 
type of insertion can be viewed as a logic "and" of two disjunctions. One of the disjunction is 
POSS(U) and the other is W,„. In light of the distributivity of a over v , this implies the 
insertion of each definite relation into each of its corresponding possible state of POSS{U). In 
this case, OCCUR should be calculated as follows; let ri^ POSS{U) and r2eW,„, then 
0CCUR(riur2,t) should be increased by 1 if / is in both rj and ^2 whereas 
OCCUR{ri ur2,0 should be set to 1 if /belongs to r2 only. 
Compounding the analysis is the insertion of a tuple t  into a tuple set {ïi of an I-
table T. This type of insertion amplifies the degree of uncertainty. This is true because the 
combination of the possibility that t is true has to be taken into account on top of all the 
possibilities of valid combinations of being true. The semantics of this type of 
insertions is best understood when placed in perspective relative to that of the insertion and 
delet ion of  tuple sets .  That  is ,  i t  is  equivalent  to insert ing the tuple set  {t , t \  , ••• /„} into T-
{/1, . . , ,  t f i} ,  
The other component of REP{T),  v, is a single relation which contains the tuples that may be 
true in the real  world.  Thus maybe insert ions,  insert ing a  tuple t  into the maybe component of  T, 
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are similar to insertions of conventional relations and should be interpreted as inserting t  into v. 
The semantics of the deletion operations mirror that of the insertion operations. Based on 
the underlying semantics, definite deletion (i.e., deleting a tuple t which is known to be true from 
T) should be interpreted as fol lows:  i f  t  belongs to al l  the possible s tate of  POSSiU) then t  
should be deleted from every possible state of POSS( U) to guarantee that it is not always in the 
real world true state or states. 
Attempting similarly to extract the underlying semantics for the deletion of an indefinite 
tuple set W= {f, where n>2, the following observation and analogy can also be made. 
The tuple set W to be deleted may be viewed as a first-order theory and corresponding to W is a 
collection of relations W„, which is the model associated with W (e.g., the information content of 
W). Therefore, it is equivalent to delete a set of relations into POSS(,U). In terms of logic, 
this type of deletion can be viewed as a logic "difference" of two disjunctions. One of the 
disjunction is POSS(U) and the other is W^. Therefore, each definite relation of should be 
deleted from each of  i ts  corresponding possible state of  POSS(U) as fol lows:  let  r ;  e  POSS{U) 
and r2 e then OCCUR(r i -r2,/) remains unchanged if t belongs to r 1 only and t remains in 
r\-r2, 0CCUR{ri-r2,t) should be decreased by 1 if / is in both ri and ri and 
OCCUR{ri ,t) > 1 and t remains in the result of r\ -7-2, OCCUR{ri ur2,0 should be set to 0 
if t is in both r\ and ri and OCCUR{,ri,t) = \ and t is removed from ri-r2, and 
OCCUR(ri -r2,t) does not exist if t belongs to r2 only. 
The deletion of a tuple t  from a tuple set {/.rj, • • • r„} of an I-table T. This type of insertion 
decreases the degree of  uncertainty.  This  is  true because the combination of  the possibi l i ty that  t  
is true is no longer valid. Similarly, The semantics of this type of insertions is best understood 
when placed in perspective relative to that of the insertion and deletion of tuple sets. That is, it 
is  equivalent  to insert ing the tuple set  {r  1,  • •  •  }  into T- {t , t i  
Finally, the semantics of maybe deletion, deleting a maybe tuple t  from the maybe 
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component of T, is simply the deletion of t from v. 
Note that U1ŒU2 implies that INSB(<f>(<f/i,v>)cINSB(<ï>{<t/2.v>), 
INSf(<{/i,/2. • • • ,f„}>)(<î/i,v>)çINSh<{'i.î2. • • • ,t„})(<U2,v>), and 
INS^(<{/ i, ï 2 >  •  •  •  , f „}>)(<f / i ,v>)çINS^(<{?i , f 2 ,  •  •  •  , t n } ) ( < U 2 ,v>).  Also, V 1 Ç V 2  
implies that INS^(</>(< U,vi >)cINS^(</>(< U,V2>). These properties also applies to 
the various deletion operations. 
Based on the above discussion and the definition of REDUCEREP, the fact UçPOSS{U),  
the semantics of the extended insertion operations are formally defined as follows. 
Definition 4.2.2: Let be a relational scheme, T be a reduced I-table over R. For simplicity, 
assume that OCCUR ( r, r) = 0 if r is not a member of r. Then 
{\) \ ' f^S^<{t)>{<U,v>)=REDUCEREP<U ,v  > ,  where  
U = {r\Qri){ri^UA r = riKjt)  A OCCUR{r, t)  = \ } , 2 S i û  
V  =v.  
(2)INSF<{/i, • • • , t„)>{<U,v>)=REDUCEREP<U',v '>,  where 
U = {/" | (3 / - i ) (30( ( ' " ie  U) A (?e  { f i , .  . .  , / „}  A ( r  =  r i  y j t )  a  
OCCUR{r, t)  = OCCUR{rx, /)  + !}  
V  =v. 
(3) INS^<REPi,{t})>{<U,v>)=REDUCEREP<u ' ,v '>,  where 
U = U and v =vu {'}• 
(4) DEL§ <REP{ {Ï}  )  >(<  17,V > )=REDUCEREP <U ,v >, where 
( / '  =  { r | ( 3 r i ) ( r i e  [ / ,  (r  = ri- t  A îe A OCCUR(,r , t )=0) v 
re  u 
(r = ri A rs'p,r) 
r e U  
} ,and  
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(5)DELf <{fi, - • • , tn}>{<U,v>)=REDUCEREP<U',v '>,  where 
U = {r|(3ri)(30(('"ie Î/) A (ÏG (^1 t„} A 
( ( fe r i  A OCCUR{ri , t )  >1 a  r  =  r ,  a  OCCURir, t)  = OCCURiri  
((terI A OCCUR(ri,t) = l a r=ri-t A OCCUR(r,t)=0) v 
((t^ri A r = ri))}, and 
v'=M(T).  
(6) DEL^</?£•/'({t})>(<U,v>)=REDUCEREP<U',v '>,  where 
U' = U and v =v-{;}. 
( l)ms}<{t},{t i , --- , t„}>(<V,v>)) = 
• •  •  , f»}>(DELf<{fi ,  • •  •  , t„)>(<U,v>)).  
(8)DELf<{r , -} ,{?! ,  •  •  •  , t i , . .  . , / „}>(<{/ ,v>))  =  
INS/  <{?! , • •  •  •  , t„ }>(DEL/ '<{f i ,  •••  , t i , . . .  , t„}>(<U,v> 
4.3 Extended Update Operations on I-tables 
The extended update operations are now defined on I-tables. 
Definition 4.3.1: Let The an I-table over relational scheme R. Then: 
(1)l 'NSo<t>(T)=REDUCE(T ) ) ,whereTb =  7^u{f} ,  Tj = Ti^ anàTM = TM, 
(2)INS/ <{ti , t2 '  • • • , tn}>(T)=REDUCE(T ),where 
Td = Td^ ^/  =  ^ /U 1 .^2 '  • •  •  ,4 i},  and Ti^ = Tm, 
(3) INS/</,{/! ,r2, • • • , t„}>(T)=REDUCE(T ), where 
Td =  Td,T i  =  (T •  • • , tn ) ) '< j  {Ut \ , t2 ,  •  •  •  and  
T]if=Tf^, and 
(4)INS]^</>(r)=i?£:Dt/C£(r'), where Td = Td , T ',=Ti^ and TM = TMKj{t}-
Definition 4.4.2 : Let T be an I-table over relational scheme R. Then; 
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(1)DEL£<r>(r )  =  r ' ,  where  TozzTo-f f} ,  T ' i=T i^  anàTM =  TM, 
(2)DEL/ <[ti , t2,  • • •  , t„]>{T) = T' ,  where Td = Td,  T'j  = Tj-{t i  J i ,  • •  '  , (»} ,  and  
(3) DEL/ '  '  '  >tn }>(T) = T ,  where TP = TD, 
T l  =  { T i - { t i , t 2 ,  •  •  •  J i ,  •  •  •  , t n } ) u  \  '  •  •  •  . ^ n } .  
tm — 
(4) DEL^<f >(r) = r , where T/) = T/) 7/ = ?/ and TM = TM-{t}. 
4.4 Results and Properties 
This section contains two basic results of this chapter. Firstly, the semantic correctness of 
the extended update operations of insertion and deletion is established. Secondly, some 
properties associated with the extended insertion and deletion operators are determined. 
Theorem 4.4.1; Let i? be a relational scheme and The a reduced I-table over R, then: 
(1) INSB < t  >{REP{T))  =REP{iml <t>{T)) ,  
(2) INSf , tn}> {REP(T))=REP(lNSj^ '  '  '  , tn}>iT)) ,  
(3) INS^ < t  > {REP(T))  =REP(lNSlf  <t>{T)) ,  
(4) DELB < t  > (REP(T))=REP(DELI </ > (D)  ,  
(5)DELf<{?i , Ï 2 ,  •  •  •  , t „ } > { R E P i T ) ) = R E P ( m L l < { t i , t 2 ,  •  •  •  > t n ) > ( T ) ) ,  
(6) DEL^<t  >{REP{T))  =iî£P(DEL]^ <t>{T)) ,  
(7) INS/<f,{ (1,^2, • •• ,ï„}>(<î/,v>)=/î£/'(INSj^<^{/i, ? 2 ,  •  • •  , t„}>{T)) ,  
(8) DELf<r,•,{/!, , t„}>(<U,v>) = 
/?£P(DEL/] . . .  , t i ,  • •  •  , t„ }>(T)) .  
Theorem 4.4.1, except (3) and (6) which are straightforward, is illustrated in Figure 4.2, Figure 
4.3, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.8. 
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r\  r i  
OCCUR{ri ,a)=l 
OCCUR{ri ,b)=l 
OCCUR(ri ,c)=l 
<U,v> = REP(T) 
v  = 0  
0CCUR(r2,a)=l 
0CCUR{r2,b)=l 
0CCUR(r2,d)=l 
ri=iNs£ <c>(r) 
ri  
u ,= V i  =  
OCCUR ( r i ,a )=l OCCUR(ri ,b)=l OCCUR(ri ,c)  = l  
<Ui,Vi>=REP{Ti)=lNSl<REP{{c})>{<U,v>) 
Figure 4.2; Examples of the Extended Insertion Operation 
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OCCUR{ri ,a)  = \  
OCCUR{ri ,b)  = \  
OCCUR{ri ,c)=\ 
T2 
a 
b 
c 
c 
e 
} 
<U,v> = REP(T) 
V =0 
0CCUR(r2,a)=l 
0CCUR(r2,b)  = l  
0CCUR(r2,d)=l 
T 2=lNSj<{c,e}>(T) 
U2 = { 
ri  '"2 
a 
a 
b 
b 
c 
d 
e 
V2 = 0 
OCCUR(ri ,a)  = l  
OCCUR(ri ,b)=l 
0CCUR(ri ,c)  = 2 
< U 2 , V 2 >=REP ( T 2 )  =  U 
0CCURir2,a)  = l  
0CCUR{r2,b}=l 
0CCUR{r2,d)  = l  
0CCUR{r2,e)  = \  
7 </?£?({{c ,e}}>(<f / ,v>)  
Figure 4.3: Examples of the Extended Insertion Operation 
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ri  r i  
U-i  
OCCUR{ri ,a)  = l  
OCCUR(ri ,b)  = l  
OCCUR(ri ,c)=l 
<U,v> = REP(T) 
v = 0 
0CCUR{r2,a)  = l  
0CCUR{r2,b)  = '^ 
0CCUR{r2,d)  = \  
T^=im] <b,{c,d,}>{T) 
ri  
b 
c 
d 
Uz = { 
a 
b V3 = 
c 
d 
OCCUR{rx,a)  = \  OCCUR{rub)=\ 
< U r i,v^>=REP{T^)=ms}<REP{{b}),REP{{{c,d}})>{<U,v>) 
Figure 4.4: Examples of the Extended Insertion Operation 
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<U,v> = REP(T) 
r i  r2 
U--i  
OCCUR(ri ,a)  = l  
OCCURir I ,b)  = l  
OCCURir x ,c)  = \  
v=0 
0CCURir2,a)  = l  
0CCUR{r2,b)  = \  
OCCURir 2,d)  = \  
r4  =  DEL[<6>(r )  
• 
u. - { 
ri  
V4=0 
OCCURir I ,a)=\ 
OCCURir I ,c)=\ 
0CCURir2,a)  = \  
OCCURir 2,d)=\ 
<U^,v^>=REPiT^)=jyELl<REPi{b})>i<U,v>) 
Figure 4.5; Examples of the Extended Deletion Operation 
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<U ,V> = REP(T) 
r \  r2 
OCCUR{ri ,a)  = l  
OCCUR{r^,b)  = \  
OCCUR{r^,c)  = l  
v=0 
0CCUR{r2,a)=\ 
0CCUR{r2,b)  = \  
0CCUR{r2,d)  = \  
r5=DELf  <{c ,d}>(r )  
- { } V5 =0 
OCCUR{ri ,a)  = \  
OCCUR{ri ,b)  = l  
< [/g ,v5 >=i?£P(r5 )=DELf </?EP( {{c,d }}>(<[/,V > ) 
Figure 4.6: Examples of the Extended Deletion Operation 
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a 
c 
d 
<U,v> = REP(T) 
7 "1 rz 
a b b 
r c d 
h 
4 1 
0CCUR{ri,a)=2 
0CCUR{r2,b) = \  
0CCUR{r2,c)=\ 
v = 0  
OCCUR{r'i ,b) = \  
OCCUR{,r^,d) = \  
76= DEL)  <d,{c,d,}>{T) 
ri  
a 
b 
a 
c 
U6= { 
^2 
} V6 = 0 
0CCUR(ri,a)=2 
OCCUR (r2 ,b)=l 
0CCUR {r2 ,c)  = \  
<Ue , V e >=REP(T6) = 'DELf<REP({d},REPi{{c,d}}>(<U,v>) 
Figure 4.7: Examples of the Extended Deletion Operation 
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REP(T)=<U,v> 
U--i 
JX 
a 
c 
f v = 0 
OCCURiri ,a)  = l  0CCURir2,a)  = l  OCCUR(rj ,a)=l 
0CCUR{ri ,b)=3 OCCUR{r2,c)=2 OCCUR(ri ,d)  = l  
0CCUR(r2,f)  = \  0CCUR{r2,e)  = l  
0CCURir2,f)  = l  
T'  = DELj<{b,c,d}>{T) 
U 
•4 
rA 
a a a 
b c e 
f f 
J — ? — 
y=0 
OCCURiri ,a)  = l  0CCUR{r2,a)=\ OCCUR(r^,a)  = l  
0CCUR(ri ,b)=2 0CCURir2,c)  = l  0CCUR(r2,e)  = \  
0CCUR{r2,f)=l 0CCUR(r2,f)  = l  
REP(r) = DELf<REP({b,c,d}>{<U,v>)=<U\v'> 
Figure 4.8: Examples of the Extended Deletion Operation 
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For conventional relational databases, inserting a tuple into a relation and then deleting it 
yields the original relation. This property also holds if deletion is performed first and followed 
by insertion. However, the update operations of insertion and deletion on I-tables exhibit 
different behaviors as established in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4.2: Let be a relational scheme and 7 be a reduced I-table over R, then: 
(1) DEL£ < / > (INS£ <t>{T))*T 
(2) INSB < t  >  (DELE < t > { T ) )  =  T  
(3) DEL£ <t>(INS£<f >(D)^INSB<f >(DEL£ <t>{T))  
(4)DELr<{f i , f2 ,  . . .  ,4 ,  }>  ( INSf  <  {f  I . (2 ,  . . . , («}>(?) )  
(5) INSF<{f i , (2 .  -  -  , 4 ,}>m)  = r  
(6)  DEL/"  <{t\ , t2,  • •  •  Jn }  >(INSy •  •  •  , t„} >(21) 
<{^1,^2 '  •  •  •  , 4 i  }>(DEL/  <{^1,^2 .  •  •  •  > tn}>iT))  
(7) DEL/ <t,{t \ , t2y • • • }>(INS/ <Î,{?1 ,?2> ' ' ' Jn }>{T)) '^T 
(8) INS/ •  •  •  JmJm + l '  • •  •  Jn}> 
(DELf <t,{t i , t2 '  • •  •  + l  y '  '  '  }  >(T))  = T 
(9) INS/ < t , { t i , t 2 '  '  '  '  .^m.^n +  1 >  
(DELf < t , { t i , t2 ,  • •  •  + }>(?"))  ^  
DEL/ <t,{t i , t2,  .  .  • , t ,„, t ,n + \  
(INS/ ,/2. • • • + l . • • • >tn } >(7")) 
(10) DELJ^ < f >(INS]i/ < t  > (T))=INSif < t  > (DEL]^ < t > {T))=T 
5. updates and m-tables 
This chapter furthers the study presented in Chapter 4 by extending update operations to M-
tables in a semantically correct manner. Both the syntactic and the semantic definitions of the 
extended update operations are formalized. The ability of M-tables for handling update 
operations in a semantically correct manner, that is the equivalence of the syntactic and the 
semantic definitions, is claimed. The results obtained in this chapter and previous work indicate 
that the M-table model constitutes a representation system with respect to the primitive relational 
operators and the update operations defined herein. Properties of the extended update operations 
are also presented. 
In the remainder of this chapter, we first present in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 some 
background knowledge regarding M-tables, including the information content and the concept of 
redundancies in M-tables. The plan for Section 5.3 is as follows: Section 5.3.1 establishes the 
notion of correctness of the update operations. Update operations on M-tables are then identified 
in Section 5.3.2, followed by the discussion of their associated semantics in Section 5.3.3. 
Section 5.3.4 formally defines the extended update operations on M-tables. Finally, the 
correctness and associated properties of these update operations are established in Section 5.4. 
5.1 M-tables and Their Associated Semantics 
Informally, an M-table T over a mixed relational, or M-relational scheme 
MR =</?!  , i?2 . • • • .^it> is a group of k mixed relations, or M-relations <ri,..., >, where 
r,-  i s  a  relat ion over /?,• ,  1  <i<k,  respectively.  I t  consists  of  two components:  the sure component 
Tsure and the maybe component T^yh^. The sure component of an M-table is a set of mixed 
tuple, or M-tuple sets of arities greater than or equal to 1. A mixed tuple, or M-tuple is of the 
form <t\,t2, • • • ,4>, where f, is a tuple over relational scheme Ri,\<i<k, and each M-tuple 
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set is known to be true. The maybe component consists of a set of mixed tuples, each of which 
may be true. 
Two dimensions of indefinite information can be represented in an M-table: vertical and 
horizontal. Vertical indefinite information refers to disjunctive information within a single 
relation and are represented via M-tuple sets of arity two or more of the sure component in M-
tables. On the other hand, horizontal indefinite information alludes to uncertainties among 
different relations and are represented via M-tuple sets with at least two tuples over different 
relational schemes. 
FATHER SON MOTHER SON FATHER DAUGHTER MOTHER DAUGHTER 
John Joe 
Chris Jack Chris Jack 
Mary 
Nancy 
Sam 
Sam 
Mary 
Nancy 
Sam 
Sam 
Steve 
Jack 
Linda 
Linda 
Leslie Pat Leslie Pat Leslie Pat Leslie Pat 
Ed Mike 
Kim Mark Kim Mark 
Figure 5.1: PARENT-CHILDREN M-relation 
By way of example. Figure 5.1 illustrates an M-table PARENT-CHILDREN over M-
relational scheme <FATHER-SON, MOTHER-SON, FATHER-DAUGHTER, MOTHER-DAUGHTER>. 
PARENT - CHILDREN sure represents the following information, or ground formulas: 
GFl. FATHER-SON(John, Joe) 
GF2. FATHER-SON(Chris, Jack) v MOTHER-SON(Chris, Jack) 
GF3. MOTHER-SON(Mary, Sam) v MOTHER-DAUGHTER(Mary, Sam) v 
MOTHER-SON(Mary, Sam) v MOTHER-DAUGHTER(Mary, Sam) 
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GF4. FATHER-DAUGHTER(Steve, Linda) v FATHER-DAUGHTER(Jack, Linda) 
GF5. FATHER-SON(Leslie, Pat) v MOTHER-SON(Leslie, Pat) v 
FATHER-DAUGHTER(Leslie, Pat) v MOTHER-DAUGHTER(Leslie, Pat) 
Each of the above five ground formulas are true, while it is not known which ground clause 
or clauses are true in GF2, GF3, GF4, and GF5. Moreover, the M-tuple sets corresponds to GF2 
is an example of horizontal disjunctions across the relations FATHER-SON and 
MOTHER-SON while the one associated with GF4 signifies vertical disjunctions within the 
relation FATHER - DAUGHTER. Yet GF3 is derived firom the M-tuple set incorporating both 
vertical and horizontal indefinite information. 
PARENT -  CHILDREN maybe represents the following ground atomic formulas: 
GAFl. FATHER-SON(Ed, Mark) 
GAF2. FATHER-SON(Kim, Mark) v MATHER-SON(Kim, Mark) 
However, these ground atomic formulas may or may not be true. 
Formally, an M-table T over an M-relational scheme MR=<Ri , i ?2> •  •  • .  ^ k> with attribute 
names A} A"'  and associated domains Z>|, where l<j<fc and 1 is defined as 
T — where 
Tsure Ç { < t i  A  Q i ) { l < i < k A  f,.^0)} 
T,„aybe S  {  < r j ,  •  •  •  > |  ( V ) ( l 2 ^ ' ' "  " '  "  
The information content of an M-table consists of two components: a collection of a set of 
definite mixed relations, among which at least one is the real world truth, correlating to the 
minimal models of the underlying first-order theory represented by the sure component of the 
M-table and a set of mixed maybe tuples. 
Before presenting the formal definition of the information content of M-tables, the following 
notation is necessary: a mixed tuple set u is said to be a (proper) subset of another mixed tuple 
set V if every member of h is a (proper) subset of the corresponding member of v. 
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Definition 5.1.1: LetMR=<Ri,R2,  • "  be anM-relational scheme and Tbe anM-table 
over MR, then 
^MR = m - table  over MR }, and 
^MR = {<U,v>\U\  se t  o f  M -re lat ions  over  MR,v .  M-relat ion over  MR}.  
The information content of an M-table T over MR, where 
Tsure = , <M„i,..., m„a; >}, is a mapping REP from r mr to I-mr such that: 
REP{T)  = REDUCEREP{<MM,M>{T)) ,v^h&K 
(1) <MM,Af>is amapping from toZ^/; such that: <A/M,M>(r) = <MM{T) ,M{T)>,  
MM{T)  = {<r\ ,  • •  •  , rk>\(^di  ) (3^ i  )  '  •  •  (3^n)(3^n)  
((V()( 1 <('<»—>( 1 <d;<A: a My,)) a 
< r i ,  "  , rk>=collate' ' i<xi ,  • •  •  ,x„>,<d\  ,d„>))}, andM(r) = T,^yi,e. 
where col la te^  (^<xi ,  •  •  •  , x„>,<di ,  • •  •  , d„>)  is a function that returns a multi-relation 
<r i ,  • •  •  , r fc  >  by placing Xi  in  r^ , ,  l<i<n.  
(2) REDUCEREP is a mapping from to I .^r - Suppose that MR = <Ri ,  • •  •  ,Rk> and 
such that v = <vi, • • • ,Vt>, then 
REDUCEREPi <U ,v>) = <U° ,v° >, where 
= {<ri ,  • •  •  , r i> |<r i ,  • •  •  , rk>^UA-, (^Si ) . . . (^Sk)  
{<Si ,  • •  •  ,Sk>^U A <si ,  • •  •  , J i>c<ri ,  • •  •  r j t>)},  and 
v" = <vi, • • • ,Vk >, where 
V j  ={/ | ( /e  Vy V (^^l)  • •  •  
i<s\ \ . . , s l>BUA <s] , . . .  , s l>e UA 
<5},  •  •  •  ,4>c:<5] ,  •  •  •  , s l> a te(s j -s j ) ) )  A  
-1(3^1)  •  •  •  (3r t ) (<ri ,  •  •  •  , rk>e U° A  te  r j )  } , l<j<k.  
MM(T)  corresponds to the (nonminimal) models of the underlying first-order theory of the 
M-table T and M{T) corresponds to the maybe tuples of T. On the other hand, U° corresponds 
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to the minimal models of the underlying first-order theory. An example of the mapping 
<MM,M> and REDUCEREP is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
5.2 Redundancies in M-tables 
For notational convenience, the union (difference) of two mixed tuple sets u and v denotes 
the union (difference) of each member of u with its corresponding member of v. Suppose that 
T=<Tsuremaybe> is an M-table defined over the scheme MR=<Ri, • • • ,Rk>, the following 
two kinds  of  redundancies  could  exis t  across  the  di f ferent  components  of  T:  
T  
R1 R2 
a e 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f g 
h i 
MM(T)= I  
a a a a 
b b c c — — 
d e d e 1 f f g 
e "el e 
— 
e 
1 M(T)= I  h i 
b b c c 
— — 
d d 
} 
U--
-{ }<•} 
<U,V>=REDUCEREP(<MM,M>(T))  
Figure 5.2; REDUCEREP and <MM,M > (T)  
1. A mixed tuple set of Tsure subsumes another mixed tuple set of T^ure- That is, there 
exists u=<ui, • • • ,Uk>^Tsure AND v =<vi, • • • ,Vk>e^Tsure such that HCV. This 
redundancy is removed by deleting v firom T^ure and including (v - «) in T^be-
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2. A mixed tuple set of T^ure contains a mixed tuple of Tmayk- That is, there exists 
of <ri, • • • ,rk> of T^ybe and m=<MI, • • • ,Uk>eTsure such that few,, for 
some (,1 <i<k. This redundancy is removed by simply removing t from r,-. 
For instance, the mixed tuple <a,b> of the mixed relation T in Figure 5.3 is redundant 
because  of  the  presense  of  <a,0>.  Furthermore ,  <c,d> of  Tsure  conta ins  the  tuple  c  
corresponding to i of 
The above mentioned redundancies can be removed by the operator called REDUCE as 
defined below: 
Definition 5.2.1 Let T be an M-table over the scheme A/K = <i?i ,••• ,/?;.>, where 
Tnuiybe=<^\> ' ' ' .'"&>• Then= r", where 
Tsure = {mI«6 A-i(3v)(ve 7"^„„andVCM)}, 
T/ fu iybe  > ' * * and 
v j  = { t \ ( ter jv  ( ^ u ) ( A s ) i u =<Ui,  • •  •  ,Uk> e T s u r e ^  
S = < S i ,  •  •  •  , S k > e T s u r e  ^  U C Z S  A te (Sj-Uj))) A 
-,(3w)(>v = <Wi, •• • ,Wk>eTsure A teWj)} ,  l<j<k.  
The REDUCE operator is also illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
T 
R R 
a 
a b 
c d 
c g 
e 
f 
REDUCE(T)  
R R 
a 
c d 
e g 
f 
Figure 5.3; Redundancies and REDUCE 
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5.3 Updates on M-tables and Their Semantics 
5.3.1 The notion of correctness 
As has been defined earlier, the mapping R E P  maps an M-table, T ,  over scheme M R ,  to 
elements of "Lmr- REP{T) is essentially an incomplete database, which contains a set of 
instances of mixed relations, and at least one of the instances is the real world truth. On the 
other hand, M-tables are representations of incomplete databases, and it needs to be assured that 
the representation is able to represent the results of any meaningful operations (e.g., join, 
insertion). Consider an operator /. In order to extend / to operate on M-tables, it must be 
assured that the extended operator captures the effect of the corresponding operator on the 
various definite mixed relations represented in the information content of M-tables. This notion 
of correctness can still be expressed by Figure 3.2 and is formally defined as follows. 
Definition 5.3.1.1 Let / be an extended operator on M-tables, and T be an arbitrary M-table. 
Suppose thatis defined on S/f and/r is defined on Tr. Then/p is semantically correct if: 
(1) REP{fr{T)) =/j;(i?£P(T)), for unary/r, and 
(2) REP{f^  (Ti ,72 )) = hmP{Ty ) ,REP{T2))  ,  for binary /r. 
5.3.2 Extended update operations on M-tables 
Suppose for the discussion follows that T  is an M-table over M-relation scheme 
MR=<Ri, ••• ,/?^.> and r,-as well asare tuples over/?,•_ l<j<fc. Since M-tables encompass 
horizontal and vertical indefinite information as well as maybe information, insertion operations 
on M-tables must be able to incorporate both such knowledge into the corresponding database. 
Furthermore, the sure component of an M-table could contain a collection of mixed tuple sets, 
one should also be able to insert a new mixed tuple into a mixed tuple set of the sure component. 
The consolidation of new horizontal indefinite information corresponds to the insertion of a 
mixed tuple and tuple set into the sure component of an M-table, while the incorporation of new 
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vertical indefinite information is signified by the insertion of a mixed tuple set. Hence, there are 
four types of insertions on M-tables; 
(1) INSLrg[<(i .^2. • • • ,4>](T), where there exists at least one i , \<i<n,  such that t i^0  
- inserting a mixed tuple into the sure component. 
(2) INS^reEl<^11. • • • ,tik>y"'<tni' ' ' ' where there exits at least one 
i,\<i<k such that tij^0,1 <j<n - inserting a mixed tuple set into the sure component. 
(3) INSLg[<fi, ' ' ' where n>2,  
and there exists at least one i,l<j<n, such that and 
{</ i i . . .  • ,  t ik> <t„i , . . . ,  t„k>} e Tsure  -  inserting a mixed tuple into a mixed tuple 
set of the sure component. 
{4)l^Sluiybe[<h' • • • ,f;t>](r), where there exists at least one such that f,-7^0-
inserting a maybe tuple into the maybe component. 
The deletion operations on M-tables can be extended symmetrically to the extended insertion 
operations, and the notation is as follows: 
(1) DELf„^g[</i, • • • where {</i,..., e T^ure - deleting a mixed tuple 
from the sure component. 
(2)DELLe[{<ni ,  • •  •  •  •  •  , r„fc>}](r) ,where 
. . ,  ï u - > . - . < ^ i i , . . .  , t n k > }  ^ T s u r e  "  d e l e t i n g  a  m i x e d  t u p l e  s e t  f r o m  t h e  s u r e  
component. 
(3) [ *^/ |i,...,^/jt ^^ 111/: ^  ^ ^Ï^«1 s"*^} ](^)» where 
^—3, and » . . . ,  f^^, . . . ,  » •  •  •  > ^  ^ sure  ~ delet ing a  
mixed tuple from a mixed tuple set of the sure component. 
(4) DELLj,fe[<fi, • • • ,tk>](T)' where {<îi e - deleting a mixed 
tuple flrom the maybe component. 
The extended modifications, which can be expressed in terms of a sequence of deletions and 
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insertions, will not be formalized. 
5.3.3 Semantics of the extended update operations 
The focus of this section is that of analyzing the underlying semantics of the extended update 
operations on M-tables. Let T be an M-table and < U,v>=REP(T} be the information content 
of the M-table T. U, the underlying incomplete database corresponding to T, then is the set of all 
possible mixed relations represented by T and of which at least one is the real world truth, yet it 
is not known which one or ones are true. On the other hand, v is the set of all the mixed maybe 
tuples of T. According to this underlying semantics, or information content, of M-tables, any 
operator / on M-tables should be interpreted as if / is applied to all the possible state of the 
underlying incomplete database. This interpretation is used as the foundation for establishing 
the semantic correctness of the extended update operations on M-tables. 
First let us consider inserting a mixed tuple into the sure component of T.  Based 
on the underlying semantics, each 1 <i<k,  should be inserted separately into its corresponding 
relation of all the possible states of U to guarantee that it is in the true state or states of the real 
world. The example in Figure 5.4 brings out this semantics. 
Attempting to extract the underlying semantics for the insertion of a mixed tuple set W= 
{<fi i  the fol lowing observat ion and analogy may be made.  The 
tuple set W to be inserted may be viewed as a first-order theory and corresponding to W is a 
collection of mixed relations W,„ which is the model associated with W (e.g., the information 
content of WO- Therefore, it is equivalent to insert a set of mixed relations into U. In terms 
of logic, this type of insertion can be viewed as a logic "and" of two disjunctions. One of the 
disjunction is U and the other is W^- In light of the distributivity of A over v , this implies the 
insertion of each mixed relation into each of its corresponding possible state of U. An example 
is shown in Figure 5.4. 
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b 
d 
r i=iNS,„, j<^; ,0>](r)  
t/= { v = 0 
<U,v>=REP{T)  
t / i  =  vi 
<Ui,Vi  >=REPiT\)  
Figure 5.4; An Example of the Extended Insertion Operation 
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b 
c 
b 
c 
Ti=mSsure[<d,0>,{<b,0>,<d,0>}]{T)  
U={ v = 0 
<U,v>=REP{T)  
U 1 =  {  Vi = { e f } 
<Ui , V i >=REP{Ti)  
Figure 5.5: An Example of the Extended Insertion Operation 
Compounding the analysis is the insertion of a mixed tuple ,, - - into a mixed tuple 
set {<rii, • • • • ,t„k>} of an M-table T. This type of insertion amplifies 
the degree of uncertainty. This is true because the combination of the possibility that 
being true true has to be taken into account on top of all the other possibilities of 
valid combinations of {<fn Jr->,.••. <f„i y-,t„k>} are true. The semantics of this type of 
insertions is best understood when placed in perspective relative to that of the insertion and 
deletion of a mixed tuple set. That is, it is equivalent to inserting the mixed tuple set: 
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{*^^1» * * 
T {*^^I1>* * '  ^}  • 
For example, inserting the mixed tuple <d,0> into the mixed tuple set <b,e> as shown in 
Figure  5 .7  i s  equivalent  to  f i rs t  de le t ing <b,e> f rom T and then inser t ing {<d,0>,<b,e>].  
An example is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
Ti =INS™,J<d,0>,{ <è,0>,>rf,0> }](r) 
U-4 v = 0 
<U,v>=REP{T)  
U\= { 
<Ul,v•^>=REP{T^)  
Figure 5.6: An Example of the Extended Insertion Operation 
The other component of REP(T) ,  v, is a single relation which contains the tuples that may be 
true in the real world. Thus the insertion of a mixed tuple <ti, • • • ,tk> into the maybe 
component of T, are similar to insertions under conventional relations and should be interpreted 
as inserting ?,• ,l<i<k into its corresponding counterpart in v. 
}  v i =  {  ®  }  
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JL 
b 
d T  J  — D E L j „ ; . g [ < 6 , e  > ] ( T )  
}  v = 0  
"'={0D,0D,DQ,[y} 
< U , v > = R E P ( D  < U i , V i > = R E P ( T i )  
Tl  
Ti =DEL^,,[{ <6,0>,<d,0> }](r) 
Km 
-(BD } Vi =0 
< U , v > = R E P ( T )  < U i ,Vi> = R E P ( T i )  
Ti=DELsure[<b,e>,{<bye>,<c, f>}](T)  
v = 0  
"'"{00,00} 
< U , v > = R E P ( T }  < U i , V i > = R E P ( T i )  
Figure 5.7: An Example of the Extended Deletion Operation 
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The semantics of the deletion operations mirror that of the insertion operations and the detailed 
analysis is omitted. However, examples are shown in Figure 5.7. Based on the above 
discussion, the semantics of the extended insertion and deletion operations are formally defined 
as follows. 
Définition 5.3.3.1: Let TbeanM-table over <Ri, . . .  ,Ri .>,  then 
(1)INSLj<f i ,  • •  •  , t k>](<MM(T) ,M(T)>)=REDUCEREP<U\v^>,wheTe 
U =MM(T)\ jMM(<ti ,  • •  •  , t i .>)  = {<ri ,  • •  •  , r j t>l  
(3«i ) - (3"yt ) (3 ' ) ( (<'<i  Uk>eMM(T))  A ( l<i<k)  a 
( r i = M i ) A  • • •  A{ri  = UiKj t i )  A A ( r t  = wt))}  
and v'=M(r). 
(2)INSf„re[{ <^11 . • • • >t\k> <tn\ '  •  •  •  
(<MM{T) ,M{T)>)=REDUCEREP<U' ,v '>,  where 
U' = MM{T)  Kj  tnk>])  = 
{<ri ,  • •  •  , r i .> | (3«i) . . . (3«i)(3wi)-(3wA-)((<"i ." . ,Mit>€A/M(r))  A 
(<Wi,...,Wk>eMM({<tu , . . . , a 
( f i  =«i  u^i)  A  • • •  A  } and v'=M(r). 
(3)mSlaybe[<t i , -  •  •  , t k>K<MMiT) ,M(T)» = 
REDUCEREP<U' ,v '>,  where  U'  = MM{T) ,  and 
v '=M{T)\ jM{<ti ,  •  •  •  , f t>)  = {<vi  ( j f i ,  • •  •  , rkKj tk>} 
(4)DEL^„,J<ri ,  •  •  •  , t k>]{<MM{T),M{T)>)=REDUCEREP<U' ,v '>,wheve 
U'  = MM{T)-MM{<t\ ,  • •  •  , t ]^>)  = 
{ < r i ,  •  • •  , r k > \ ( ^ U i ) . . . Ç ^ U k ) { ( , < u i , . . . , U k > B M M { T ) )  A  
( r i=Mi-r i )A •••  A ( r t  =  Wt-4))} andv'=M(T).  
(5)DEL( j„fg  [{<?!! ,  , . . . ,  <  t  ,  •  •  •  t t f ik  ^}]  
(<MM(T)M{T)>)=REDUCEREP<U' ,v '>,  where 
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{  < r i ,  •  •  •  , rk>\Qui) . . .Quk}Qwi) . . . (^Wk)((<Ui , . . . ,Uk>eMM(T))  A  
( r i = M i - W i ) A  • • •  A  }  a n d  v ' = M (r). 
(6)DELL^ fee [ < / i ,  •  •  •  , t k>K<MM(T)  ,MiT)>)  = 
REDUCEREP < U ' ,v  '>,  where U' = MM{T) ,  and 
M {T) '=v-M{<ti ,  • •  •  , / a > )  =  { < v ,  - / i ,  •  •  •  , rk- tk>} 
(7)INSLe[<(i .  •  •  •  .4>,{<fi i .  •  •  •  , f i t> <(«1.  •  •  '  , tnk>)] i<MM(T) ,M{T)>))  = 
INSj„,,[ [/2](DELL«[UiK<U,v>)) ,  where 
= {<^11. • • • • ,<4:1, • • • }, and 
U 2  =  { < t l ,  •  •  •  •  •  •  , t \ k > ,  •  •  •  
(8)DEL_yy^^ ik"^  9 {  ^  t  II  y * ' 
{<MM{T) ,M{T)>))  
= INSjire [ ] ( DELii,^e [f/i](<f/,v>)), where 
{<^11» *'  '  Ik  ^  y '  '  '  ,<4*1,  ••  •  9  ^  i k^  ni  y *** y^  nk^  \  y
U2 = {<tu ,  • •  •  , t lk>y '  '  '  y<t{ i - l ) \y  •  •  •  y t ( i - \ )k>y 
+ + y^nk"^  }•  
5.3.4 Extending update operations on M-tables 
In this section, the syntactic definitions for the extended update operations on M-tables are 
presented. The syntactic definitions are devised based on the semantics discussed earlier and the 
equivalence of the syntactic and semantic definitions, that is the correctness of the extended 
update operations, will be established in the next section. Examples illustrating the syntactic 
definitions are embedded in Figure 5.4 - Figure 5.7. 
Definition 5.3.4,1 ; LetTbe anM-tableover M-relational scheme<Ri, . . .  ,Rk>.  Then: 
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i l ) lNSlure[<tut2 ,  •  •  •  , t k>]{T)=REDUCE{T') ) ,WhQTeTsure=TsureKj{ t i ,  • • •  Jk] ,  
ând I tnaybe "" ^ttiaybe 
(2) INSjj,;.g [ { < / i 1 > • • • -,<(«1 , • • • 
= REDUCE(T') ) ,  -Wheve T ' ,ure  =  TsureU{<tn,  "  '  '  '  '  .<^ ,1 .  '  '  '  Xn&>}.  
T^aybe maybe 
(3) INS^re [ < ( 1, • • • > • • • . 
<^ii .  •  •  •  , t„k>]]iT)=REDUCE{T ),where 
"^sure — sure ^ ) U 
} 9 maybe maybe 
(4)INSL>èe[<f i ,  •  •  •  , t k>KT)=REDUCEiT' ) ,v jhQTe 
'^sure — sure, Sncl T/f^yhe maybe 
Definition 5.3.4.2 : Let T be an M-table over M-relational scheme <Ri, . . .  ,Rk>.  Then: 
(1)DELL.[<n,  '  • •  , tk>KT)=REDUCEiT ' ) ) ,v jheTe 
sure — sure {^1» ' ' ' ^nd l^ffjaybe maybe 
(2) DEL^^^g Ik^ '••• y'^hil > ' ' ' 'hik ^ } ](^)~ 
REDUCE{T') ) ,v jh&ïtT 'sure  = Tsure-{<tn,  • • •  , txk>,-  - •  ,  
'n l  > '  '  '  ' ( fz t  ^  Tf^yh^ = Tmaybe 
(3) DEL , g ••• • '• 
<' i i .  • •  •  , (&>,  • •  •  ,<(»! , '  • •  , t„k>}]{T)=REDUCE{T') ,^heK 
sure — sure **' 
^(/  +1)1 + l ) i '^^nl  » '  '  n k ^  T n u j y b e  m a y b e  
(4) DELL^^J</I  ,  . . .  , tk>KT)=REDUCE{T') ,^NhQK 
'^sure — Tsure, 3nd Tmaybe ~ maybe ' 1 > ' > 'jt ^ } • 
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5.4 Results and Properties of the Update Operations on M-tables 
Two claims are made in this section. Firstly, the semantic correctness of the extended update 
operations of insertion and deletion is claimed. Secondly, some properties associated with the 
extended insertion and deletion operators are determined. 
Claim 5.4.1: Let T be a reduced M-table over M-relational scheme <i?i,..., and 
<u,v>=reducerep(<mm(d,m{t)>). Then 
(1) INSL. < m m { t )  , m { t ) ) = < m m , m  >  (INS^, [ < ( ] , . . . , 4 > ] ( T ) ) ,  
(2) INS^u;-e " ' ' » ^ It ^  1 ' • • • > ^nk ^ } ] 
{ < m m { t )  , m ( . t ) > ) = < m m , m >  
^ 11 , • . • t  ,  •  •  •  ,<t„\  ,  .  .  .  ,  t  > } ]{T))  ,  
(3) INSL^[<ïi,. . .,rit>),/?£'P({<fii,.. .,tik> <4,i....,4,t>}] 
( < m m ( t ) , m ( t ) > ) = < m m , m >  
( INS [< f 1 , . . . , • ' • >^^H1> • • • > f  nk^  }  ] (^)) > 
(4)INS^k[<f  i  f t>](< m m (  t ) , m ( t ) »  =  
<MM,M>(INSL>èe[<ï i .  •  •  •  ,4>](D),  
(5)DELLj<f, , . . . , r fc>](<A/M(D,M(D>) = 
<MM,M>{'OELlure[<hy • •  •  . ^a->](2")) .  
(6)DEL?„^J{<fn,  • •  • ,  t ik>,  •  •  •  .<4 , 1  t„k>}]{<MM{T),M{T)>)  
<MM,M>(DELLg[{<ni , ( | t>,  • •  •  ,<4,1 
( 7 ) O E L j y ^ g •  •  •  J  ^ \k '^>*'*' 
<^•1, . .  •y t ik>,  • •  •  . . .  J^>]]{<MM{T)M{T)>)  = 
<MM,M>(DEL^re  [<4i  ^vfc>.{  f i t> 
<^(1, .  '** )  > 
(8)DELL^feJ<ri , . .  . ,  tk>]{<MM{T),M(J)>)  = 
<MM,M > (DELL^6e [ <^  tk>]{T))  
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Claim 5.4.1 is illustrated in Figure 5.5 - Figure 5.8. 
For conventional relational databases, inserting a tuple into a relation and then deleting it 
yields the original relation. This property also holds if deletion is performed first and followed 
by insertion. However, the update operations of insertion and deletion on M-tables exhibit 
different behaviors as established in the following claim. 
Claim 5.4.2: Let r be a reduced M-table over M-relational scheme </?iand 
< U,v>=REDUCEREP{<MM{T) ,M{T)>)=REP(T). Then 
(1)DELLg[<n, . . .  , f t>](INSLg[<n,  .  •  . , t k>](T))^T 
(2) INS^re[1,.. ., fit^](DEL^rg[^^i> • • • > tk>]iT)) = T 
(3)DELLJ<?i , .  . . ,  ï / ;>](INSLe[</ i , . . .  ,  tk>](T))^  
INS jure » ' • t ] ( DEL^^yg [ < ? J,..., > ](7')) 
(4) DEL^u g [ 1, ' • ' ^ t • • • 
( INSLj{î l lv . . , fu->- . . ,<ï„l .  ••  • , t n k > } K T ) ) : ^ T  
(5) [*^ {*^ 1^1» * * * 
( dellj{ ? ii t i k > , - , < t „ i ,  •  •  •  , t „ k > } K T ) )  =  T  
(6) DELj^^-g [<{<?]j, • • • . ., tuk > } ] 
( I N S L g [ { i l l , . . . , i u . > , • • •  , t„ k >}KT)):^  
INS_y^;'g 
(DELjure [{ ^  11 >••• It ^ >•••>< > • • • ,^ } ](^) 
(7) T>Ehlure[ t ,u  '](INSLj^.w](7'))^r, where 
t  f t  H  —  ^  n  ! » • • • »  ^ f t k  
l i  " " { ^ ^ 1 »  •  •  •  )  ^  y  ^  ^ I I  i  *  •  •  *  *  •  >  ^ n k  ^ }  
(8) INSLre { t ,u l  (DEL^re [/,«]( T)) = T, where 
t ~ < , t \  > ,  
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U î f i fc  ^ } 
(9) DELLJï.m '](INSLj^«](r))9iINSLj^M](DELL.[f.M 1{T))  = T,  where 
— • • • » ^  f jk  ^ > 3nd 
u — { ^ ^ 1 , . • . * • • y  
(10)DEL^a^( ,g1, . .  . ,  ( t  >](INS^^^g<t>{T))  = 
,  .  .  .  ,  ( j ;  >  ](DEL;;^^g [< t  \  ,  .  .  .  ,  t  ]•  >  ](r) )  = 7 '  
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6. MODELING EXCLUSIVELY DISJUNCTIVE INFORMATION 
One of the problems associated with various null value approaches proposed in the literature, 
as pointed out in Chapter 2, is that they only allow a limited form of incomplete information to 
be represented. A more serious/fatal deficiency of some of the proposed models for null values 
lies in the fact that they do not support the relational operators of selection, projection, cartisian 
product, union, difference, and join in a semantically correct manner. 
One direction for the further research tlierefore consists of examining the possibility of 
generalizing the null value approach to represent the most general forms of incomplete 
information. The limitation of the expressive power of the existing null values approaches is 
resulted from their underlying treatment of incomplete information on the attribute level. 
Therefore, a more general model should handle incomplete information on the tuple level. 
The focus of the research described in this chapter is that of extending the relational model to 
represent exclusively disjunctive information. That is, disjunctions of the form 
Pi \ P2 I • • • \ P„, where I denotes a generalized logical exclusive or indicating that 
exactly one of P,'s can be true. Note that the generalized exclusive or represents an 
i f  • •  •  t h e n  •  •  •  c o n j u n c t i o n  i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  i f  P i  i s  t r u e  a n d  P i  1  P j  1  •  •  •  I  P y l  •  •  •  I  P „  
is true, then all the f/s other than f, are false, l<i<n, \<j<n and Specifically, an 
extended relational model called E-table for capturing exclusively disjunctive information is 
introduced and preliminary results with respect to the E-table model are presented. 
With the introduction of E-tables, the formalization of the semantics of relational operators 
then becomes the most important issue. A major portion of this chapter is dedicated to this 
issue. Specifically, the relational operators of selection, projection, cartisian product, difference, 
union, and intersection are extended to E-tables. All of these operators are extended in a 
semantically correct manner and are faithful in the sense that they reduce to the usual relational 
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operators when the E-tables consist of only complete information. 
To pave the way for such an extension of E-tables, however, the following issues need to be 
resolved: (1) how to correctly handle negative information, (2) how to identify and remove 
redundancies, and (3) how to identify and resolve contradictions? 
There is a fundamental relationship between negation and exclusive indeflniteness as will be 
discussed later in this chapter. In a Horn database, Reiter proposed the notion of the Closed 
World Assumption and has shown that negative information can be assumed to be true 
straightforwardly if its positive counterpart cannot be proven [Reit78]. However, in non-Horn 
databases, the notion of the Generalized Closed World Assumption suggested by Minker and the 
concept of minimal models must be used [Mink82]. In this chapter, the notion of the 
Generalized Closed World Assumption for non-Horn databases of E-tables (GCWAE) is defined. 
GCWAE is a natural evolution and generalization of GCWA [Mink82] since the generalized 
exclusive or can be viewed as a logical counterpart of the inclusive or (evolution) and each 
disjunct in the exclusive disjunction of E-tables can itself be a conjunction (generalization). 
Redundancies within E-tables in turn are closely related to negative information and must be 
resolved under the context of GCWAE. 
In the remainder of this chapter, we first present in Section 6.1 some background knowledge 
regarding E-tables and then formally define the semantics of E-tables. Section 6.2 covers the 
treatment of negative information in the context of E-table structure and discusses the notion of 
GCWAE. Section 6.3 is devoted to the resolution of redundancies in E-tables and the issues 
associated with contradictions are also analyzed. Finally, Section 6.4 formally defines the 
extended relational operators of selection, projection, cartisian product, difference, union, and 
intersection on E-tables in a semantically correct manner. 
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6.1 E tables and Exclusively Disjunctive Information 
The idea behind E-tables is to use sets as compound tuple values to represent exclusively 
incomplete information. Here a set is composed of sets of tuple sets and carries three 
dimensions  of  semant ics .  The f i rs t  d imension offers  the  meaning that  the  actual  va lue  i s  exact ly  
one of the elements (tuple sets) of the set (i.e., this particular tuple set is true). The second 
dimension presents the interpretation that every tuple of a tuple set is an actual value if its 
corresponding tuple set is true (i.e., every tuple of a true tuple set is true). Finally, the third 
dimension is expressed by special dummy values (denoted by the set A, = {e j, e 2,...,} ) indicating 
that there may be no actual value (i.e., nothing is true). 
Informally, an E-table  structure T over a relational scheme R = <Ai,A2,  • •  •  ,Ak> consis ts  
of  two components ,  namely  the  def in i te  component  To  and the  (exclus ively)  indef in i te  
component Tj?. The definite component is a set of (conjunctive) tuples over R, each of which is 
known to be true. The indefinite component consists of (conjunctive) sets of tuple sets such that 
each set of tuple sets is known to be true. However, it is not known which tuple set is true 
within each set of tuple sets. Note that the exclusive indefiniteness implies that one and only one 
tuple set within a set of tuple sets can be true. 
The indefinite component models exclusive disjunction of the form P\\  P2\  • • • I f», 
where f,-, l<i<n, is either an atomic formula or a conjunction of atomic formulas and I 
denotes a generalized n-ary exclusive or operator such that P\ \ P2 \ • • • lf«is true if 
exactly one of the f ,'s, \<i<n, is true. The generalization is generalization is necessary since 
the regular logical exclusive or v is defined based on the number of true/false values. For 
example, 1 v 1 v0=0 while I 71 v 1 = 1. Table 6.1 shows the truth table of the generalized 
ternary exclusive or | . 
Table 6.1: Generalized Ternary Exclusive or 
a  b c a \  b  \  c  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 u 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 u 
1 1 0 u 
1 1 1 u 
Table 6.2: Extended a , v , and -i 
—1 
0 1 
1 0 
u u 
a 0 1 u 
0 0 0 u 
1 0 1 u 
u u u u 
v 0 1 u 
0 0 1 u 
1 1 1 u 
u u u u 
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The truth value of Pi I | • • • I Z',, is undefined (denoted by "u" as shown in Table 6.1) 
if more than one of the P, 's are true, \ <i<n. The usual logical operations of A , v , and -, are 
extended with respect to "u" as shown in Table 6.2. 
Consider, for example, the E-table PART of Figure 6.1. The definite information that parts 
P1 and PI are of black and white respectively can be represented by the definite component as 
{{PI,black) ,{P2,white)}. The exclusive indefinite information that part f 3 is of either red or 
blue and either PA or P5 is of green can be represented by the indefinite component as 
{{{P?),red),(P3,blue)},{(P4,green),(P5,green)}}. The SUPPLIER E-table represents the 
fact that supplier 51 supplies part PI, 52 supplies either P2 or supplier 52 supplies both P3 and 
P4, and either P3 supplies P5 is true or nothing is true. 
SUPPLIER 
si pi 
s2 p2 
s2 p3, s2 p4 
s3 p5 
e 
PART 
pi black 
p2 white 
p3 red 
p3 blue 
p4 green 
p5 green 
Figure 6.1: Motivating Examples 
Under the context of logic, E-tables can be viewed as a conjunction of ground atomic 
formulas. For example, the definite and indefinite components of E-table PART represents the 
following information (ground formulas): 
(1)PART(Pl ,Wflc^)  
(2) PART{P2,whi te)  
(3)PART(P3,W) I PARl{P3,blue)  
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(4) PART(f4,grggM) I ¥Km{PA,green) .  
Formally, an E-table T over a relational scheme R=<Ai,A2,  • . .  ,A„> with associated 
domains D,-, \<i<n, is defined asT = <TO,TE>, where 
Td Ç (DiXDjX • •  •  xD„uX),  
, (D|X • •  •  xDJul  
TEQ2^ 
where A, = {ei ,£2,83 } is an infinite collection of marked special dummy values which are 
assumed distinct unless they have the same subscript. Dummy values are used to indicate that 
there may be no actual values. 
Before presenting the formal definition of the information content of E-tables, the following 
notation is necessary: let /? be a relational scheme, then 
F/; = {T\T: E-table over R }, and 
= {i/| î/:set of relations over /?}. 
Following Imielinski and Lipski's notation [ImLi84], the information content of E-tables is 
denoted by REP. REP is a mapping from TR to ZR and consists of a collection of all the 
possible definite relations, of which exactly one is the real world truth, represented by the 
definite and indefinite component of an E-table. The formal definition of REP is first offered and 
the essence of the definition will then be explained and discussed through examples shown in 
Figure 6.2 
Definition 6.1.1 Let T be a consistent (i.e., does not contain any contradictions) E-table over 
re la t ional  schemesuch that  T=<TD ,TE>, 'where  Tg = { Wi , . . . ,  W, ,} .  
REP(T)= {Tp( jW\  VW2U • •  •  uw, ,  A 
(yi)il<i<n-^wie wi) a -i[(3'<)(«e a (mcmo]} 
(=1 
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T1 
a 
b 
c.d 
T3 
c 
a,b 
d 
a,b 
e 
LÈ.  
T5 
b 
el 
c 
El 
REP(Tl)  
{ 
a a a a 
b b c c 
e f d d 
, 5 , ± 
} 
REP(T3)  
a a 
b b 
e f 
g 
, 
} 
f a a ^ 
I el b } 
T7 
a 
b,c 
T2 
a 
UJ 
a 
c 
a 
e 
f 
8 
e 
b 
el 
c 
e2 
T4 
a 
b 
c 
X 
f 
e 
f 
7-5 
{ 
REP(T7)  
f â ]  R  [ a j ^  
I b d d I 
REP(T2)  
b b b I 
REP(T4)  
{ } 
REP(T6)  
a a a a 
el b c b 
e2 e2 
, 
el 
, c 
} 
Figure 6.2: REP(T)  -  The Information Content of T 
Examples of the mapping REP are given in Figure 6.2. The information content of the E-
table n is straightforward and is just the enumeration of all the possible combination of the real 
world truth. For T2, only a can be chosen from the first and second sets of tuple sets of the 
indefinite component since a is in the definite component and is always true. Similarly, this 
restriction is true for the first and second sets of tuple sets in the indefinite component of T3. In 
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74, if f i s  chosen from the second set of tuple sets of the indefinite component, then/must be 
chosen from the  th i rd  se t  of  tuple  se ts .  T5 has  the  s imi lar  res t r ic t ion as  the  one descr ibed for  T4 
above except that the common element is a special dummy value. Comparing to T5, T6 has 
more possible real world truth than T5 although it has almost the same structure as T5. This is 
due to  the  fac t  tha t  the  res t r ic t ion that  appl ies  to  T5 does  not  apply  to  T6.  Last ly ,  the  E- table  T1 
exemplifies that the fact that a is always true implies that a must be chosen from the first set of 
tuple sets in the indefinite component. Therefore, b and c cannot be chosen at the same time. 
Note that the relations of the information content of E-tables could contain special dummy 
values (e.g., REP{T5) and REP(T6)) which are used as placeholders. The purpose of including 
dummy values in the information content of E-tables is to simplify the definitions for relational 
operators such as selections and unions. In reality, dummy values are insignificant when they 
are co-existent with real domain values. Specifically, for any given E-table T over relational 
scheme R and any relation r = {fi ,(2, - - -, } of REP[_T), if À, \<i<n, and r/s are real 
domain tuple values, !<;<« and;Vi, then ris equivalent to {ti,t2 ,f,+i On 
the other hand, if all the f/s are dummy values, \  <i<n,  then ris equivalent to the empty set 0. 
Therefore, the following definition is necessary; 
Definition 6,1.2 Let T be a consistent E-table over relational scheme R and REP{T)  be the 
information content of T, then 
REPREP{REPiT))  = {r \ (^rO{rieREPiT)  a r  = { f | ( fer i  a  
Given REP(T) ,  REPREP(REP(T))  represents all the different real world possibilities, with 
dummy values properly displaced, modeled by the E-table T. Among all the possibilities in 
REPREP(REP{T)), only one of them is the real world truth. Examples of REPREP, for E-
tables T5 and T6 of Figure 6.2, are pictured in Figure 6.3. 
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6.2 The Closed World Assumption and E-tables 
This section concerns with the treatment of negative information under the E-table setting. 
In particular, the notion of the Generalized Closed World Assumption for non-Horn databases of 
E-tables (GCWAE) is defined. A database is Horn, or definite, if every ground atomic formula 
is Horn while a ground atomic formula is Horn if it has at most one positive atom when written 
in its corresponding disjunctive form. On the contrary, a database is non-Horn, or indefinite, if it 
contains non-Horn ground atomic formulas, which have more than one positive atoms when 
written in its corresponding disjunctive form. GCWAE is a natural evolution and generalization 
of GCWA (Minker [Mink82]) for the reasons that the generalized exclusive or can be viewed as 
a logical counterpart of the inclusive or and each disjunct in the exclusively disjunction can itself 
be a conjunction. GCWAE also incorporates the extended GCWA of Yahya and Henschen 
[YaHe85] and allows indefinite negative information. For the discussion that follows a database 
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is viewed as a conjunction of ground atomic formulas. Specifically, A database of E-tables is 
viewed as a conjunction and each conjunct corresponds to an E-tables of the database and is in 
turn a conjunction representing the definite and indefinite components of the E-table. 
In retrospect, the Closed World Assumption (CWA) concept was introduced by Reiter for 
Horn databases in [Reit78]. Under CWA, positive facts, or atomic formulas, are explicitly 
stored in the database and negative facts are implicitly present provided that their corresponding 
positive counterpart cannot be proven from the positive facts explicitly stored in the database. 
Semantically, a negative ground formula is true under CWA if its counterpart is not in the 
minimal model of the database (a minimal model for Horn database is the intersection of all its 
models). It has been shown that Horn databases are consistent with CWA. The objective of 
CWA is to avoid storing potentially overwhelming amount of negative information explicitly in 
the database. 
However, CWA introduces inconsistencies under non-Horn databases. For instance, let 
DB = {Pa V Ph) ,  then both  Pa  and Ph are  t rue  s ince  they cannot  be  der ived f rom DB. 
Consequently, DB u } is inconsistent. Minker in [Mink82] proposed an extension of 
the CWA, the Generalized Closed World Assumption (GCWA) for non-Horn databases based on 
the concept of minimal models. A minimal model for a non-Horn database is a model of that 
database such that no proper subset of that model is also a model. Semantically, GCWA defines 
that a negative fact can be assumed to be true if its positive counterpart is not in any minimal 
models of the underlying first-order theory of its corresponding database. GCWA is consistent 
with non-Horn databases and is faithful in the sense that it reduces to CWA for Horn databases. 
GCWA was described by Minker relative to non-Horn databases consisting of inclusive 
indefinite information. Considering the simple database similar to the one as used by Minker in 
[Mink82]: 
DB = {Pa V Pb,Pc V f  
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The following are the models of the above database: 
{{Pa,Pe}>{Pb,Pe} ,{Pa,Pb,Pe] ,{Pa,Pc,Pe} ,[Pb,Pc,Pe} ,  
{Pa,Pb,Pc,Pe) ,{Pa,Pc,Pd,Pe}APb,Pc,Pd,Pe] ,{Pa,Pb,Pc,Pd,Pe}]  
The following are then the minimal models of the above database: 
{{Pa,Pe}APb,Pe}}  
Therefore, Pc and are true because their counterparts are not in any of the minimal 
models (the set of such negative facts is denoted by £)5 for a non-Horn database DB. That is, 
DB={Pc,Pd])- The extended GCWA of Yahya and Henschen [YaHe85] admits indefinite 
negative information and states that a ground negative clause C=f i v v • • • v f » can be 
assumed to be true if C is true in every minimal models of the underlying first-order theory. For 
instance, the ground negative clauses Pc v P^, Pa v Pb, and Pb ^ Pc ^ Pe would be included 
in DB under the extended GCWA. Note that assuming P^ v Pb to be true is similar to 
interpreting the logical or in Pa v Pb to be exclusive rather than inclusive. 
The foregoing discussion has summerized the ideas leading to the definition of GCWAE: Let 
T be an E-table over the relational scheme R, then a ground negative conjunction 
C=-i(P(/i) A P(t2) A ••• A P(/„)) can be assumed to be true if C is true in every minimal 
models of the underlying first-order theory corresponding to T, where P is the predicate 
corresponding to T, and /,'s, l<i<«, are tuples over R. GCWAE for a database of E-tables is 
then the union of the negative information (e.g., the set of C's) of each E-table of the database. 
By way of example, consider the following database of E-tables: 
DB = {(Pa I  {Pb A Pc)) ,Pd} 
The following are the models of the above database: 
{ {Pa,Pd}APb,Pd},{Pa,Pc,Pd]APa,Pb.Pc,Pd}}}  
The following are then the minimal models of the above database: 
{{Pa,Pd} ,{Pb,Pd}}  
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Therefore: 
D B = { { ^ P , } , { - ^ { P a A P h ) } , { ^ { P a  A P c ) } A - - { P b  ^ P c ) } ,  
{ — \ { P d  A P c )  A F 6 A P c )  A F & A P d )  } ,  
{ — \ { P b  A FC A P d ) ] A — > { P a  A F6 A F C A P d )  }  }  
Notice that DB and GCWAE is consistent, which is also illustrated by the following 
example. 
DB = {Pa I (e, ^Pc) I (Pd^Pe)} 
The following are the models of the above database: 
{ {Pa,Pe}À^\ ,Pe}>{Pa>Pc,Pd,Pe} ,{^uPc,Pd>Pe}]  
The minimal models are as follows; 
Therefore, DB= {Pc ,Pd} and DBuDBis  consistent. 
The significance of GCWAE is that it assures that the negative information associated with a 
given E-table can be implicitly represented. 
6.3 E-tables and Redundancies 
To use E-tables in a practical and meaningful fashion, the following problems must be 
solved: what constitute contradictions and redundancies in E-tables and how to resolve them? 
Redundancies and contradictions could arise with the addition of new information as a result of, 
for  example ,  the  union and the  inser t ion opera t ions .  Suppose  that  r  is  a  database  table  over  R 
which is free of any redundancies and contradictions. A new tuple tofRto be incorporated into 
T in general falls into one of the four possible categories; 
(1) / has already been represented in T and therefore t  should be ignored. 
(2) t  is not represented by the existing information in T and therefore should be added to T.  
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(3) / overlaps with the existing information in T and therefore should replace the existing 
information in T. 
(4) t contradicts with the existing information in T. 
Case 3 and 4 are considered to be redundancies and contradictions respectively. The precise 
characterization of what constitutes contradictions in E-tables will not be explored in detail here. 
However, several possible types of contradictions that could occur in an E-table are identified 
below: 
(1) At least two tuple sets of a set of tuple set Wof Tj? are subsets of To- That is, there 
exists a We Te and there exists Wie Wand -w^eWsuch that wicTp and wi^Td- For 
example, (a A 6) A (a I b) is a contradiction since a I b implies that a and b cannot be 
both true at the same time. 
(2) Recursive statements as source of contradictions. For example, 
{ a \ b) A {b\ c)  A{C\ a) is a contradiction since if a is true in {a I b), then {b I c) 
implies that only c can be true. However, c is true in (c I a) implies a must not be true. 
Assume for the discussion follows that the E-tables are consistent (free of contradictions). 
For simplicity, also assume that there is an operator CONTRADICTION for both the elements of 
Z/f and rR. CONTRADICTION{T) returns T itself if an E-table T is consistent and 0 
otherwise. Similarly, CONTRADICTION{U) returns C/ of S/j if it is consistent and 0 
otherwise. 
The exercise of extracting the conditions under which redundancies arise in E-tables and 
consequently removing redundancies from E-tables involves two areas. The first one is 
concerned with identifying and removing redundancies between the definite and the indefinite 
component, and redundancies existing within the indefinite component. The second area is 
concerned with removing redundancies associated with special dummy values. For the 
discussion follows, the following definition is necessary: 
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Figure 6.4: Entanglement 
Definition 6.3.1.: Let T be an E-table with T e  = {'W i ,W 2 , - . , W „ }, then a tuple set w  of W i ,  
1 <i<n, entangles Tg if there exists at least one w, there exists a we W), \<j<n and jH, such 
that te w. The W,- and all the W/s are called the entanglement of the indefinite component (Tg). 
Figure 6.4 can be used to illustrate this concept: the tuple set {/} in the sets of tuple sets 
{{/}>{^}} and {{/},{&}} entangles the indefinite component of the E-table Tl, while the set 
of tuple sets {{c] ,{a,b}} and forms the entanglement for the E-table T2 (because 
of the tuple set { a , b }  and {&}). For the E-table T3, the set of tuple set {{a},{è},{c}} 
entangles the set of tuple set {{b},{d}} (because of the tuple set (6)) and {{c}, {e}} (because 
o f  t h e  t u p l e  s e t  { c } )  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  F i n a l l y ,  i n  t h e  E - t a b l e  T 4 ,  t h e  s e t  o f  t u p l e  s e t s  { { a j , { b , c } }  
entangles the indefinite component since the other two sets of tuple sets have b and c as their 
members. 
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With respect to consistent E-tables, the following nine kinds of redundant information could 
occur: 
(1) A tuple set w of an indefinite set of tuple sets W of Tg is a proper subset of the definite 
component (e.g., Tl, T2, and 73 of Figure 6.5). 
(2) An indefinite set of tuple sets Wi of Tg is a subset of another indefinite set of tuple sets 
W2 of Te (e.g., T3 of Figure 6.5). 
(3) A tuple t of Td appears in a non-singleton tuple set w,- of a set of tuple sets W of Te-
That is, fe w,- and w,-e = {w 1, • • • Wn }, where «>1, and I w; I> 1 (e.g., TA of Figure 
6.5).. 
(4) A tuple r is a member of all the tuple sets of a set of tuple set (e.g., T5 of Figure 6.5). 
(5) A tuple set wj of a set of tuple is a subset of another tuple set W2 in the same set of 
tuple set. That is, there exists wi and wi with wi e W and W2^W, where We Tg, such 
that wi CW2 (e.g., TA of Figure 6.5). 
(6) A set of tuple sets W oî T^ contains more than one singleton tuple set containing a 
special dummy value as its member and at least two of the dummy values are not a part of 
any entanglement (e.g., T6 of Figure 6.5). 
(7) A set of tuple set W of Te consists entirely of singleton tuple set containing a special 
dummy value and at least two of the dummy values are not a part of any entanglement (e.g., 
Tl of Figure 6.5). 
(8) A tuple set in a set of tuple set contains dummy values which are not a part of any 
entanglement and the non-dummy values of this tuple set is not a subset of any other tuple 
sets in the same set of tuple sets (e.g., e 1 and 8% of T8 of Figure 6.5). 
(9) The indefinite component contains entanglements. 
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To illustrate the resolution of redundancies, consider the first case through an example. Let 
Tbe an E-table with TD = {a} and TE = {{a},{b,c}}, and let the domain of Tbe {a,b,c}. In 
this case, the tuple set {a} is a subset oî To. In terms of logic, the definite and indefinite 
component of T represents the conjunction a A{a\ {b a C)). Intuitively, since a is true and 
thus (b A c) cannot be true. Therefore, T can be reduced to the E-table T with TD = {a] and 
Tg = 0. However, intuitions may be deceiving sometimes as the foregoing claim can easily be 
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invalidated by Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 brings out the fact that the inequivalence occurs when {b A C )  is true. However, 
under GCWAE, b a c is assumed to be always false with respect to T =<{<2},0>. This 
amounts to saying that if È A C is false, then the above two tables are equivalent. The above 
discussion prompts for the following definition. 
Table 6.3: a  a { a  \  ( b  a c ) ) ^ a  
a b c a \ (b A c) a  A  ( a  \  ( b  A  c ) )  
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 u u 
Definition 6.3.2 Let Ti and 7% be E-tables over scheme R, then T\=eT2 if =72 except 
where the truth value is "u". 
Table 6.3 can also be used to illustrate that a = E a  A  { a \  { b  A  C ) )  since they are equivalent 
when b A c is false (eighth line in Table 6.2). Another way of perceiving this is that 
REP({{a}, {{fl},{}} =REP({a} ,0}. The following two theorems formally establish this 
equivalence. 
Theorem 6.3.1 a A  (b \ c)=g(a A  b) I (a a C ) .  
For the discussions follow, the following theorem is necessary. 
Theorem 6.3.2 The following equivalence holds: 
«1 I «2 I • •  •  I  ««=£•(«! I 02 I • •  •  I  a«-l)  I a„ 
Theorem 6.3.3 The following equivalence holds: 
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a  A { a  \  B x  I  I  B„)=Ea, 
where a is an atomic ground formula representing a singleton tuple and 5,-, \<i<n, is a 
conjunction of ground formulas which are free of a's. 
In general, if a tuple set w of some set of tuple sels W of the indefinite component of an E-
table is a subset of the definite component of that E-table and the tuple sets of W-w do not 
entangle the indefinite component, then W should be removed firom the indefinite component. If 
the tuple sets of W-w entangle the indefinite component, then in addition to removing W from 
the indefinite component, every tuple of W-w should be removed from their corresponding sets 
of tuple sets as well. 
Table 6.4: { a \  b )  a { a  \  b  \  c)=g(a I b )  
a b c a 1 b a \ b \ c {a \ b) A {a \ b \ c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 u u 
1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 u u 
1 1 0 u u u 
1 1 1 u u u 
The second type of redundancies can be resolved similarly. For example, 
(a \ b) A {a \ b \ c)=g(a I b) as vindicated by Table 6.4. This is a generalization of 
Theorem 6.3.2 as shown by Theorem 6.3.3. 
Theorem 6.3.4 The following equivalence holds: 
A A (A I  jB 1 I  I  B„)=EA 
where A is a conjunction of atomic ground formulas and each conjunct can be a generalized 
exclusive disjunction (e.g., A=a a (b I c)), and each B,-, l<i<n, is a conjunction of ground 
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formulas which does not contain the elements of A. 
Similarly, if a set of tuple set W, is a subset of another set of tuple sets W2 and the tuple sets 
of W-w do not entangle the indefinite component, then W2 should be removed from the 
indefinite component. If the tuple sets of W2 ~ entangle the indefinite component, then in 
addition to removing W2 from the indefinite component, every tuple of W2-W1 should be 
removed from their corresponding sets of tuple sets. 
The third type of redundancies is formalized by Theorem 6.3.5. 
Theorem 6.3.5 The following equivalence holds: 
a  A  ( { a  A  b i  A  •  •  •  a b „ )  I  C, I I  Cm)=E 
a  A  { { b I  A  •  •  •  A  b „ )  I  Ci I  I  C,„) 
where a and 6/s, \<i<n, are atomic ground formulas and Each C,-, l<i<n, is a conjunction of 
ground formulas which are free of a and 6, 's, 1 <i<n. 
Similarly, the fourth type of redundancies can be formalized by the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.3.6 The following equivalence holds: 
{ a  A b i )  I {a A 62) I I (a a b„)=Ea a (bi I I b„) 
where each bi, \<i<n, is a conjunction of ground formulas. 
In general, the third and fourth types of redundancies can be resolved by moving the tuple t 
from the tuple set w,- to the definite component. 
With respect to the fifth type of redundancies, the following theorem can be established. 
Theorem 6.3.7 The following equivalence holds: 
(«1 a a a„) i («1 a a a„ A B)=E(a\ a a a„) 
where 5 is a conjunction of ground atomic formulas which is free of a, 's, 1 <i<n. 
In general, if a tuple set w; of some set of tuple sets W of the indefinite component of an E-
table is a subset set of another tuple set W2 of the same set of tuple set W and the tuple sets of 
W2-W1 do not entangle the indefinite component, then W2 should be removed from the 
I l l  
indefinite 
component. If the tuple sets of W2 - wi entangle the indefinite component, then in addition to 
removing W2 from the indefinite component, every tuple of W2-W1 should be removed from 
their corresponding sets of tuple set as well. 
The sixth and seventh types of redundancies should be resolved by removing all but one 
special dummy values that do not appear in any other sets of tuple sets, while the eighth type of 
redundancies can be resolved by removing the dummy values from the tuple set it resides 
provided that it is not the only value in that tuple set. 
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The last type of redundancies involves entanglement and should be resolved by rearranging the 
indefinite component. Specifically, let Tbe an E-table and TE = {'WI,. .. ,W„}. Suppose that 
IVt, . •. •. Wk,, \<ki<n, where !</</ and !</<«, constitute an entanglement, then Tis to 
be restructured as follows: 
1. All the sets of tuple set of Tg, except ,Wk^ ,...,1^^, remain unchanged, and 
2. Wiç^ are to be merged into one set of tuple set W', which is obtained as 
follows: 
w ={r\çar\)(r\brep(^t) a r = rim(wk, • • • uw^,) a r9^0)}. 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the restructuring of E-tables due to entanglements. 
Alternatively, the resolution of entanglement can be defined by precisely specifying each 
tuple set. Suppose that Tia an E-table and T E = {W i W „ } ,  where W i  = {w, i , . . . ,  Wik.} ,  
l<i<«. Consider the simplest case of entanglement: there exists W, = ,...,w, 7 , . . . ,  }  
and Wj = [wji wj^, • • •. } such that Wii=Wj,„, where \<i<n and \<j<n. Then, Tg is 
restructured as follows: 
1. All the sets of tuple set of Tg, except W,- and W}, remain unchanged, and 
2. W I  and W j  are to be merged into one set of tuple set W  as follows: 
W {  {  Vf/ i  tWji  (m — 1  )  }  '  {  ^ i l  >^j{m + l )  }>•••>{ >^jkj  }  '  "  
) ,  .  .  .  ,  } , { W i ( ; _ i ) , W j ( m  +  l )  }  {  W / ( ; _ l )  }  , . . .  
{W/( /+i ) ,Wyi  } , . . . ,  {>V,( /+i ) ,>Vj(„_i)  } ,{H' / ( /+l ) ,Wj( ,„+i)  } ,  .  .  .  ,  {W,•( /  +  ! ) ,Wjj t .  } , . . .  
{ ^ iki }'•••'{ — 1) } > { ^iki >^y(m +1) }>•••>{ '^jkj } >••• { Wy/ } } 
Note that the alternative definition is quite complicated. It becomes more and more tedious 
and difficult as the degree of entanglements gets more and more complicated. Further, the 
alternative definition is sensitive to whether an E-table contains redundancies or not. In other 
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word, if an E-table contains redundancies, then the result obtained by first resolving 
redundancies and then resolving entanglement is different from the result yielded by first 
resolving entanglement and then resolving redundancies. This phenomenon is illustrated in 
Figure 6.7. The first definition, however, does not have this drawback. In addition, it is simpler. 
Therefore, the first definition will be used from now on. 
T 
REP(T)= {|y|} 
Remove Entanglement First 
REDUCE(T) REDUCE(T) 
c 
REP(REDUCE(T)) = REP(T) REP{REDUCE(T)) ii=REP{T) 
Figure 6.7: the Order Sensitiveness of the Alternative Definition 
Let REDUCE be an operator which removes the redundancies from E-tables. REDUCE{T) 
applies the applicable reduction steps described above to an E-table T until no more reductions 
are possible. Figure 6.5 also illustrates some examples of REDUCE. 
The following theorem states that REDUCE is idempotent. 
Theorem 6.3.8: For any consistent E-table Te Tr, REDUCE{REDUCE(T))=REDUCE{T). 
The following theorem establishes the relationship between REP and=g. 
Remove Redundancies First 
REP(REDUCE(T)) 
b ' 
c 
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Theorem 6.3.9: For any consistent E-tables rieT/e and TzET/;, if T i =e T 2 ,  then 
REPiTi)=REP{T2) 
The following theorem validates thatREDUCE neither creates nor destroys any information. 
Theorem 6.3.10: For any consistent E-table TETR ,  
REPREP {REP RED UCE{ T)))=REPREP {REP (T)). 
Theorem 6.3.10 is illustrated in Figure 6.8. 
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REPREP(REP(REDUCE(T))) = REPREP(REP(T)) = ([#1 Hi) 
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Figure 6.8: REPiREDUCE(T)^REP(T) 
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6.4 Relational Algebra and E-tables 
In this section, the relational operators of projection, selection, cartisian product, difference, 
union, and intersection are extended to E-tables. For each relational operator, both the syntactic 
definition (i.e., the definition on F«) and semantic definition (i.e., the definition on Z/j) which 
satisfy the correctness criterion are given. The correctness criterion is characterized by Figure 
6.9. 
fr 
REP REP 
V 
REPREP 
fz 
REPREP 
Figure 6.9: The Notion of Correctness 
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As has been defined earlier, the mapping REPREP maps an E-table, T, over scheme R, to 
elements of REPREP{T) consists a set of definite relations of which exactly one represents 
the real world truth. In order to extend a relational operator / to E-tables, it must be stipulated 
that the extended operator captures the effect of the corresponding regular operator on the 
various definite relations represented in the information content of E-tables. The information 
content here refers to REPREP as REP represents the intermediate information content. 
Formally, for each operator/, we first need to define/x on and then define/r on Tr , that 
satisfies the following conditions; 
REPREP{REP{fr(.T))) = REPREP{f-^{REP{T))),foTMmxy f,mû 
REPREP(^REP{friTi,T2))) = REPREPiMREP^T^ ) ,REP(T2))), for binary /. 
6.4.1 Selection 
Definition 6.4.1.1 Let be a relational scheme, Ue 2^, and F be a formula involving operands 
that are constants of the domains of R or attribute numbers, arithmetic comparison operators <, 
=, >, <, >, and logical operators A , v , and -I, then selection on elements of Z/J is defined as 
a mapping : XR —>!;/; such that 
CF(U) = (U'), where 
U  ={r | (3ri ) (r i€  t /  A (r  =  { / | (3 / i  ) ( ïe /"i  A IG U A  F ( t ) ) } ) ) }  
To perform a selection on an E-table, the definite tuples that satisfies the selection conditions 
should be included in the definite component of the selection as it is. Those definite tuples that 
do not satisfy the selection conditions should be removed from the definite component. For the 
tuple sets of the indefinite component, tuples of tuple sets that satisfy the selection conditions 
should be included in their respective tuple sets and tuples that do not satisfy the selection 
conditions are to be replaced by a special dummy value and included in their corresponding tuple 
sets. Formally, selection on E-tables is defined as follows. 
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Definition 6.4.1.2 Let Tbe a consistent and reduced E-table over/? and F be a formula involving 
operands that are constants of the domains of R or attribute numbers, arithmetic comparison 
operators <, =, >, <, >, and logical operators a , v , and then selection on T is defined as a 
mapping Cp Ta-^rR such that CpiT) =REDUCE(T ), where 
T D  =  { M t ^ T D A F { t ) ) } ,  
T E  =  { W \ { A W i ) { W i B T E  A 
W={w|(3wi  ) (WiG Wi A 1V =  { / | (3^l ) ( ' ie  A 
( { F ( Ï I )  A  t  =  t i )  V  ( - I F ( ? I )  A  t = M A P { t x ) )  V  ( F I E  A .  A  t  =  t i ) ) ) } ) } ) } ,  
where M A P ( t i  , t 2 , . . .  , t „ )  i s  a n  n-ary mapping which maps a set of tuple values (including 
special dummy values) to the elements of X such \hatMAP(ti,t2,...,t„)=MAPit'i,t2, 
if and only i f  A t 2 =  h  •  •  •  A Examples of the extended selection operator are 
shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. 
The correctness of the extended selection operator is established in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.4.1.1 REPREP(REP{of(T)))=REPREP{cp{REP(T))) for any consistent and 
reduced E-table T and formula F. 
Theorem 6.4.1.1 is also illustrated in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. 
6.4.2 Projection 
For the definition of projections, the notion of an accumulation is necessary and is thereby 
defined as follows: 
Definition 6.4.2.1 An accumulation is a collection of (possibly repeated) elements or objects 
that satisfy a given condition. An accumulation is denoted by a list of elements separated by 
commas and enclosed in a pair of braces with subscript A at the bottom of the right brace. 
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pi red 
p2 red 
p2 blue 
p3 red 
p4 blue,p5 blue 
p6 white 
p7 red,p8 green 
REP(T)^ 
pi red 
p2 red 
p3 red 
p6 white 
pi red 
p2 red 
p3 red 
p7 red 
p8 green 
pi red 
p2 blue 
p3 red 
p6 white 
1. 
pi red 
p2 blue 
p3 red 
p7 red 
p8 green 
^(2=red)(J') 
pi red 
p2 red 
el 
p3 red 
e2 
~e3— 
p7 red 
pi red 
p2 red 
p4 blue 
p5 blue 
p6 white 
pi red 
p2 blue 
p4 blue 
p5 blue 
p6 white 
pi red 
p2 red 
p4 blue 
p5 blue 
p7 red 
p8 green 
pi red 
p2 blue 
p4 blue 
p5 blue 
p7 red 
pi red 
p2red 
p3 red 
^ pi red 
pi red 
p2red 
p3 red 
p7 red 
pi red 
p2red 
pi red 
p2red 
p7 red 
p3 red 
pi red 
p3 red 
p7 red 
pi red pi red 
p7 red 
} 
REP{C^2^red)i'n)= { 
pi red 
p2red 
p3red 
e3 
pi red 
p2red 
p3red 
p7red 
pi red 
p2red 
e2 
e3 
pi red 
p2 red 
p7 red 
e2 
pi red 
p3 red 
el 
e3 
pi red 
p3red 
p7 red 
el 
pi red 
el 
e2 
e3 
pi red 
p7 red 
el 
e2 
} 
REPREPiREP{C^2=red) iT)))=REPREP{C^2=red) (REPiT)))  
Figure 6.10: Selection 
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T1 
a 1 
a 2 
a^ 
b 4 
a 1 
a 2 
a i 
8 
/?£P(a,=v(7'l))= {III],E],[L1],E]} 
REPREP{c 1='«' n )))=REPREP(REP{G T1 ))) 
72 
a 1 
h 1 
a 2 
c 2 
a 2 
c 2 
i?E/'('r2;=| a 1 a 1 h 1 h 1 a 2 9 c 2 9 a ?, 9 r, 7 
02=2 iREP(T2)) =REP{<S2=2 (72)) = {[aT|^ fcT|} 
REPREPiC2^2 (REP(T2))) =REPREP(REP(G2=2 (T2))) 
_Z2_ 
a 1 
m4J C 1 
d 1 
02=1(73) 
a 1 
b 1 
c 1 
d 1 
REP(T3)=\^ 
a 1 
c 1 
a 1 
d 1 
c 1 
b 1 
c 2 
d 1 } 
02= 1 (REP(T3))=REP(a2= i (73)) = { a 1 a 1 b 1 b 1 c 1 
4 
d 1 
*1 
c 1 
m 
d 1 
REPREP{G2=iiREPiT3)))=REPREP(REP(<y2^i (73))) 
Figure 6.11: Selection 
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For instance, S = {apple,orange,orange,grape]^ is an accumulation. Note that the 
difference between an accumulation and a set is that multiple appearance of an elements is 
allowed in an accumulation. For example, orange in the accumulation S is listed twice. 
Next we extend the equal comparison operator to accumulations. 
Definition 6.4.2.2 An accumulation 51 is equal to another accumulation 51, denoted by 51 =52, 
if every member of Si is also a member of 5% and every member of ^2 is also a member of 51. 
Further, for every element of ^ i, the number of times it appears in is the same as the number 
of times it appears in ^2. 
For example, let 5i ={ 1,1,2,3}, 5'2 = { 1,2,3}, and 53 = { 1,2,3,1}. Then =^3 and 
S 1^82-
Let us now first define projections on Z/}. 
Definition 6.4.2.3 Let i? be a relational scheme and U g Z r  and Aç,R, then projection on the 
elements of 2/; is defined as a mapping as follows; 
Ka(U)=REDUCEACCACC{CONTRADlCTIONiU')), where 
1. is a an accumulation of accumulations and is defined as follows: 
U ={r|(3ri)(rie f/ a 
r = {/l(3/i)(ïieri a a /=3ia(^i)) v (/jea, a t = M A P ( t i ) ) ) ) } a) ) a 
2. REDUCEACCACC reduces an accumulation of accumulations U and then converts U to 
a set of sets (i.e., relations of X«). Note that REDUCEACCACC removes duplicated 
elements Irom a set of accumulations. 
REDUCEACCACC{U) = {SEnr)\{re U A  - I ( D R I  ) ( R I  &U a SET{ri)czSET{r))) A  
-'((3''i)(''I€ U A SET{ri)=SET(,r)2tnAri^r)))}, 
where SET is a mapping which converts an accumulation into a set. For example, 
œr({l,2,2,3}^)={ 1,2,3}. 
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The projection on an E-table could mainly cause three complications: (1) redundancies (e.g., 
T3 of Figure 6.13, T\ of Figure 6.14, T\ and T2 of figure 6.15. etc.), (2) entanglements (e.g., T2 
of Figure 6.13, T\ of Figure 6.17, T2 of Figure 6.18, etc.), and (3) redundancies mixed with 
entanglement (e.g., Tl of Figure 6.18 and T\ of Figure 6.20). The REDUCEACC operator is 
defined to handle the first and second complications, whereas The concept of accumulations 
together with the REDUCEACCACC operator are used to deal with the third complication. 
Informally, the projection of the definite component of an E-table is similar to that of the 
conventional relations. However, some tuple sets of the indefinite component may become 
singletons on projection in which case they are moved to the definite component. The projection 
of a special dummy value is the dummy value itself. 
Definition 6,4.2.4 Let 7 be a consistent and reduced E-table over R and A(zR, then projection 
on E-tables is defined formally as a mapping as follows; 
TtA(T)=REDUCE{CONTRADICTION(T')), where 
To — {(l(3(l)(^l^^D t — 
(3 W)( We Tg A (VW)(WG IY-^((Wi)( f i  e  i  [A]=f)) ) ) )} ,  
T e  =  { W \ { A W O { W , ^ T E ^  
W={w|(3wi)(wie  W i )  A 
w = {r | (3^i ) (^ ie  Wl A A t  =  t l [ A ] )  V A t  =  t l ) ) ) } ) }  A 
\W\>1)}, 
The correctness of the extended projection operator is established in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.4.2.1 REPREP{REP{,KA{T)))=REPREP{KA{REP{T))) for any consistent and 
reduced domain compatible E-tables T. 
Examples of projection and Theorem 6.4.2.1 are illustrated in Figure 6.12 through Figure 
6.20. 
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pi red 
p2 red 
p2 blue 
p3 red 
p4 blue,p5 blue 
n i ( T )  
Pt 
p2 
P3 
p4,p5 
REP(T) = I 
pi red 
p2 red 
p3 red 
pi red 
p2 red 
p4 blue 
p5 blue 
jCi(/?£P(r))={ 
pi red 
p2 blue 
p3 red 
i I 
REDUCEACCACC(ni{REP(T)))=^ 
pi red 
p2 blue 
p4 blue 
p5 blue 
} 
i } 
REPREP{REDUCEACCACC{% i (REP(T)))=REPREP{REP(n i (T))) 
Figure 6.12: Projection 
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a 1 
b 1 H 
REP(TIj=[ a 1 a 1 h 1 b 1 a 2 9 b 2 9 a ?, ? h 7 } 
7^(r 
a 
b 
7r i ( /?£P(n))={ 
REDUCEACCACC(K 1 (i?£P(r)))=1 } 
REPREP(REDUCEACCACC{ni(REP{Tl)))=REPREP(REP(niiT\))) 
T2 
a 1 
b 1 
a 2 
c 2 
REP(T2)= a 1 a 1 b 1 b 1 a 2 c 2 a ?, c ?, 
7c,(r2) REDUCEACCACC{ni(REP(T2))) 
a 
b,c 
40,®} 
REPREP{REDUCEACCACC{KI (REP(T2)))=REPREP(REP(_K 1 (72))) 
T3 
a 
a 
1 
2 
a 
b 1 
REP(T3)J^ a 1 a 1 a ? a 2 a 3 
•t b 4 4 a 3 4 b 4 } 
7Ci(T3)  
REDUCEACCACC{K 1 (REPiTT)))) = ||~a~|| 
REPREP{REDUCEACCACC{k 1 {REPiT3)))=REPREPiREP{K i (73))) 
Figure 6.13: Projection 
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T1 
a 0 
a 1 
a 2 
"bV 
c 1 
REP(T1)= a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a n a 1 a 1 a 2 a 2 b 1 c 1 
b 1 1 c 1 •> b 1 •) c 1 9 e 9 e 
K i i R E P ( T l ) ) = {  
Ui(r i )  
b 
_c_ 
REDUCEACCACC{KiiREPiT)))=^ be} 
REPREP(REDUCEACCACCiKi(REP(T\)))=REPREP(REP(Ki(Tl))) { g  : }  
T2 
a 1 
_a^ 
b 3 
e 
K i i T l )  
b 
e 
w2;={[|3J32JSI,[Y1} 
REDUCEACCACC(KI{REP(T2)))=[ ^ g j 
REPREP(REDUCEACCACC{n i (REPiT2)))=REPREP{REP(n, (72))) {R^} 
Figure 6.14: Projection 
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T1 
a 1 
a 2 
e2 
REP(T1)J^ 
a 1 a 1 
el a 2 
e2 e2 
a 1 a 1 
el a 2 
b 3 b 3 
a 
el 
£2 
a 
a 
e2 
a 
el 
b 
7[ , ( r i )  
^EDUCEACCACC{K 1 iREPiT)))= | a 
II 
a 
a 
62 
a 
el 
b 
a 
a 
b 
REPREP{REDUCEACCACC(TZI (REPiTl )))=REPREP{REP{% ,(71))) 
T2 
a 0 
b 2 
e 
Ki(r2)  
«wîj- {rî7]^rgT],r?i} 
REDUCEACCACC{K 1 (REP(T2))) = { Q } 
REPREP(REDUCEACCACC{iti (REP(T2)))=REPREPiREP(Ki(T2))) 
{0} 
Figure 6.15: Projection 
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T1 
a  l ,b  1  
a  2 ,b  2  
d 2 
r t i (n)  
a 
b REP(T1)= 
c 
d 
-{ 
a 1 a 1 a 2 a ? 
b 1 b 1 b 2 b 2 
c 2 
9 
d 2 
9 
c 2 
9 
d 2 
ni(REP{ n ) ) =  {  a b c 
a 
b 
c 1 
a 
b 
c } 
} 
REDUCEACCACC(KI (REPiT))) = |
REPREP(REDUCEACCACC(KiiREPiTl)))=REPREP(REP(KiiTl))) 
} { 
T2 
REP(T2)= I 
K i i T l )  
a 0 a 
b 1 
c  2 ,d  3  
e 
b 
c, d 
£ 
a 0 
8 g ?  a 0 
%i(REP{T2))= { 
REDUCEACCACC{K I (i?£F(r2))) =[ 
L 
REPREP{REDUCEACCACC(Ki (REP(T2)))=REPREP{REP(n, (72)) )  
a { } 
Figure 6.16: Projection 
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T1 
[a l| 
T2 
c 3 
c 4 
d 5 
' c g )  R E P ( T 1 ) = ^  
b,d 
c 
a 1 
b 2 
c 4 
i t i (S£/ ' (n))={ 
Vl 
a 
b 
c 
a 1 a 1 § i  
a 
b 
d 
a 
c 
c 
a 
c 
d 
REDUCEACCACCiiz I iREP(Tl)))= ^ b c } 
REPREPiREDUCEACCACCiK i {REPiTl)))=REPREPiREPiK i (Tl))) 
(filial 
T2 
[all 
c 4 
d 5 
"1^^ REP(T2)=^ a 1 a 1 
T Z I {REP{T2))= { 
a 1 
b 3 
c 4 
/?£Df/C£ACC4CC(7Ui(/?£/'(r2)))=[ § § } 
a 
b 
c 
d 5 
a 
b 
d 
} 
I 
REPREPiREDUCEACCACCiK i iREP{T2))) =REPREP{REP(K  , (72))) 
Figure 6.17: Projection 
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T1 
la il 
gi 
b 4 
d 5 
Tcjir 
a 
d 
• 
REP(T1) =1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a 2 a 2 h 
b 4 9 d 5 •) b 4 si 
K y m P { T \ ) ) =  { 
M 
REDUCEACCACC{,KI{REP(J\)))=\^ § } 
REPREP{REDUCE A C C A C C { T Z x  { R E P { T \ ) ) ) = R E P R E P { R E P { K X { T \ ) ) )  
U )  
t2 
gl 
SI 
u 1(7-2) 
b 
a,d 
REP(T2) =1 a 2 a 2 b 3 
b 4 d 5 b 4 
9 9 
S i  
ni{REP{T2))= { 
REDUCEACCACC(,KiiREP{T2)))J^ b § } 
REPREP{REDUCEACCACC(,Kx{REP{T2)))=REPREP{ R E P { % I { T 2 ) ) )  
{ "  â }  
Figure 6.18: Projection 
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TI 
S i  
d 3 
e 3 
7c , ( r i )  
a 
b REP(T1) = I 
a 1 H 
H b 1 a 2 e 3 
Vi e 3 a 1 a 1 (t 2 d 2 d 3 
•> 
e 3 
b 1 b 1 
d 2 d 2 
d 3 9 e 3 
I 
REDUCEACCACCini(REP(Tl)))=^ e e } 
REPREP(REDUCEACCACC(k 1 {REP( n ) ) )  =REPREP{REP{k 1 { T l  ) ) )  
{: U 
72 
Si 
d 3 
£ 
7[](r2) 
REP(T2} = I 
n ^ { R E P ( T 2 ) ) =  {  
b 1 
a 2 
d 3 
a 1 
a 2 
e 
b 1 
a 2 
e 
b 2 
e 
a 1 a 1 
d 2 d 2 
d 3 
? 
e 
b 1 b 1 
d 2 d 2 
d 3 9 e 
I 
REDUCEACCACC{,%I{REP{T2)))J^ LE} 
REPREPiREDUCEACCACC{tzx{REP{T2)))=REPREP{REP{'kx{ T 2 ) ) )  
{ a b } 
Figure 6.19: Projection 
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a 2 
c 2 
§1 
d 4 I! 
w b 
d 
• REP(T} = I 
rti(/?£P(D)= { 
a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 
b 1 b 1 h 1 b 1 
a 2 a 2 a 2 a 2 
c 3 c 3 c 3 d 3 
d 4 1 e 4 4 f 4 t d 4 
a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 
b 1 b 1 b 1 b 1 
c 2 c 2 c 2 c 2 
c 3 c 3 c 3 d 3 
d 4 9 e 4 9 f 4 9 d 4 
a 1 a 1 
b 1 b 1 
a 2 a 2 
d 3 d 3 
e 4 9 f 4 
a 1 a 1 
b 1 b 1 
c 2 c 2 
d 3 d 3 
e 4 1 f 4 
a a a a a a a a a a a a b b b b b b b b b b b b 
a a a a a a c c c c c c 
c c c d d d c c c d d d 
d e 
9 
1 
9 d 9 e 9 f 9 d 9 e 9 f 9 d 9 e 9 f 
REDUCEACCACC{% i (iî£i'(T)))={ } 
REPREP(REDUCEACCACC(ni(REP(T)))=REPREPiREP(Ki{T))) 
{ 
a 
b 
d } 
Figure 6.20; Projection 
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a 1 
_^1 
~a~2 
c 2 
i i  
w 
a 
b 
• 
REP(T) = I 
7Ci( / ÎÊP(r) )= |  
a 
b 
a 
c 
a 1 
b 1 êi 
a 
b 
a 
b 
a 1 
c 3 
a 
b 
c 
c 
y  
a 
b 
c 
b 
} 
REDUCEACCACCi.%1 {REP{T))) =[ } 
REPREPiREDUCEACCACC(ni(REP(T)))=REPREP{REP(Ki (T))) 
{ 
Figure 6.21: Projection 
6.4.3 Cartisian product 
Definition 6.4.3.1 TTie cartisian product on the elements of 2;; is a mapping 
Let U1 and U2 members of Zg, then 
U1XU2 =REDUCEREP(C0NTRAD1CTI0N(U)), where 
U = {r \{Ari ){Ar2)( . r iBUi  A r2e  U2 A 
(2^2 ^  ^ 1  ^  ^2®*^ ^  (  —  t  I  •  ^ 2 )  } )  }  
Cartisian products under the E-table model is quite straightforward. Consider the example in 
Figure 6.21, the cartisian product of the two definite components constitutes the definite 
component. The indefinite component of the cartisian product is obtained in the following 
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manner: if al of the set of tuple sets of the indefinite component of T\ and 63 of the set of the 
tuple sets of the indefinite component of T1 were true, then taking the cartisian product between 
al and 722), al and 63, and T\d and 63 forms the tuple set {a261,a262,a263,al63}, which 
should be included in a set of tuple sets of the indefinite component. The rest of the tuple sets 
can be obtained by exhausting all the possible truth combinations of the outcomes of T\ g and 
T2E (e.g., al and 64 were true, al and 65 were true, «3 and 63 were true, etc.). 
Formally, the cartisian product of E-tables is defined as a mapping "x-'-T r^xY as 
follows. 
Definition 6.4.3.2: Let T\ and T2 be consistent and reduced E-tables under relational schemes 
and 7(2 such that Tg = {IV} Wj„} andr|= {W\,...,Wl}. Let 
E  =  { ( w i U  •  •  •  u w , „ ) - ( r | ) U X ) l ( V O ( l ^ j ^ w - > w , e  W - )  A  
(Vi)(l<i<«->M',e Wj) A 
( W i - W i )  A (Mçiy)]}  
1 = 1  
F  =  { ( w i U  •  •  •  u w „ ) - ( 7 '£)UX,)|(Vi)(l< Î<n->w,e Wj) A  
(V/)(l</<n->w,e Wi) A 
- ' [d") («e  A(HÇW)]} 
( = 1  
Let the elements of E be £1, ..., Eg and those of F be Fi Fj, then 
T1XT2 =REDUCE{CONTRADICTION(T)), where Tis defined as follows: 
Td = {^1 (3^1 ) (3^2)(^IsTq A t2^T})  A t  =  t i . t2)}  
TE—{t I (3^1 ) (3^2)(( ( iGrj )  A t2&Fi)  V 
( t i e E k  A f2e  T I )  V  
{t\eEk A t2&Fi)) A 
( l  A ^28!^  A (=(1 .^2 }  
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T1 72 
al bl 
a2 b2 
a3 b3 
b4 
b5 
{ 
REP(Tl) 
al al 
a2 a3 } { 
REP(T2) 
bl bl bl 
b2 b2 b2 
b3 b4 b5 
T1XT2 
albl  
al b2 
a2bl,a2 b2,a2 b3,al b3 
a2 bl,a2 b2,a2 b4,al b4 
a2bl,a2 b2,a2 b5,al b5 
a3bl,a3b2,a3b3,al b3 
a3 bl,a3 b2,a3 b4,al b4 
a3 bl,a3 b2,a3 b5,al b5 
a lb l  a lb l  a lb l  a lb l  a lb l  al bl 
al b2 al b2 al b2 al b2 al b2 al b2 
a lb3 al b4 al b5 al b3 al b3 al b3 
a2bl  a2bl  a2bl  a3bl  a3bl  a3bl  
a2b2 a2b2 a2b2 a3 b2 a3 b2 a3b2 
a2 b3 a2 b4 a2b5 a3 b3 y a3 b4 9 a3b5 
REPREP(REP(T1 X T2)) = REPREP(REP(T1 ) X REP(T2)) = U 
Figure 6.22: Cartisian Product 
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tl t2 
al bl 
a2 b2 
rep(tl) 
{ al al a2 a3 
, 
rep(t2) 
} { bl bl b2 8 
, 
t1xt2 
al bl 
al b2,a2bl,a2 b2 
a2 bl ,Ei  
al b2,a3bl,a3 b2 
a3 bl,£2 
reprep(rep(t1 x t2))= reprep(rep(t1) x rep(t2)) 
al bl al bl a lb l  a lb l  
al b2 a2bl  al b2 a3bl  
a2bl  a3bl  
a2 b2 a3b2 
, 
Figure 6.23: Cartisian Product 
where l<k<e, l</</, / =k if e^O otherwise i=0, and ; = / if f^O otherwise j=0. Example of 
the extended cartisian product is shown in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23. 
The correctness of the extended cartisian product is established in the following theorem and 
is also illustrated in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23. 
Theorem 6.4.3.1 REPREP{REP{TiXT2))=REPREP(REP{Ti)xREP{T2)) for any 
consistent and reduced E-tables Ti and T2. 
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6.4,4 Difference 
Definition 6.4.4.1 The difference on the elements of is defined as a mapping 
Letf / i  and t /2  be  members  of  S/ Î ,  then 
U i - U 2  =  { r \ ( ^ r i ) ( r i e U i  A  r  =  { t \ ( t G ( r i - (  f z ) ) ) } ) }  
r^eUï 
The difference operator on E-tables is defined on E-tables as follows: consider two consistent 
and reduced domain compatible E-tables T1 and T2 and let 7=Tj - 72, then: 
(1) A tuple t of T\) should be included if t is in neither the definite component of T2 nor any 
of the tuple sets of the sets of the tuple sets of the indefinite component of Tz- Otherwise, it 
is replaced by a special dummy value. That is, t will not be in the result of the difference if 
there is a possibility that it is true under T2. 
(2) A tuple t of a tuple set w of a set of tuple sets W of should remain in w if it is in 
neither the definite component of T2 nor any of the tuple sets of the indefinite component of 
Tj. Otherwise, t should be replaced by a special dunmiy value. 
The following definition formally defines the difference on E-tables as a mapping 
Definition 6.4.4.2 Let Ti and T2 be consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables, then 
Ti-T2 =REDUCE(T), where 
TD = {t\(.tGTh A t^Tl A -,{AW)i^w)(^WeTl A wgW a tew))} 
= M^={wl(gwi)(wie a 
w = {t\(3^1 )((^] s Wi Atx^fk A ti ëfo A -i(3w2)(w2^ Te a tiew2 a t 
((fi A tiBTp) V (^W2)(W2G Tg A (lE W2)) A t=MAP{ti)) V 
( t i e X  A  t = t i ) ) } ) } ) }  
Examples of the extended difference operator are shown in Figure 6.24, Figure 6.25, and 
Figure 6.26. 
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The correctness of the difference operator is established in the following theorem and is also 
illustrated by Figure 6.23, and Figure 6.24. 
Theorem 6.4.4.1 REPREP{REP{Tx-T2))=REPREP(^REP{Ti)-REP{T2)) for any 
consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables Ti and T2. 
TUTOR 
John ComSlOl 
Jean ComS102 
Jude ComS104 
Mark ComS103 
Mike ComSlOB 
Jane MathlOl 
Eric MathlOl 
TEACH 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS102 
Jane ComS103 
Jane ComSlOl,Jane MathlOl 
Mark ComS103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Joan ComS 105 
REP(TUTOR) 
{ 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Mark ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComSlOl 
Jane MathlOl 
Mark ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
John ComSlOl 
Jean ComS 102 
Jude ComS 104 
Mike ComS 103 
Jane MathlOl 
John ComSlOl 
Jean ComS 102 
Jude ComS 104 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane MathlOl 
John ComSlOl 
Jean ComS 102 
Jude ComS 104 
Mike ComS 103 
Eric MathlOl 
John ComSlOl 
Jean ComS 102 
Jude ComS 104 
Mark ComS 103 
Eric MathlOl } 
REP(TEACH) 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Mark ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComSlOl 
Jane MathlOl 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS104 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComSlOl 
Jane MathlOl 
Mark ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComSlOl 
Jane MathlOl 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
} 
Figure 6.24: Difference 
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TEACH 
jonn corns lui 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Jane ComS 101,Jane MathlOl 
Mark ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Joan ComS 105 
TUTOR 
John ComS 101 
Jean ComS 102 
Jude ComS 104 
Mark ComS 103 
Mike ComS 103 
Jane MathlOl 
Eric MathlOl 
TEACH- TUTOR 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Jane ComS 101 
El 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Joan ComS 105 
REP(TEACH-TUTOR) 
{ 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
£i 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 101 
Joan ComS 104 
Ê1 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 101 
Joan ComS 105 
Jack Corns 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Jack Corns iUZ 
Jane ComS 101 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
jack cornsluz 
Jane ComS 101 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
} 
REP(TEACH)-REP(TUTOR) 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 101 
Joan ComS104 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
Jack ComS 102 
Jane ComS 101 
Joan ComS105 
Jack cornsluz 
Jane ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
Jack Corns; 102 
Jane ComS 101 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 104 
jack cornsluz 
Jane ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
Jack Corns 1U2 
Jane ComSlOl 
Mary ComS 103 
Joan ComS 105 
REPREP(REP(TEACH-TUTOR))=REPREP(REP(TEACH)-REP(TUTOR)) 
Figure 6.24: Continued 
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T1 
a 
a 
1 
2 
a 
b 
i 
4 
T1-T2 
a 1 
a 2 
•FT" 
e 
T2 
b 4 REP(T1)=\^\ IT a 2 a 2 ? a 3 9 h 4 } 
REP(T2)=\\\) 4| j 
REP(T1)-REP(T2}=[ |TI],EZ 
R E P ( T 1 - T 2 ) =  | |  I  j | J  
a 21 \ Y 2  1} 
al 
8 
a 2 ^  "âT 
e 1} 
REPREP(REP(T1)-REP(T2))=REPREP(REP(T1-T2)) 
T1 
11 
a 2 
c 2 
77-72 
a 2 
c 2 
72 
a 1 
b 1 
c 1 
REP(Tl)=[\f^^\ ân fb"! c%j,La_^ b 1 } 
/?£Pf72j={rm^[yn} 
REP(T1-T2)=REP(T1)-REP(T2)= j |  a  2 | j  c  2 |   
REPREP(REP(T1)-REP(T2))=REPREP(REP(T1-T2)) 
T1 
b Ic 2 Tr 
T1-T2 
a ] 
b 1 
c 1 
d 1 
T2 
c 2 
REP(T1)=^ 
a 1 
c 1 
a 1 
d 1 'cl 
c 1 
SI 
d 1 } 
REP(T2)=\\ c 2| j 
REP(T1-T2)=REP(T1)-REP(T2)= | a 1 c 1 a 1 d 1 
REPREP(REP(T1)-REP(T2))=REPREP(REP(T1-T2)) 
Figure 6.25: Difference 
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6.4.5 Union 
The syntactic definition of the union operator on E-tables is quite simple and is just the union 
of the elements of the corresponding components. However, the semantic definition is quite 
complex. TTie complication is due to the fact that elements of the two different relations, once 
were independent fi'om each other, could interact with each other after the union. For example, 
suppose E-table T\ contains {{a},{^}} as its indefinite member and E-table T2 contains 
{{û},{c}} as its indefinite member. Once these two elements are merged, the relationship 
(which does not exist before the union) that if a is true in {a I b), then c cannot be true in 
{a I c) emerges. Specifically, redundancies of the first through the fourth and the ninth types 
identified in Section i6.3 could arise in the union of two reduced and consistent E-tables. 
Similar to the extended projection operator, the concept of accumulations and the REDUCEACC 
operator are necessary to define the union operator on S;; correctly. 
Definition 6.4.5.1: Let/? be a relational scheme, and Ui and U2 be members of Z/;, then 
U1UU2 =REDUCEACCiCONTRADICTION(U)), where 
1. [/is an accumulation of relations obtained as follows; 
U={r\ (^r i )<^r2){rx&Ui A r2&U2 A r  =  r iur2)  
2. REDUCEACC reduces an accumulation of relations U and then converts t/ to a set of 
sets (i.e., relations of Zr). 
/?£Z)[/C£>lCC(t/) = {r|(re i/A -,(3ri)(ri 6 Î/A ricr))} 
The union of two E-tables is the union of the corresponding components of the two 
operands. Any redundancies introduced are removed by the REDUCE operator. Formally, 
union is defined as a mapping u:r/;xr>rr as follows. 
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TEACH 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Mary ComS 103 
TUTOR 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 102 
{Jane ComS 101 
JaneMathlOl} 
TEACHKJTUTOR 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 102 
{Jane Corns 101 
Jane MathlOl} 
REP(TEACH)= 
REP(TUT0R)= 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 102 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mary ComS 103 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 101 
Jane Math 101 
REP( TEACH) uREPi TUTOR) = { 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 102 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 101 
Jane MathlOl 
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP{TEACH)\jREPiTUTOR)))=REPREP{REP{TEACH\jTUTOR)) 
{ 
John ComSlOl 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 102 
John ComS 101 
Jack ComS 102 
Mark ComS 103 
Jane ComS 101 
Jane MathlOl 
} 
Figure 6.26: Union 
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T1 T2 T\KJT2 
m a a 
h b h 
c d c,d 
REPÇTl) 
R£/'(ri)u«£P(r2)={ a 
a a a 
b b b c 
9 d 1 c d 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\)\JREP{T1))= c} 
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP{T\)^REP{T2)))=:REPREP{REP{T\^T2)) 
] { 
T1 T2 TIKJTI 
m a a 
h b b 
c e c 
REP{T\)KJREP{T2) = ^  
/?£/'fr7j=| gjU I REP(T2)=^ 
^1. 
a 
jlIJ } 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\)VJREP{T2)) = \^ b c } 
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP{T\)KJREP{T2)))=REPREP{REP{T\ uT2)) 
{ b  § }  
Figure 6.27: Union 
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77 72 T\\JT2 
S 
b 
E l  REPiTi)=^ H 3} {H m} 
REP{T\)KJREP{T2) - {  
a  a  a  a  b  b  E l  E l  
c  
") G  ? c  9  E  L 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\ ) \jREP{Tl)) - { } 
REPREP(REDUCEACC(REP{Tl ) \JREP{T2)))=REPREP{REP{T\ KJT2)) 
i ] 
T1 T2 T\kjT2 
S a  a  
c  b,c 
E  E  
REP{T\)\JREP{T1) 
REPiTl)=^ a a j rep(t2)=^ g § j 
rai 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\ ) \JREP{T2))--
- ( l u  
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP{,T\ ) kjREP{T2)))=REPREP{REP{TI KJT2)) 
Figure 6.28; Union 
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IL M. T I K J T I  
a 
b,d a,c,e 
a,c,d 
ti 
REP(T1)= I 
REP(T2)= I 
b b C C 
d e d e 
9 9 — 5 — 
} 
REP{T\)kjREP{T2)= { 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\ ) kjREP(T2)) = { } 
L 
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP{T\) yjREP{T2)))=REPREP{REP{T\ kjT2)) 
{ } 
T1 T2 
a,b 
e b 
8 
REP(T1)= 
REP{T2) 
= {0} 
= {0,0} 
REP(JI)kjREP(T2) = \^ be} 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\) \jREP{Tl)y-
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP(_T\)\jREP{T2)))=REPREP{REP{T\<JT2)) 
{0.R} 
Figure 6.29: Union 
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TluTl 
REP(T1)= I 
REP(T2)= I 
REP(Tl)uREPiT2) = 
REDUCEACCiREP(Tl ) \jREP{T2)) = { 
} 
} 
L 
REPREP(REDUCEACCiREPiTl ) kjREP{T1 ) ) ) = REPREP{REP{,T\^T2)) 
10) 
ilm. tikjti 
REP(T1)= 
REP(T2)= I 
} 
} 
REP{T\)KJREP{T2)= { a d 
LhJ L 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\)kjREP{T1))=\^ C D } 
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP{T\ ) yjREP{T2)))=REPREPiREP{T\ kjT2)) 
} 
Figure 6.30: Union 
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IL XI T \ y j T 2  
b 
a,c 
REP(T1)= I 
REP(T2)= I 
} 
} 
REP(Tl)uREP(T2)=^ l 
REDUCEACC{REP{T\)\jREP{T2))= { § b } 
REPREP{REDUCEACC{REP(T\) \jREP{T2))) =REPREP{REP{T\kjT2)) 
{@,0} 
J L M ,  T \ \ JT2 
b,d 
a,c 
REP(T1)= I 
REP(T2)= I } 
REPiTl)\jREP(T2)=^ a h 
LcJj 
REDUCEACC(REP(T1 ) KJREP{T2)) = ] 
L 
REPREP(REDUCEACC{REP(Tl ) KJREP{T2))) =REPREP{REP{T\uTZ)) 
{[ } 
Figure 6.31: Union 
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Definition 6.4.5.2 Let T\ and 7% be consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables, then 
r, uTz =REDUCE(CONTRADICTION{T)), where 
To = {t\tBTi)V tsTi)}, and 
T e  =  { W \ W & T \ ) S /  W e T l )  
The correctness of the union operator is established in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.4.5.1 REPREP{REP{Ti Kj T2 ) ) = REPREP{REP{Ti )k j REP(,T2 ) )  for any 
consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables Ti and T2-
Theorem 6.4.5.1 is demonstrated in Figure 6.26 through Figure 6.31. 
6.4.6 Intersection 
Definition 6.4.6.1: Let /? be a relational scheme, let U\ and U2 be members of then 
[/] n[/2 =REDUCEREP{U), where Uis obtained as follows: 
U =  {r\(^ri)Ç^r2){rie^ Ui A  r2e  U2 A  r  =  {f | ( fe  À) v  {tçfk A  ?er i  A  fe  7-2)} )  } .  
The intersection T of two E-tables T1 and T2 is obtained as follows: the common members 
of Td and To constitute the members of Tg. For each set of tuple set W of Tg (r|), W is 
included in Tg if every non-dummy value of every tuple set of VK is a member of Tp (To). 
Formally, intersection is defined as a mapping rcT/jxr^-^r/jas follows: 
Definition 6.4.6.2 Let Ti and 7^2 be two consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables, 
then 
Ti nTz =REDUCEiCONTRADICTION{T)), where 
TD = {t\(E Td a teTo), and 
R £  =  {  W | ( W E  J T E  A  (VH ' ) ( W €  W —>(Vr ) ( F E W  A  teO^-^teTo))) v 
(WeTg A ( V W ) ( W €  W-^(VtXte  w A  Tp ) ) )  }  
The correctness of the intersection operator is estabUshed in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.4.6.1 REPREP(REP(TinT2))=REPREP(REP(Ti)nREP(T2)) for any 
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consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables Tj and Tg. 
Examples of the extended intersection operator and Theorem 6.4.6.1 are demonstrated in 
Figure 6.33, Figure 6.34, Figure 6.35, and Figure 6.36. 
As a remark, in concluding this chapter, we note that for the regular relational intersection 
and difference operators, the following relationship holds for regular relations Ti and T2. 
T1 r\T2 = T 1 - (T1 -T2)  
However, this relationship no longer holds under the E-table model with respect to the 
extended relational operators of intersection and difference defined in this chapter. This claim is 
supported by the following figure: 
Tl T2 T1-T2 Tin 72 T\~(TI-T1) 
Figure 6.32: T; r\T2^T 1 —{T% —T2) 
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T1 
a 
b 
c 
e 
T\r\T2 
c 
e 
a 
el 
~b~  
e2 
T2 
c 
d 
a 
el 
"T" 
e2 
{ 
REP(T1)=^ 
REP(T2}=^ 
a 
b 
c 
a 
b 
e } 
c C c C 
d d d d 
a a Fl el 
b 9 e2 ? b 9 e2 
} 
REP{T\) r\REP{T2) =REP(T 
c 
a 
e2 
c 
El 
b 
c 
el 
e2 
e 
e2 
nT2) 
e 
el 
b 
e 
el 
e2 
REPREP(REP(Tl)nREP(T2))=REPREP(EP(TlnT2)) 
{ a b 0 } 
T1 
a 
b 
c 
el 
Tin  72 
El 
b 
E2 
T2 
c 
d 
a 
El 
A 
i?£:/'CT7;=| 
REP(T2)=^ 
a a 
b b 
c el 
T 
} 
c c C C 
d d d d 
a a el el 
b f e2 9 b 9 e2 
REP{T\) r\REP{T2)=REP{,T\ nT2) 
{ 
c 
a 
b 
c 
a 
e2 
el 
b II } 
} 
REPREP{REP{T\ ) r\REP{T2))=REPREP{EP{T\ nT2))  
{ c a b 0 } 
Figure 6.33: Intersection 
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T1 T2 
a 
b 
a 
b,e 
T\r\T2 
a 
b 
REP(T1)=^ } 
REP(T2)=^ 
REP{T\r\T2)= |  
b 
e 
} 
REP{T\)r\REP{,T2)= { } 
REPREP{REP{T\)r\REP{,T2))=REPREP{EP{T\ nT2)) {0.0} 
T1 T2 
a b 
b a 
e. c 
T l n T 2  
b 
e 
} 
} 
REP(Tl)nREPiT2)=REP{TlnT2)= { 
REP(T1)=^ 
REP(T2)=^ 
REPREP{REP{T\) r\REP{T2))=REPREP{EP(,T\r\T2)) 
{0, 0 } 
Figure 6.34: Intersection 
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T1 T2 
f 
c a 
d b 
a ~c~ 
£ e 
T\r\Tl 
REP(T1}=^ 
REP(T2)= I 
} 
} 
a,c 
e 
REP{T\)r\REP(J2)=REP{T\ nr2) = |  
REPREP{REP{T\) r\REP(T2))=REPREP{EPiT\r\Tl)) 
{ \ g  }  
Figure 6.35: Intersection 
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T1 72 
f f 
c a 
d b 
a c 
e el 
T\r\T2 
a 
e 
c 
el 
REP(T1)= I 
REP(T2)= I 
f f 
c c 
d d 
a e 9 
f f 
a a 
b b 
c el 
•) 
} 
REP(Tl ) nREPiT2)=REP(Tl r\T2) 
{ f a 
el 
"T" 
e 
el 
REPREP{REP{T\)r\REP(,T2))=REPREPiEP{T\ nT2)) 
f { } 
Figure 6.36: Intersection 
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7. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
This dissertation addresses issues related to the recurrent and prominent problem of 
modeling null values in the form of inclusively and exclusively disjunctions within the realm of 
the relational model. Three extended relational models, namely I-tables, M-tables, and E-tables, 
for incorporating incomplete information are investigated and the problems raised by 
information incompleteness in the context of these three extended relational models, or how to 
meaningfully interpret and process incomplete information under the extended models, are 
explored 
Chapters 3 through 5 extend previous works on the I-table and M-table models. Specifically, 
chapter three precisely defines the natural join relational operator on I-tables in a semantically 
correct manner. Furthermore, algorithms for computing the extended natural joins are examined 
with respect to efficiency, which is evaluated based upon the number of pair-up operations and 
I/O block accesses. As a result, an algorithm which requires a linear order of pair-up operations 
and a linear order of I/O activities is attained by using the "compare, concatenate, and then 
permute" strategy and by employing virtual relations with pointers. 
In chapter 4, the update operations on I-tables are formalized and extended in a semantically 
correct manner. In order to retain the semantic correctness, it is necessary to extend the 
semantics, or information content, associated with I-tables. results obtained in this chapter 
indicate that the I-table model constitutes a representation system with respect to the update 
operations defined herein. For simplification, the insertion and deletion operations discussed 
allow only for inserting and deleting a single tuple and a single tuple set. However, the results 
obtained are readily extensible to more general forms of insertions and deletions. Note that the 
extension of relational operators with the extended semantics with the OCCUR function is quite 
straightforward. Also, the extended modification operation is not formalized since modifications 
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can be expressed as a sequence of deletions and insertions. 
Efficient implementation of the extended update operations are vital to the feasibility of the 
I-table model. Though this issue is not discussed in chapter four, it can be shown that the 
extended insertion operations can be performed in logarithmic time and the extended deletion 
operations can be conducted in linear time. 
Chapter 5 adds another dimension to the work described in chapter four. That is, the update 
operations of insertion and deletion are formalized and extended to M-tables, generalized I-
tables, in a semantically correct manner. 
A remark on the interpretation of the update operations in incomplete databases is perhaps 
appropriate at this point. We classify an update operation as an incomplete update if the 
operation is performed on incomplete data. For example, with respect to I-tables, an insertion is 
considered to be incomplete if a tuple is to be added into a tuple set of the indefinite component. 
The deletion operations are interpreted similarly. We feel that the mere appearance of the logical 
operator OR{v) does not always warrant the interpretation in the incompleteness sense. 
In recent years, many different approaches have been proposed to extend the relational model 
to incorporate null values. One might raise the question that whether the I-table model is yet 
another such approach to null values that leads nowhere. The answers to this query is still open 
and have two facets. Firstly, I-tables model the indefiniteness in the form of disjunctive 
information and is different from approaches for null values. Secondly, we feel that the 
feasibility of the I-table model relies on the successful resolution of the following issues: (1) 
generalize relational operators to I-tables and correctly process queries issued against I-tables, 
(2) generalize update operations and correctly handle updates issued against I-tables, (3) 
generalize data dependencies to I-tables and correctly handle them within the context of I-tables, 
(4) generalize or identify normal forms within the context of I-tables, (5) generalize 
optimizations to the extended relational operators, and (6) implement an indefinite database 
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based on the I-table model. Issues 1 through 4 concerns with the theoretical feasibility of the I-
table model while issues 5 and 6 ensures the empirical feasibility. Chapter three and chapter 
four has contributed towards the resolution of the first and the second issue. 
The work presented in Chapter 6 is motivated by the goal to generalize the various null value 
approaches to represent the most general forms of incomplete information and the ultimate 
ambition to derive a uniformed relational approach for representing not only both inclusively 
and exclusively disjunctive information but also null values. The E-table model is intended to 
serve as a basis for this purpose. The E-table offers an extended relational approach for 
representing exclusively disjunctive information. The E-table approach models the disjunctive 
information on the tuple level thereof eliminates the limitation of the expressive power of most 
existing null value approaches. The relational algebra operators of selection, projection, 
cartisian product, difference, union, and and intersection are extended to E-tables. The extended 
relational operators are semantically correct in the Imielinski and Lipski ([ImLi84]) sense and 
are faithful in the sense that they reduce to the corresponding regular relational operators when 
E-tables contain only the definite components. The E-table approach precisely models null 
values of the type "value at present unknown, but one of some finite set of known possible 
values" discussed by Reiter [Reit84] in the form of exclusive disjunctions. 
To digress for a moment: three major factors need to be considered when devising an 
extended relational model. These three factors are; (1) the ability of the extended relational 
model for supporting relational operators in a semantically correct manner (in the Imilieski and 
Lipski sense), (2) the simplicity of the notation and the definitions of the extended relational 
operators, and (3) the physical compactness in terms of data storage. We feel that the most 
important factor is whether an extended relational model is able to handle the relational 
operators in a semantically correct manner in the Imilieski and Lipski sense. The simplicity of 
the notation and definition is also an important factor for otherwise it would not have any 
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practical value. Physical storage consideration is secondary to semantic correctness and 
notational simplicity since the advancement of computing technology is capable of offering a 
vast amount of reliable disk storage and ever increasing main memory storage. Furthermore, 
CPU power is multiplying rapidly, especially with the parallel paradigm. We feel that the E-
table model offers relatively simply notations. However, we do realize that the physical 
compactness aspect of the E-table model needs to be improved. Improvements can be attained at 
both the implementation level and modeling level. At the implementation level, techniques can 
be used to minimized physical storage inefficiency. At the modeling level, on the other hand, 
improvements can be achieved by further enhancements/modifications of the E-table model. 
One enhancement which would improve the physical storage is the incorporation of null values. 
Returning to the topic of extended relational models per se: in related work, I-table models 
inclusively disjunctive information and is composed of three components: the definite 
component, the indefinite component, and the maybe component. The examples in Figure 7.1 
submit comparisons of I-tables and E-tables. The I-table T\, whose definite and maybe 
components are both empty, represents three possible real world states {POSS{REP{T\))). 
However, the E-table T2 similar to T\ represents only two possible real world states 
(REPREP{T2)). Note that {a,b} is not in REPREP{T2) because of the exclusive semantics of 
the E-tables. Interestingly, the information content of the E-table 7*3 with special dummy values 
is superficially similar to that of the I-table T\. The difference lies in the fact that 0 is also a 
possibility. Note that the information modeled by E-tables and I-tables is distinguishable while 
the two structures intersect when they contain only the definite component. E-tables are less 
complicated in the sense that it has one less component. 
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I-table T1 
a 
b 
E-table T3 
E-table T2 
a 
b 
a 
ei 
El 
E-table T4 
a 
b 
El 
P0SS(REP(T1})--
r a b a ^ 
= t b J 
f a b 1 
REPREP(T2)=\ I 
REPREP(T3)=^ 0 } 
r " 1 REPREP{T4)=}. 0 l 
Figure 7.1: Comparison of E-tables and I-tables 
Although E-tables do not have a maybe component, maybe information is suggested by the 
presence of dummy values in tuple sets. To provide a perspective on this aspect of dummy 
values, let us examine the E-table TA in Figure 7.1. It can be seen, based on the information 
content of TA, both a and b are of the maybe flavor since the underlying information content 
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indicates that "nothing being true" is also a possibility. On the other hand, a and b in the E-table 
T2 do not belong to the category of maybe information and are indefinite. In other words, 
dummy values provide a different and more precise mechanism for representing maybe 
information. Another interesting aspect of dummy values is exhibited by the E-tables 73 and 7*4 
in Figure 7,1. The possibility of both a and b being true is implied by T3 yet is excluded under 
TA. Therefore, in the world of positive information, 73 and TA are unequal. However, the 
special case that "nothing being true" indicates that -,a, -,6, and -,(a a b) are true under both 
73 and TA (while —,(a a b) is implied by TA). Hence, in the world of negative information, 73 
and 74 are implicitly equivalent. 
One topic for future research is to generalize the E-table model to incorporate exclusively 
disjunctions of the form Pi I f 2 I I /*„, where P,'s could be distinct predicates. It would 
also be interesting to explore the possibility of further extending the E-table model to append 
probability values for each tuple/tuple set. Note that such an extension would fold the definite 
and indefinite components of E-tables into just one component. 
The problem of precisely characterizing what constitutes contradictions in the context of the 
generalized exclusive or is also a topic for further study. One direction for such effort is to 
represent E-tables in terms of graphs and then derive the necessary and sufficient conditions 
under which contradictions occur based on graphes. It should be mentioned in passing that an 
inconsistent E-table is reduced to empty sets as stated in chapter 6. This reduction is strictly 
based on the logic point of view. The alternatives are either removing the tuples/tuple sets that 
are in contradiction or removing one of the tuples/tuple sets in contradiction so that the resulting 
set of tuples/tuple sets is consistent. 
In conclusion, the material presented on E-tables constitutes the first step towards our goal in 
attempting to capture both inclusively and exclusively disjunctive information in a uniformed 
relational approach and ultimately to derive a general model (uniformed) which is capable of 
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representing not only inclusive and exclusive disjunctions but also null values. One direction for 
continuing research therefore is to examine the possibility of incorporating the above mentioned 
incomplete information into a single model. Here, we provide a sketch of an extended relational 
model, IE-table (/nclusive and Exclusive table), for representing both inclusively and exclusively 
disjunctive information. It should be clear by now that I-tables model incomplete information in 
the form of inclusive disjunction, while E-tables model exclusively disjunctive type of 
incomplete information. Naturally, the logical question then is whether it is possible to represent 
both inclusively and exclusively disjunctive information under the relational approach. The 
research in this area presented in the literature ([MiGrSS]) employs the set concept. [MiGr88]'s 
approach allows generalized sets (representing inclusively disjunctive information), disjunctive 
sets (representing exclusively disjunctive information), and collective sets (representing set 
values - that is every value inside a collective set is an actual value) as attribute values. The 
distinction of the corresponding type of each set can be tagged by a mapping from sets to values 
indicating the associated set types or can be stored in an extraneous tagging fields as a part of a 
relation itself. IE-table model offers a different viewpoint and adopts a uniformed relational 
approach without any extraneous tagging ftinctions or attribute fields. The inspiration for IE-
tables comes from the E-table model and the main idea is derived from the fact that, logically, 
inclusive disjunctions can be represented in terms of conjunctions of exclusive disjunctions. For 
instance, a v b is equivalent to a 7 b y {a a b). Therefore, inclusive disjunctions can be 
explicitly represented as conjunctions of exclusive disjunctions, where each conjunction 
represents a combination of possibilities or potential real world truthes. 
To provide a perspective on this concept, an E-table attempting to represent a v b in terms of 
the generalized exclusive or is shown in Figure 7.2. 
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IE-table T 
a 
b 
a,b 
Figure 7.2: An Example of an IE-table 
It can be inferred from Figure 7.2 that an IE-table is composed of two components: the 
definite component and the indefinite component. As always, the definite component represents 
definite information (e.g., the information which is known to be true). The indefinite component 
represents both inclusively and exclusively disjunctive information. The intended semantics for 
the IE-table illustrated in Figure 7.1 is that only one of the following is true: a, b, and a a b. 
This semantic interpretation is the same as that of E-table's. However, according to Table 7.1, 
the logical formula a \ b \ (a a b) evaluates to false when both a and b are true. This certainly 
contradicts to the intended meaning. 
Table 7.1: Truth Table for a \ b \ {a a b) 
a b a A b a \ b \ {a A b) 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 u 
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To resolve this problem, we propose a concept called Tuple Set Closed World Assumption 
(TSCWA). Under TSCWA, a negative ground formula can be assumed to be true 
straightforwardly within the realm of a tuple set if it is in the domain of the very tuple set and its 
positive counterpart is not present in the very tuple set. In other words, positive facts, or atomic 
formulas, are explicitly stored in the tuple sets and negative facts are implicitly present provided 
that their corresponding positive counterpart cannot be proven from the positive facts explicitly 
stored in their corresponding tuple sets. Let us consider the example of Figure 7.2. The domain 
of the tuple set {{a},{6},{a,6}} is {a,6}. Therefore, under TSCWA, the E-table of Figure 7.2 
represents the following: 
{a A b) \ A b) \ (^a A b) 
Table 7.2: Truth table for the E-table of Figure 7.1 under TSCWA 
a b a A b a A b a A b ( a  A  b )  \  ( a  A  b )  \  ( a  A  b )  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 
Table 7.2 verifies that, under TSCWA, the E-table of Figure 7.1 is consistent with its 
intended meaning. 
From now on, an IE-table is defined as an E-table together with TSCWA. 
Figure 7.3 illustrates an IE-table representing a v b v c which is validated by Table 7.3. 
A more realistic example is exemplifies in Figure 7.4 and is validated by Table 7.4. 
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IE-table 
a 
b 
c 
a,b 
a,c 
b,c 
a,b,c 
Figure 7.3: The IE-table representing a v b v c 
IE-table 
a 
c 
a,b 
a,c 
d 
d,e 
Figure 7.4; Another example of an IE-table 
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Table 7.3: Truth Table ior a v b m c 
a b c a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c 
A B C D E F G 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 l 0 0 \ 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 ! 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
I 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
a b c A \ B \ C \ D \ F \ G \ H  
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
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Table 7.4: Truth Table for the IE-table of Figure 7.4 
a b c d e a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c a A b A c d A e d A e 
A  B  c  D  E  F  
0  0  0  0 0 0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  0  0  0 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  
0  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  
0  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  
0  0  1  u  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  
0  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  
0  0  1  1  I 0  1  0  0  0  1  
0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  
0  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0 1  
0  I 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  1  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  
0  I 1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  I 
1  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  
1  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  
1  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  
1  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  
1  0  1  0  0  0  0  ,  0  1  0  0  
1  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  0  
1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  
1  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  0  1  
I 1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  
1  1  0  0  I 0  0  1  0  0  0  
1  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  
I 1  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  1  
1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  
1  1  1  0  I 0  0  .  0  0  0  0  
1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  
1  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  
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Table 7.4; Continued 
a b c d e { A  \  B  \  C  \  D )  a ( E  \  F )  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 
In summary, two lines of research can be contemplated from the above discussion. On the 
side of the modeling aspect, it is necessary to investigate the implication of the Tuple Set Closed 
World Assumption under the context of IE-tables and determine whether TSCWA is consistent 
with IE-tables. On the side of the relational aspect, it is necessary to extend relational operators 
to the EE-table model in a semantically correct manner. 
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appendix 
Theorem 3.2.1: Let /?i and /?2 be two relational schemes with some common attributes. Then 
<UiVi>o<=<U2,V2>=REDUCEREP(<Ui,Vi>)ooREDUCEREP{<U2,V2>) for any 
<f/i,Vi>eXR, and <[/2,V2>eZ/fj. 
Proof: 
Let <t/i, Vi>be arbitrary element of and <U2,V2> be arbitrary element of S 
Let < U i V i > o o < U 2 , V 2 >  = <U,v>, and 
REDUCEREP(<Ui, v i>) oo REDUCEREP{<U2,V 2 > )  = <U',v'>. 
Let [/i = Ua^Up such that p) f/p = 0 and 
(1)(Vri)(ri€ î/p->(3r2)(/-2e f/^ A r2cri)), 
(2) (Vr 1 )(r 16 Ua-^—}(^r2)(r2€ Ua ^ fzcr% )). 
Similarly, let U2 = such that U\ = and 
(3)(Vri)(ri€ i/p->(3/-2)(r2e ui  A rzcr,)), 
(4)(Vri)(rie t/a->-'(3''2)(r2e ul ,  A r2cri)). 
First we prove that U = U': 
Let rj be an arbitrary element of f/p. By (1) there is a r,- in [/„ such that r,cr^-. 
Hence, by the definition of the extended natural join on Z, r,- 00 r^cry 00 r^, for any 
rte U2. 
Similarly, for any rj of [/p, by (3) there exists a r,- in Ua such that r,cry, and 
r,- 00 r^czrj 00 r^., for any 
Therefore, by the definition of the extended natural join on I and the definition of 
REDUCEREP, U = U'. 
Next we prove that v = v 
First we show the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1: Let <U,v> e ILr  and REDUCEREP(<U,v>) = >, then 
u (r)uv = u (r) u vi. 
r e  U  r e  U ,  
Proof: 
Let U = Uç)X-> [/p such that f/a p, = 0 and 
(1)(Vri)(rie f/p^(3r2)(r2S î/à A rzczr^) ) ,  
(2)(Vri)(rie i7i->-,(3r2)(r2e ua A r2Cri)). 
Let I/Y= {t|(3ri)(3r2)(rie Ua A r2e Î/P A r,cr2 A fe(r2-ri)} 
Then, k j  { r )  \ j  v  =  u (r) u u (r) u v 
rs U  r e  £ / „  re P 
= u (r) u u (r) uv. 
r e  U a  r e  U y  
By the defimtion of REDUCEREP,UI = (/a andvi = vKjUy. 
Therefore, u (r)uv = u (r)uvi. • 
r e  U  r e  t / ,  
Thus, by Lemma 1 and the definition of the extended natural join on S, v = v • 
Theorem 3.2.2: Let Ti and 72 be two I-tables under relational schemes Ri and /?2 such that Tj 
= andT/= {wi,...Then^£F(r 10072) = REP(Ti)coREP(T2). 
Proof: 
By the definition of REP and Theorem 3.2.1, we need to prove: 
REDUCEREPi < MM(T] 00T2 ) ,M(ri 00 72 ) > ) = 
<mm(t i ) ,m{ t i )>oo<mmit2) ,m( tz )> 
Let REDUCEREPi<M M { T x  «72) ,M(7i 0072)>)=< f/,v >,and 
<MM { T i ) , M i . T x ) > o o < M M { T 2 ) , M { T 2 ) >  =  R E D U C E R E P { < U ° , v °  >  =  < U ' , v ' > .  
F i r s t  w e  p r o v e  t h a t  U  =  U ' :  
Let f/i = Ua^Ul such that UlnU^ = 0 and 
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(1)(vwi)(vvie f/^->(3w2)(w2e A WzCW,)), 
(2)(VWI)(WIG î/à^-idw2)(w2e t/i A W2CW1)). 
Similarly, let U2 = such that n = 0 and 
(3) (VWI)(WIE L/'^->(3W2)(W2E A W2CW1)), 
(4)(vwi)(wie t/a->-'(3w2)(W2e a W2CW1)). 
Let Wj be an arbitrary element of By (1) there is a w,- in such that wiczwj. Hence, 
b y  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  e x t e n d e d  n a t u r a l  j o i n  o n  F ,  w / o o w i - c w y o o v v ^ t ,  f o r  a n y  w ^ e  1 / 2 -
Similarly, for any wj of U^, by (3) there exists a w,- in Ua such that >v,cwy, and 
w/ooTVi-cWyooWjt, for any Ui. 
Therefore, by the definition of the extended natural join on F and the definition of 
REDUCEREP, U = U\ 
Next we prove that v = v 
(1) Let t be an arbitrary element ofA/(< 7100 72 >). Tlien there must exist a in T; and a 
?2 in Ti such that 100/2. 
Case 1: fieTg and t z e T ^ .  Then, there exists a r in M M { T  1 ) such that fier and 
t 2 ^ M ( T 2 ) .  H e n c e ,  b y  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  0 0  o n  2 ,  r e  v ° .  
Case 2: (1 e Tjf and ^26 Tg. Similar to Case 1,/€ v". 
Case 3: (leT^ and (2^7^. This implies that/iGAf(7'i ) and ï2eM(r2). Hence, 
by the definition of 00 on X, /e v°. 
Case 4: (3w)(we rj) and w = {^i .,, ^;.} and/i e w and r2S T'm- This impUes that 
weAfM(<ri>) and therefore Ï1G MM(<ri >). Hence,/ev". 
Case 5: /le r]/and (^vvXiver/) and w = {5i 5^.} and ^2^Similar to Case 4, 
few". 
Therefore, M(<ri 00 72 >) = v°. 
Similarly, we can prove that v °  =  M ( < T i o o T 2 > ) .  
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Therefore, v = v 
Theorem 3.3.1: The number of pair-up operations required by Algorithm 3.3.1 grows 
exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
Proof: Let r]) = {?}....JÀfo, = {w}}, where w/ = l<i<Ni^ and 
th  = Let t j )  =  t }  = {wl  where 
l<i<Ni^, and tIj = }. Then the number of comparisons 
required by each step of Algorithm 3.3.1 is as follows: 
Step 1: 0 comparison, 
n, ,  n„  n,^  
Step 2: (fj k l +  %%k l x N p ^  + IT ^ IT comparisons, 
« = 1 « = 1 M = 1 n  =  l  
Step 3: 
Step 3.1: (//g, comparisons. 
Step 3.2: 0 comparison, and 
Step 3.3: (Nd^ 11 O 
«=1 « = 1 
comparisons. 
Let K i  be the largest k j  and K 2  be the largest k j .  The total number of comparisons is 
then of: 
0{k^ i ' '  xnd ,  +k^"  xnd ,  +k^ i"  xk^"  + 
^d ,  xnj )^  +a^d ,  xnm^ +nd^xnm^ +^mi  xnm^ +f^ ' '  xnm+k^ ' '  xn l f )  
which grows exponentially with respect to the size of T/. • 
Theorem 3.3.2: The number of I/O block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.1 grows 
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exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
Proof: Let To = },T/ = {w} }, where w/ = {('i ,...,4;}, and 
Let 
"'i 
>2 ,2 Td —  {  } >  tj = }, where 
w j  =  l < i < N i ^ , a n d T i i  =  } .  
It is sufficient to show that the number of I/O block accesses required to obtain Aij grows 
N,. 
exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. Note that E has kj elements 
( = 1 
n, ,  
and E has elements. Let ki be the smallest kj and A:2 be the smallest kj. Then E contains 
1=1 
at least k^ '' elements and F contains at least ki''. Suppose that the main memory can hold m 
blocks while n i records of T i and «2 records of 7^2 respectively fit on one main memory block. 
Then the total number of block accesses required to produce A ij is at least: 
«1 (W-1)X« 2  
4-
N,, 
k l  
«2 
•  +  ( 1  +  h 
N,. 
« 2  ( W 2 - 1 ) X « ,  
which grows exponentially with respect to the size of I-tables. • 
Theorem 3.3.3: The number of pair-up operations required by Algorithm 3.3.2 grows linearly in 
general with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables and polynomially in the worst case 
with respect to the size of the underlying I-table. 
Proof: Let rl> = , t }  = {w} }, where w| = and 
T m = Let T o  =  { t ]  T j  =  where 
w j  =  { t j \ , . . . , t j k } } ,  l < f < i V / ^ , a n d r ^  =  } •  
The worst scenario that could happen is that almost all of the A values in the tuples of one of the 
I-tables occur in the A values of the other I-table. The number of pari-up operations of 
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Algorithm 3.3.2 in this case can be summarized as follows: 
Step 1: the number of pari-up operations, in the worst case, necessary for obtaining; 
• ID is (A:} + • • • 
• IM is (tj + - -
• DI is (fef+...+ )xA^£)^ , 
• MI is )xA^^^, 
•  I I  i s  ( A : )  + . . . ) x ( f c i  +  •  •  •  +  )  
Step 2: 0. 
Step 3: 
Step 3.1: 
Step 3.2: 0, and 
Step 3.3: (Nj)^ *^^2) 
Therefore, the number of pair-up operations grows, in this case, polynomially with respect to the 
size of the underlying I-tables. 
On the other hand, assume that the value occurrences of A in both T, and T2 are uniformly 
distributed over the domain of A and the attribute set A is a composite key (this scenario can be 
viewed as the best practical case), then the number of pari-up operations of Algorithm 3.3.2 can 
be analyzed as follows: 
Step 1 : the number of pari-up operations necessary for obtaining ID, IM, DI, MI, and II are 
as follows: 
since A is a key, then it can be assumed that the A values of the tuples of 7^ are 
distinct. Suppose that all the A values in the tuples of fj) appear in the A values of the 
tuples of r], then the maximum number of pair-up operations needed to construct ID 
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is of 0(A:; +t2 +... )• 
Similarly, the maximum number of pair-up operations needed to form DI is of 
0(k^ +k2+...+klfi^ ). 
The above analysis can be applied to IM and MI as well. Hence, the maximum 
number of pair-up operations required to compute IM is of 0(k\ +••• +^Jv,, ) and 
that of MI is of 0(^1+^2 +...+k}f^^ ). 
Although the attribute set A is a composite key, its values in the tuples of T} and Tj 
cannot be assumed to be distinct due to the disjunctive nature of the indefinite 
component of I-tables. However, since the value occurrences of A in both T, and T2 
are uniformly distributed over the domain of A, it is then assumed that each A value of 
the tuples of t} and T} repeats itself within its own tuple set. The worst case is that 
every A value of the tuples of T} matches the A values of the tuples of fj. 
Consequently, the maximum number of pair-up operations necessary for obtaining II 
i s  o f  O i K i x K 2 x N j ^ ) ,  w h e r e  A T j  i s  t h e  l a r g e s t  k j ,  l < i < N { ^  a n d  K i  i s  t h e  l a r g e s t  k ] ,  
1 <i<Ni^. Note that both K, and K2 are usually small constants. 
Step 2: 0. 
Step 3: 
Step 3.1: since A is a key, then it can be assumed that the A values of the tuples of Tg 
and t]) are distinct. Suppose that all the A values in the tuples of Tq appear in the A 
values of the tuples of Tq, then the maximum number of pair-up operations needed to 
construct ID is of min{Nj)^ , N^^), where min{x,y) is a function which returns the 
smaller of x and y, 
Step 3.2:0, and 
S t e p 3 . 3 : +  m i n { N r > ^  ,  +  m i n i N M ,  
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Therefore, in this case, the number of pair-up operations grows linearly with respect to the size 
of the underlying I-tables. • 
Theorem 3.3.4: The number of I/O block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.2 grows 
exponentially with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables. 
Proof: It is sufficient to note that Aij contains exponential number of elements and Algorithm 
3.3.2 still physically constructs Ajj, similar to Algorithm 3.3.1. Therefore, the number of I/O 
block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.2 still grows exponentially with respect to the the size 
of the underlying I-tables. • 
Theorem 3.3.5; The number of I/O block accesses required by Algorithm 3.3.2 grows linearly 
with respect to the size of the underlying I-tables, if virtual relations are used for intermediate 
results. 
Proof: The exponential complexity of the block accesses of Algorithm 3.3.2 is due to the fact 
that all the intermediate relations (e.g., EE, FF, EE's, and Aj/s) are actually created. Since 
virtual relations eliminates the need for creating these intermediate relations, the number of I/O 
block accesses will be reduced to a linear order of complexity with respect to the size of the 
underlying I-tables. • 
Theorem 4.4.1: Let ^ be a relational scheme and T be a reduced I-table over R,  then: 
0)mSl<t>(REP(T))=REP( l -NSi<t>(T) ) ,  
{2 ) lNSf<{ t i , t2 , - -  - , tn }>(REPiT))=REP( lNSl<{ t i , t2 , - -  -  , t „ }>{T) ) ,  
(3) INS^<t> (REP(T))=REP (msl,<t>{T) ) ,  
(4) DELB </ > iREP(T))=REP{DELl  < t>(T) ) ,  
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(5) DELf < {" , tn  }>{REP{T))=REP(mL]_^ <  {/ l  , Ï2 ,  •  •  •  , tn  }>(T)) .  
(6) DEL^<t  >{REP{T))=REP(pmJM<t>(T) ) ,  
(7)INSf <r,{ïi,ï2. • • • ,}>(<[/,V >)=AEf (INS/] <Z,{f 1,(2, • • • ,f«}>(r)), 
(8) DELf<?, , t„ }>(<U,v>)  = 
(DEL/] <t i , { t I , .  . .  ,  t j ,  •  •  •  , t „  }>(T) ) .  
Proof: 
It has been proven in [LiSu90] that REP{REDUCE{T))=REP{T)  for any I-table T.  This result 
will be used in the following proofs. 
(1)INSB</>(^£/ ' ( r ) )  
=REDUCEREP < {ru  {ï}  I r€  Î /}  ,v  >  
anûOCCUR{ru{ t } , t )= \ -
=REDUCEREP<{ru{t}\re } I (V0( , E w, ) }} ,v > 
and OCCUR{ru{ t } , t )= l  
=REDUCEREP<{  r l  r e  { ( T / ,  u  { ? } )  U  { . • • • , ? « }  i  ( V 0 ( w , )  } }  , v  >  
and OCCUR{ru{ t } , t )=  I  
=REP{REDUCE(lNSl<t>(T) ) )  
=REP( lNS^<t>iT) ) .  
Therefore, INSg < t  >  (REP (T) )=REP (INS^ <(>(?) )  
(2) INSf<{ïi,f2, 
=REDUCEREP <[ru[ t } \ re  U a tB  { t iJ i ,  • •  •  ,f„}},v>and 
OCCUR (  r  u  {Ï} ,  0  = OCCUR (  r ,  / )  +1 
=REDUCEREP<{ru{t}\re i (V/)(l </<«->/',• e w,)} a 
t e  • •  •  ,f„}},v>and 
OCCUR (  r  u  {/} ,  r  )  =  OCCUR (  r ,  0 +1 
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=REDUCEREP<{r \ r^{TDKj{ t 'u  •••  } U {  «} I (VO(l^ î^w^r ,e  W , ) }  A  
re  {t i , t2> • •  •  , ?„}},v>and 
OCCUR (  r  u  {f} ,  0  = OCCUR{r,  t )  +1 
=REDUCEREP<{r\(re  {To ,  • •  •  , t ' ,n , t } \ (Vi)(0<i<m + 1  ' / E  W , ) } )  A  
Wm+i={t i , t2 ,  • • •  , r„}}},v>and 
OCCUR (  r  u  {r} ,  0  =  OCCUR {r , t )+ l  
=REP(REDUCE{lNSj  <{ tu t2 ,  '  '  •  , t „ }>(T) ) )  
=REPi lNSj  <{ t i , t2 ,  •  •  •  , t „ }>(T) )  
Therefore, INSf<{(i , t2 ,  •  •  •  Jn} >(REPiT))=REP(mSf  <{(i , f2 ,  " ,4 ,}  >(7)) ,  
(3) Apparently, by definitions of INS^, INS^, and REP,  U\  =  U2 and v, =V2 =vu {t } .  
Therefore, DEL^ < t > {REP(J))=REP{ms]i' < t > (T)) 
(4)DELg<f>(/?£:/'(r)) 
=REDUCEREP<{r-?n(  ^  ri) I  re  {/} ,v  >  and 
r^eu 
OCCUR{r- { t } , t )=0  
=REDUCEREP < {r  - /n(  p]  r j  )  |  
r , e U  
•  • •  , r„  } l (V/)( l</<«-^/ ,e  w,)  } ,v>,  and 
OCCUR(r- ( t } , t )=0  
=REDUCEREP<{r l ( re  { (T jr , - tn (  p |  r i ) )u  {^ i ,  '  '  ) l  
r , e U  
(Vi)(,l<i<n-^tie w,) },v>, and 
OCCUR(r- { t } , t )=0  
=REP(REDUCE(DEL^ < t>{T) ) ) .  
=REP(DELi<t> iT) ) .  
Therefore, DELg <t>  {REP (T) )=REP (DEL  ^  < t>(T) )  
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(5) Let REPiT)=<U,v> ,  DELf <{ri,(2, • • • ,î„}>(i?£P(r))=<C/i,Vi >, and 
REP{DELj • ,t„ }>(?))=< U2 ,V2 >. There are two possible cases: 
Case 1: none of the tuples of  { t iJz ,  • • •  , t„ }  appears in any other tuple set of Tj .  In 
this case, all the f/s, \<i<n will be removed from every definite relation of U and 
their corresponding OCCUR's will be set to 0 (i.e., does not exist). That is, the 
possibilities that each r,'s, \<i<n, is a part of the real world truth is no longer valid. 
Le t  r  be  an  a rb i t r a ry  r e l a t ion  o f  t / j ,  t h i s  imp l i e s  t ha t  t he re  i s  a  r  1  ofV and  a  f , - ,  1  <i<n,  
such that r = ri -f,-. Clearly, r is a member of U2- On the other hand, vi =V2 = v. 
Hence, <ui,vi>q<u2,v2>- Similarly, it can be proven that 
<t /2 ,V2>G<t/ l ,Vi  >.  
Case 2: some (but not all) of the r/s, 1 <i<n and n>3, of {r 1,..., } also appears in 
some other tuple set of Tj. Suppose that f of {r 1,..., } also appears in some other 
tuple set of Tj, then OCCUR{r,t), re U, must be greater than 1 if re r. r can then be 
thought of containing OCCUR{r,t) number of fs. Therefore, the arguments of case 1 
applies to this case as well. 
Therefore, 
de-l f<{t i j2 ,  • •  •  jn}>irepi t ) )=rep{bel^  <{t i , t2 ,  • •  •  >tn}>irep{t)))  
(6) Apparently, by definitions of INS^, INS^^, and/?£•?, =[/2 andvi = v2=v-{f}. 
There fo re ,  DEL^  <  t  >  {REPiT))=REP{DELlf  < t>{T) )  
(7) from (2) and (5). 
(8) from (2) and (5). • 
Theorem 4.4.2: Let be a relational scheme and T be a reduced I-table over R,  then: 
(1)DELB<(>(iNsE<z>(r) ) ;^r  
(2) INS£ < t  >  (DEL^ <t>(T) )  =  T  
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(3) DEL£ <t  >(INS£ <t  >(D)^INS£ </  >(DEL£ <t>{T) )  
(4)DELf <{fi,f2. • • • ,f„}>{INSF<{;,,r2, • • • ,4,}>(r))#r 
(5) INS[< {Ï1 , / 2 -  } >(DELr< {?, , / 2 ,  •  •  •  , tn  }>m) = T 
(6) DEL/ <{t\,t2' • • • }>(INSf <{t\,t2, • • • ,1,1} >(21) 
?^INS/ •  •  •  , t „  }>(DEL/  }  >(T))  
(7) DELp <t , { t i , t2 ,  •  •  •  , tn  } >(INS/ <t , { t i , t2 ,  • •  •  Jn  }>{T) )^T 
(8) INSf <f, {f 1 ,f2, ' ' ' + l}> 
(DEL/ •  •  •  , tm , t , t ,„  +  ly  •  •  •  Jn)> i .T) )  =  T  
(9) INS/ <t , { t \ , t2 ,  • • • , tm, tm+l  > •  •  •  }>  
(DEL/ <t , { t i , t2 j  •  •  •  , ( ,« ,^ , ( ,«  +  1 .  •  •  •  >fn }>(? ' ) ) ' '  
DEL/ </ ,{f  1 , /2 ,  •  •  •  Jmytm + l  .  '  " '  .?n  }  >  
(INSf ,?2> • • • + • • • ,4; } >(71) 
(10) DEL& < ( > (INSjt/ < t  >  (T) )  =  INSj^ < t  >  (DEL& < / > (T)) = T 
Proof: Since (1) a (2) -> (3), (4) a (5) —> (6), and (7) a (8) -> (9), in addition, we will omit 
the proof for (10) since it is trivial, we then only need to prove (1), (2), (4), (5), (7), and (8). 
We will use the set notation to represent an I-table. We denote an I-table T over R with 
{Td,T[,Tm}, where Td is itself a set containing tuples of i?, T/ is a set of tuple set with each 
tup le  s e t  con ta in ing  tup le s  o f  R,  and  i s  a l so  a  se t  con ta in ing  tup le s  o f  R.  
(1) Disprove by a counter example: Let r={ {a}, { {b ,c } } ,0 } ,  
thenINSg<6>(T)={{a,6},0,{c}} and 
DELB<6>(INSE<6>(r))=DELB<6>({{a,6},0,{c}}) = {{a},0,{c}}#r 
(2) INSg < t  > (DEL£ <t>{T) )  
= msl<t>{del l<t>i{td, t i , tm}))  
= lnsl<t>{{td-{t} , t j , tm})  
= reducei{ i td-{ t})u{t} , t , , tm}))  
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= {Td ,Ti ,Tm [} (since r is reduced) 
= T  
(4) Disprove by a counter example: Let r={0, { { a , b , c } } , 0 } ,  
then INS/ <{a ,b}>(T)  =  {0 , { {a ,b} } , {c } }  and 
DELl<{a ,b}>msl<{a ,b)> iT) )  =  
DEL^D<{a ,b}>{{0„0 , {c } } )  =  {0 ,0 , {c } }*T 
(5) INS/ < {î 1 ,^2> • • • >tn }>(DEL/ <{ti,t2' ' ' ' ytn }>{T)) 
= INS/ <{ti,t2' • • • ,(,!} >(DEL/ < {fi ,t2, • • • ,4;} >({ T/),T/,T';tf})) 
= INS/  <{ti , t2 '  • •  •  >4I}>({^D.^/-{^1>'2> •••  
=REDUCE{{To  , {T  I  -  { t  \  , t2 ,  •  •  •  , tn ) ) '^{h>h'  '  '  '  • ' tn  } )  
= {Td ,T [,Tm} (since r is reduced) 
= T 
(7) Disprove by a counter example: Let r = {0, { {a ,b}  , {a ,c } }  , 0 } ,  
then INS/ <b, {a ,c }>{T)  =  {0 , { {a ,b} } , {c } }  ss iâ  
DEL£<^?,{a ,c}>(INSD<è,{â ,c}>(r) )=DEL£<^?,{a ,c}>({0,{{a ,ô}},{c}})  
=  { 0 , { { a , b } ] A c } } i = T  
(8) INSp <;,{?! ,^2. • • • .4n.4« + l. • • • >4; } > 
( D E L f •  • •  • • •  J « } > ( T ) )  =  
INSf < t , { t i , t 2 >  • • • +  • > t n ] >  
(DEL y <t,{ t i , t2 ,  • •  •  + • •  ,4i }>({?'£)  >^/»^A/}))  
— INS/ < f 1 ,?2 > ' yf/n >^m + l > ' ; ^ 
{  >^2 » * *  '  y y^m +1 » '  * '  » }  J ^m } )  
=  R E D U C E { { T j ) X ( . T ] - { t \ , t 2 y  "  '  "  > 4 n . ^ > 4 n  +  l  »  "  '  '  > 4 i  
{ Ï1  >^2 > '  " '  '  ^m yhn + 1 y '  '  '  >~  ^ 
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+ l  '  '  * ' l  t^2 i  + 
= {Td,Ti,Tm} (since r is reduced) 
= t  •  
Theorem 6.3.1 a  a (b  \  c ) = g ( a  a b)  I (« a  c ) .  
Proof: The equivalence can be proven by the following truth table: 
a  b  c a  A (b  \  c )  (a  A b )  \  (a  A c )  
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 u 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 u u 
• 
Theorem 6.3.2 The following equivalence holds: 
« 1  I  « 2  I  • • •  I  « « = £ ( « 1  I  Û 2  I  • • •  I  û / i - l )  I  a „  
Proof: We prove by induction on n.  
(I) Basis: let « =3, then «i \  02 \ =£(ai I «2) I <23 as shown by the following truth 
table: 
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a  b  c  a  \  b  \  c  a  1 b  {a \  b)  \  c  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 u 1 u 
1 0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 1 u 1 u 
1 1 0 u u u 
1 1 1 u u u 
(2) Induction Step: suppose that «il 
arbitrary n such that n > 3, then 
g 1 I ' ' • I dji I 1 
~ E  1 I '  I ^  H-1 )  I i  ^H+1 
=£• ((«1 i • • • I a„-i) I «n) I a,i+i 
~E (^1 I ' I ^n — l I '^n) I ^/i + l 
I  a„=E{ai  I  • • •  1  a , ; - i )  I  a„  for an 
{by  Induc t ion  Hypothes i s )  
{by  Bas i s )  
{by  Bas i s ) .  •  
a  B a A (a 1 B) 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 u 
Theorem 6.3.3 a  a {a  \  B i  I I B„)=Ea,  where a is an atomic ground formula 
representing a singleton tuple and Bj ,  \  <i<n,  is a conjunction of ground formulas which are free 
of a's. 
Proof: We prove by induction on n,  that is, the number of B,'s. 
(1) Basis: let n = 1, then a  a {a  \  B)  =ga as shown by the the following truth table: 
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(2) Induction Step; suppose that a  a {a  I 6g I I 5„)=£:a for an arbitrary n such that 
n >  1, then 
a A {a \ Bi I I B„ |  B„+i) 
=E a A ((a I Bi I I B„) |  5„ + i) (by Tlieorem6.3.2) 
=g { a  A  { a \  E l  I I B„)) |  (a A  5„ +  I )  {by Theorem 6.3.1) 
=E a \ {a A Bn=\) (by induction hypothesis) 
=E a ^ (a \ B„+i) (by Theorem 6.3.1) 
=E a. (by the Basis Step) • 
Theorem 6.3.4 A a (A  I  Bi  I  I  B „ ) = eA , where A is a conjunction of atomic ground 
formulas and each conjunct can be a generalized exclusive disjunction (e.g., A=a a  ( b \  c) ) .  
Each  Bi ,  1  <i<n,  i s  a  con junc t ion  o f  g round  fo rmulas  wh ich  does  no t  con ta in  the  e l emen t s  o f  A.  
Proof: From Theorem 6.3.3. 
Theorem 6.3.5 The following equivalence holds: 
a  A ( ( a  A b i  A  •  A 6„) I Ci I I C ,n)=E 
a A ((b\ A ••• A b„) I Cj I I Cm) 
where a and 6/s, l<i<n are atomic ground formulas and Each C,-, \<i<n, is a conjunction of 
ground formulas which are free of a and 6/s, \<i<n. 
Proof: We prove by induction on m, that is, the number of C, 's. 
(1) Basis: let m = 1, then 
a  A ( ( a  A  b i  A  •  •  •  A  b „ )  I  C i )  
=E (a A a A bi A • • • A b„) I (a A Ci) (by Theorem6.?>.l) 
=E (a A bi A • • • A  b„) I (a A Ci) 
= g  a  A ( ( 6 ,  A - A b„) I C] ) (by Theorem 6.3.1) 
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(2) Induction Step: suppose that 
a  / \ { {a  A b \  f\  •  •  •  A bn)  I C\  I I €„)=£ 
û A  ((Z>i A  • • •  A  b „ )  I Cl I I C,„) for an arbitrary m such that m > 1, then 
a  A ((a A b \  A •  •  •  A  b„)  I Ci I I C,„ I C,„+i) 
=£•« A (((a A b i  A •  •  •  A  b„ )  I Cl I I C,„)  I C,„+i) {by  Theorem6.3 .2 )  
=ea A  ((a A  (6i A  • • • A  bn)  I Ci I I C,„)) I ( a  A  C,„+I) 
(by  Theoremè. ' iA)  
= £ «  A ((6i A  •  •  •  A  b „ )  I Cl I I C,„) i (a A  C,„+I) 
{by  Induc t ion  Hypothes i s )  
=Ea A  { ( { b i  A  A b „ ) \  Ci \  I C,„) I C,„+i) {by  Theoremô. ' iA)  
=Ea A ((Z?i A •  •  •  A b„)  1 Cl 1 I Cm I C,„+i) {by  Theorem 6.3.2) • 
Theorem 6.3.6 The following equivalence holds: 
{a  A b i )  \  {a  A bz )  I I {a  A  b„)=Ea A {b i  I I b„)  
in 0 where Each bi ,  l< i<n ,  is a conjunction of ground formulas. 
Proof; We prove by induction on n, that is, the number of è, 's. 
(1) Basis; let« = 1, thenby Theorem 6.3.1, (a A  fci) I (a A  i>2)=£'fl A  (i>i I 62) 
(2) Induction Step: suppose that 
{ a  A  b i )  I (a A  62) I I {a  a  b„)  =  a  a  {b i  I I b„)  for an arbitrary n such that 
n>2, then 
{a  Abi )  I {a  A bz )  I I {a  A  b„)  I {a  A  b„  +  i )  
=E { {a  A  61) I {a  A 62) I I {a  a  b„) )  I {a  A b„  +  i )  {by  Theorem 6.3.2) 
=E (a A {b i  I I b„) )  I {a  A b„  + i )  {by  Induc t ion  Hypothes i s )  
=E a  A { (b i  I I b„)  I b„+i )  {by  Theorem 6.3.1) 
=E a  A {b \  I I b„  I b„+\ )  {by  Theorem 6.3.2) • 
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Theorem 6.3.7 The following equivalence holds: 
(fli A A a„) I («1 A A a , ,  A B)=]?(a i  a a a„)  
where 5 is a conjunction of ground atomic formulas which is free of a,'s, !</<». 
Proof: We prove by induction on n,  that is, the number of a/'s. 
(I) Basis: let « = 1, then a  \  (a  a  according to the following truth table: 
a  B a  A B a  \  (a  AB) 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
I 1 1 u 
(2) Induction Step: suppose that 
(«1 A  A  a„)  I («1 A  A  a„  A  B)=E{a\  A  A  « „ )  for an arbitrary n such that n> 1, 
then 
((2 2 A / \  d  A  d  ^  I ( Û E J  A  A (Xf i  A  A  
~E ( ( ^ 1  A  A  F L , J )  A  ( ( 2 , ;  +  J ) )  I ( ( ( Z 1  A  A  Cl , I  A  B)  A ( (%;;  +1  ) )  
=E (((%! A A a , i )  I («1 A A a , ,  A B)}  A a„  + i  (by  Theorem 6 . 3 . 1 )  
=£•(01 A  A Û „)a (û„^. i )  {by  Induc t ion  Hypothes i s )  
~E A A a„  A Q-n  +  l  O 
Theorem 6.3.8: For any E-table Te TR ,  REDUCE{REDUCE{T))=REDUCE{T).  
Proof: Follows from the definition of • 
Theorem 6.3.9: For any E-tables T, e F r  and T2eT r , if T, =eT2 \h&nREP{Ti)=REP{T2). 
Proof :  Fol lows  f rom the  de f in i t i on  o f  REP.  •  
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Theorem 6.3.10: For any E-table Te TR ,  REPREP(REP(REDUCE(,T))}  =REPREP(REP(T)) .  
Proof: We prove for each of the nine types of redundancies: 
REPREP{REP(REDUCE(T)))=REPREP{REP{T))  for any E-table T.  
Case 1: T contains the first type of redundancies: 
(1) if the set of tuple sets to be reduced is not a part of any entanglement, then by Theorem 
6.3.3 and Theorem 6.3.9, 
REPREP{REP{REDUCEREP(J)))=REPREP{REP{T))  
(2) T=<Ti ),Te> contains entanglements: then there exists a tuple set w of some set of 
tuple sets W of Tg and w is a subset of Tp. Further, the tuple sets of W-w entangle the 
indefinite component. Let 
. • • • . ^ k +  \  y —  k - ¥ k  k + k + l  . • • • . }. where 
(i) W; ={wii,w,2,... } suchthatwn is a subset of T/j, and 
(ii) 1)I ' ' ' ' l^i^/Sr, 
such that W(t+,)/s, for \<i<ki, contain the tuples of Wi -Wn and W(t+,)/'s, for 
fc, + l</<w is free of any tuples of W, -wn, and 
(iii) W,-, fe + Ar+1 <i<n,  is not a part of any entanglements and redundancies. 
ThenREDUCE(T)=<TD,TE>, where 
= { • • •. • • •. W^t+A:.^A+A:+i. • • •. } (if any of the 
1 <i<K,  contains only one tuple set, then it should be included in Tp) ,  and 
wk + i={w(k+i){ki  + \ ) '  •  •  •  '  }' for 1-'-)-
Now let us first prove that REP{T)c,REP{REDUCE{T)) .  Let r be an arbitrary relation of 
REP{T). According to the definition of REP, the following observations can be made: 
1. since vvn of Wi is a subset of Tq , only wn can be included in any relation of 
REP(T),  
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2. Since W(k+i)j's of W^+i's, for;=1 • • • ki and / = ,7, contain the tuples of 
-  Vf 11 ,  none  o f  them can  be  chosen  to  be  inc luded  i n  any  re l a t ion  o f  REP(T) .  
Consequently, only the tuple sets of W'k+i = {W(&+,)%+i) W(fc+.}, for 
l< i<J ,  can be candidates for the relations of REP(T) .  
Therefore, according to the definition for REDUCE(T) ,  r  is also in REP{REDUCE(T)) .  
By us ing  the  s ame  reason ing ,  we  can  p rove  tha t  REP {REDUCE (T) )^REPiT) .  
Hence, REPREP{REP{REDUCEREP(T)) )  =REPREP(REP(T)) .  
Case 2: T contains the second type of redundancies: 
(1) if the set of tuple sets to be reduced is not a part of any entanglement, then by Theorem 
6.3.4 and Theorem 6.3.9, 
REPREP(REPiREDUCEREP(T)) )=REPREPiREP(T)) .  
(2) T=<Td ,Te> contain entanglements: the proof is similar to that of Case 1 and is 
therefore omitted. 
Case 3: T contains the third type of redundancies, then by Theorem 6.3.5 and Theorem 6.3.9, 
REPREP(REP(REDUCEREP(D))=REPREP(REP(T))  
Case 4: T contains the fourth type of redundancies, then by Theorem 6.3.6 and Theorem 6.3.9, 
REPREPiREP(REDUCEREP(r) ) )=REPREP{REP(T))  
Case 5: T contains the fifth type of redundancies: 
(1) if the set of tuple sets to be reduced is not a part of any entanglement, then by Theorem 
6.3.7 and Theorem 6.3.9, 
REPREP{REP{REDUCEREP{T)) )=REPREP{REP{T)) .  
(2) T=<Td ,Te> contain entanglements: the proof is similar to that of Case 1 and is 
therefore omitted. 
Case 6: T contains the sixth type of redundancies. Let T=<T^ ,T  £>  with Te={W \, ,W„} .  
In this case, there exist a W j ,  l < i < n ,  such that W, = ,w„,ei m>2, and 
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REDUCE(T)  is T with W, = {w ,w„ ,8}. Then for any relation r of REP(T) ,  if the tuple 
set chosen from 1^,- is 1 < j<n ,  then clearly r  is also in REP (REDUCE {T) ) .  If the tuple set 
chosen from Wi of T is ej, l<j<m, then there is relation r in REP(REDUCE{T)) such that 
r =(r-ejUek. On the other hand, for any relation r of REP (REDUCE (J)), if the tuple set 
chosen from W, of REDUCE{T) is Wj, 1 <j<n, then clearly r is also in REP(T). If the tuple set 
chosen  f rom W,- i s  e ,  t hen  the re  ex i s t s  a  re l a t ion  r  ' o f / ?£ ' / ' ( 70  such  tha t  r  = ( r - e )ue / ,  \< l<m.  
There fo re ,  by  the  de f in i t i on  o f  REPREP,  
REPREP{REP(REDUCEREP{T)) )=REPREP(REP(T)) .  
Case 7: T contains the seventh type redundancies. The proof is similar to that of Case 6 and is 
therefore omitted. 
Case 8: T contains the eighth type of redundancies. Let T=<TD ,TE> with 
Te = {W i  ,W„} .  In this case, there exists a W,-, !</<«, such that 
W, = {w,i ,Wi j ,  } with Wij  =  {wi ,  ,w^,E} ,  where £ is a set of special dummy 
values such that none of its members appear in any other sets of tuple sets of the indefinite 
component. Then REDUCE(T) is T without E in Wy of the set of tuple sets Wj. Let us now 
prove REPREP {REP {REDUCE{T)))=REPREP (REP {T)). Let r be an arbitrary relation of 
REP(T), if the tuple set chosen from Wi is w/, l<l<ki and then clearly r is also in 
REP{REDUCE{T)). If the tuple set chosen from W, of T is Wy, \<j<m, then (r-E is also in 
REP{REDUCE{T)). On the other hand, for any relation r of REP{REDUCE{T)), if the tuple 
set chose from Wi is not wij, then clearly r is also in REP(T). If the tuple set chose from Wi is 
Wi j ,  t hen  ( ruE)  i s  i n  REP(T) .  There fo re ,  By  the  de f in i t i on  o f  REPREP,  
REPREP(REP{REDUCEREP{  T) ) )  =  REPREP (REP (T) ) .  
Case 9: follows from the definition. • 
Theorem 6.4.1.1 REPREP(REP{qp{T)))=REPREP{<5p{REP(T)))  for any consistent and 
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reduced E-table T and formula F. 
Proof: Let T be an arbitrary consistent and reduced E-table. According to the definition of a on 
E-tables, Of(J) is T with those tuples in T not satisfying F replaced by their corresponding 
dummy values. Note that the only redundancies that could arise after selections are of types six 
through eight identified in Section 6.3. Therefore, REP{gp(T)) is REP{T) with those tuples of 
T not satisfying F replaced some special dummy values. On the other hand, C5p{REP{T)) is 
REP(T) with those tuples not satisfying F removed. Hence, according to the definition of 
REPREP, REPREP{REP{<Sf(T)))=REPREP{<5F{REP{,T))) .  •  
Theorem 6.4.2.1 REPREP{REP{%/^{T)))=REPREP{tz/^{REP{T)))  for any consistent and 
reduced  domain  compa t ib l e  E- t ab le s  T.  
Proof; Let T be an arbitrary reduced and consistent E-table. Following the definition of 
projection, let KA{T)=REDUCE{T ). First we note that redundancies could arise in T . Since 
the projection of a dummy value is still a dummy value, only the first through the fifth and the 
ninth types of redundancies identified in Section 6.3 could occur. Further, we note that in the 
result of the projection of T, tlie following four situations could occur; (1) a tuple s of the 
definite component is also a set of a set of tuple sets W of the indefinite component and at least 
one of the tuple sets in W-s entangles the indefinite component, (2) a tuple set w of a set of tuple 
sets is also a member of another set of tuple set W of the indefinite component and at least one of 
the tuple sets of W-w entangles the indefinite component, (3) a tuple set of a set of tuple sets 
entangles the indefinite component of T , and (4) a set of tuple sets of Tg become a singleton set 
after projection. With the above observations in mind, we now prove that; 
REPREP{REP{TZA (T) ) )=REPREP{UA REP{T)) .  
Let r=<To,rg>, where Tg={W, W„} and W, = {w,i }, \  <i<n.  Also let 
(D =REDUCE{T ), where Te  = {W i  W„ }, and W,- = {w'n }, 1 <i<n.  
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Case 1 : t  contains the first type of redundancies. ITiere are two possibilities; 
(1) There exists Wj,  l< j<n ,  such that WjkÇKAiT'o) ,  lL<k<mj .  Further, none of the 
tuple sets of entangles the indefinite component of t . Therefore, w] is to be 
reduced from T and then is T with Wj removed. Clearly, in this case, 
rep(ka(t))œkairepi t ) ) .  
To prove that Ka{.REP{T ))c ,REP{%a{T )), let REP{T) = U\yjU2 such that 
UI nU2 =  0  and  each  accumula t ion  in  Ui  i s  cons t ruc t ed  by  se l ec t ing  wjk  f i ' om Wj 
and each accumulat ion in  U2 is  constructed by select ing a  tuple  set  other  than wj^ 
from Wj. Since wjk=nA('Wjk is a subset of Ka{Td), each relation in 7c^({/2) is a 
superset  of  a  relat ion in  ( f / i  ) .  Therefore ,  by the def ini t ion of  REDUCEACCACC, 
7 C ^ ( / ? £ ' P ( 7 ' ) ) = J C y i ( f / i  ) .  T h e r e f o r e ,  K a ( R E P { T ) )  c R E P •  
(2) Some tuple set of a set of tuple sets of Tg is a subset of the definite component and 
it also entangles T'e- Then, let 
T'e  =  {W[ ,W2, . . . ,Wk,Wk+i , . . . ,  W'„  }, where 
(i) W'l  = {w'l i  ,wi2,..., } such that wn is a subset of T'd,  
(ii) for every = ,..., }, for i=2 , . . . , k ,  the w;/s, 
fo r  l<j<ki, contain the tuples of Wi -Wn. and the w'n's, for ki + l<l<nii, 
is free of any tuples of W; and 
(iii) Wj 's. A: +1 <g<n,  are not a part of any entanglement of T^,  nor are they 
redundant (neither with the definite component nor with the indefinite 
component or among themselves). 
ThenKa^T )=REDUCE{<Td ,Te>)=<Td ,T]7 >, where 
td  = td '  
Te =  { ^ i  Wjt+i, . . .  , W ' „ }  (if any of the W,- 's, is a singleton 
set, then it should be included in Tjy), and 
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W/ = { Wim,}, for i=2 k. 
Now let us prove that REPREP{REP{'K , /^{T)))=REPREP<J Z /^{REP{T))) .  Let 
TT/i (REP(T))=REDUCEACCACC{U) (assuming that U is consistent) and let r be an 
arbitrary relation of REP(T). According to the definition of REP, r can be one of the 
following: 
1. ri =r/)UWi/UW2,jU • • • uwn,-^, where2</</ni and l<ij<mj for2<;<n. 
Since is a subset of ka(td), k^ir) should be reduced by 
REDUCEACCACC because the corresponding relation of REP(T) which has 
the exact same members as r except containing w,, as it choice instead of w,/, 
\<l<m 1 is a subset of 7t/i (r). Therefore, in this case, r cannot be a member of 
TZ / , { ,REP{ ,T) ) .  
2. r contains a tuple set Wy from the set of tuple sets W,-, where 2<i<k  and 
l<j<ki. Then there exists Wj/e IVj, 2<l<mi, such that n:4(wi/) = 7c^(w,y). 
In addition, Jt/iCwn) is a sub set of Then, let r be constructed of w y 
Irom Wj, where 2<i<k and 1 </<&,. Also, let wn be a member of r. On the 
other hand, let r j be exactly the same as r except it has w n, 2<l<m i instead 
o f  Wi i  a s  one  o f  i t s  member .  I t  i s  c l ea r  t ha t  r ,  u i s  a l so  a  member  o f  REP{T) .  
Theiafore, SET(r)=SET(ri). However, {7c^(r) }^. Therefore, 
both r and r, are to be removed by REDUCEACCACC. thus, r in this case 
canno t  be  a  member  o f  {REP{T)) .  
3. r = Touw 11UW2,, u • • • uw^-^ u - - - , where 
kj + l<ij<mj for2<;<fcand l<ij<mj îoTk + l<j<n. 
From (i), (ii), and (iii), r in this case is a member of {REP{T)) .  
Therefore, only the relations of (3) is in tz^  {REP{T)) .  This implies that, according to 
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the definition of REP and REPREP, 
REPREP(REP(ka  (T) ) )  =REPREPiKA (REP(T)) ) .  
Case 2: ( T )  contains the second type of redundancies. The proof for this case is similar 
to Case 1 and is therefore omitted. 
Case 3: KaCT ) contains the third type of redundancies. That is, there exists t  of and 
there  exis ts  W j ,  l < j < n ,  such that  t e  w j k ,  where  l < k < m j  and w j k e  W j .  Therefore ,  n ^ i T )  
is T with Ï being removed from Wjjt. cledxly REP{na (T))Ç:na (REP(T)). On the other 
hand, let r  be an arbitrary relation of REP(T) ,  then r = \< i j<mj  for 
1 < i < n .  If Wji^ is not Wjk,  then KA  ( r )  is also in REP(KA (T)) .  If wji^  is Wj^,  then (r) is 
inREP{ka(T)) as well since /g wy/.. Therefore, Ka(REP(T))cREPiKAiT)). Thus, 
REPREP, REPREP(REP(%A (H))  =REPREP(KA (REP(T))) .  
Case 4: (7^ contains the fourth type of redundancies. That is, there exists t  of T p  and 
W j ,  1 < j < n ,  such that t e w j j . ,  f o r  k  =  l ,  n i j .  The proof for this case is similar to that of 
Case 3 and is omitted. 
Case 5:7C^ (7) contains the fifth type of redundancies. 
(1) if the set of tuple sets to be reduced is not a part of any entanglement, then there 
exists W j  = { w j i ,  1 ^ such that wyjtCWy/, where \  < k < m j ,  \ < l < m j  and 
ji=l. Thus, jiaCH is t' with w'ji removed from W], Clearly, 
REP{%a{T))  A i R E P {T)) .  
Next, we prove that KaiREP{T))qREP(Ka (7)). Let REP{T)  =  UiKjU2^U-i  such 
that t/i nt/2 =0. C/j is the set of relations which have Wjk as the selection from 
Wj while f/2 is the set of relations which have wy/ as the selection from Wj, and is 
the set of relations which have neither Wjk nor Wji as the selection from W). Since 
UiœUz. Therefore, Ka{REP{T)) = Ka{Ui)^KAiUi). It is 
c l ea r  f rom th i s  equa t ion  tha t  Ka iREP(T))  c ,REP {%a  iT) ) .  
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(2) the set of tuple sets to be reduced is a part of entanglements: the proof for this case 
is similar to that of the similar sub-case of Case 1. Therefore, the proof is omitted. 
Case 6: T contains entanglements. The proof for this case is similar to that of Case 1 and 
is therefore omitted. 
Case 7: a set of tuple set of T becomes a singleton set after projection. We assume that, 
without loss of generality, that is reduced. Let 7^ = {Wi,..., ..., } such 
thatfor all we Wi, rtyi(w)=5. Also let7t^(70=<7'ô,r£>. Then 
TD = TD^S, and 
(W^A-+I )>•..,'(^'A(W^n) }• 
It is obvious that REP{%f^{T))ç,KA{REP{T)). We need to prove that 
tza(REP(T))C :REPCPa ( ' ^ ) -  Le t  r ,  be  an  a rb i t r a ry  r e l a t ion  o f  REP{T)  and  r ,  has  Wkj ,  
1 <as the choice from Then, there exists ri such that r2 is r j except it contains 
Wki, and l^j, instead of w^j- Note that {JC(r, ) }/v = {Jt/i(r2) }/i. Therefore, 
ji:^(ri)is also ini?£P(7t^(r)). 
Hence, REPREP(REP(KA (T)))=REPREP (nA  (REP(T))) .  •  
Theorem 6.4.3.1 reprep{rep{t ix t2))=reprepirep{t i )xrep(t2))  for any 
consistent and reduced E-tables Ti and T2. 
Proof: Let T, =<7g,TÈ >, where T E = {W \ ,  . .  .  ,w l }  and T2=<T D ,T E >, where 
TE =  {Wi ,... ,wl,}, be two arbitrary consistent and reduced E-tables. Let T=TixT2. The 
only redundancy that could occur in T is the fifth type of redundancy identified in Section 6.3. 
Let r be an arbitrary relation in REP{TixTj). According to the definition of x on F and the 
definition of REP, there exists rgeE and rpeF such that 
r = (T^xTg)u(rgxTg)u(rj)Xrf)u(rgXrf). Based on the definition of E and F, it can be 
derived that there exists r, e REP(T% ) and rj e REPiTj ) such that r^e r 1 and rp^r2. Further, 
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ri=Tl)UrE and r2 = T})^rp. Therefore, by the definition of x on I, 
rj xr2eREP{Ti)xREP{T2). Since ri xr2 = r, ris also in {REP{T\)xREP{T2)). 
Now let's prove that REP(TI )XREP{T2)QREP{TIXT2). Let r be an arbitrary relation in 
REP(Tx)xREP{T2)-  Then there  exis ts  rye^REPiTi)  and r2^REP{T2)  such that  r  =  r ]Xr2.  
According to the definition of REP, ri=T})\j{w\,... where wjeWj, l<i<n, and 
r2=T})Kj{w},... where wje Wf, l<i<m. Therefore, by the definition of x on F, 
{w}, . . . ,  W» }  e  E and {wf , . . . ,  Therefore ,  r  is  a lso  m.REP{TiXT2)-
Hence, REPREP{REP{Ti  xT2) )=REPREP(REP(Ti  )xREP{T2) )  •  
Theorem 6.4.4.1 REPREP{REP{Tx-T2) )=REPREP{REP{ .Ti ) -REP{T2) )  for any 
consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables T; and T2. 
Proof; Let T I=<TD ,TE> with Tg = ( W{,..., W»} and T2  = <TO ,TE> with 
TE = {W^, ... ,Wf„} be two arbitrary consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables. Let 
TI -T2=REDUCE{T). Note that the redundancies that could arise in Tare of the sixth through 
the  e igh th  types  iden t i f i ed  i n  Sec t ion  6 .3 .  Le t  r  be  an  a rb i t r a ry  r e l a t ion  i n  REP{T\ -T2) .  
Accord ing  to  the  de f in i t i on  o f  -  on  F  and  the  de f in i t i on  o f  REP,  t he re  ex i s t s  wj  e  Wj ,  l< i<n ,  
such that 
r = ((rl,u{w},. })-
{rl  re  Tp V (3 Te A we W ^ te w) })uE, where 
f is a set of special dummy values. Note that the portion to the left of - represents a relation of 
REP{Ti) and the portion to the right of - is equivalent to the union of all the relations of 
REP(T2). Therefore, by the definition of - on Z, r-E is also in REP{T i)-REP{T2). By the 
de f in i t i on  of  REPREP,  REPREPiT^ -T2)^REPREP(REP(Ti ) -REP(T2) ) .  
Now let's prove that REPREP{REPiTi ) -REPiT2) )cREPREP(REP{Ti -T2) ) .  Let r  be an 
arbitrary relation in i?£P(ri)-i?EP(r2)- By the definition of-on Z, r = ri - r2 for some 
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r i  o f  REP{Ti ) .  This implies that there exists wi e ly-, and r, =T0u{wi w,,}. 
By the definition of - on F, Tj -72 is Tj with the those tuples that also appear in any of the two 
components of 7% replaced by their corresponding dummy values. Therefore, 
{ r i - l )eREP(Ti -T2) .  Hence, REPREP(REP(Ti ) -REP(T2) )^REPREP(REP(Ti -T2) ) .  
• 
Theorem 6.4.5.1 reprep{rep(_t i \ j t2))=reprep{rep{ty)kjrep{t2))  for any 
consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables T1 and 7%. 
Proof: Let Tj and Tz be two arbitrary reduced and consistent domain compatible E-tables. 
Also let ti uT'2 =reduce(t), assuming that t is consistent. First we note that redundancies 
could arise in T. Since the union operator preserves dummy values, only the first through the 
fourth and the ninth types of redundancies identified in Section 6.3 could occur among the 
members of and T2. With these observations in mind, we now prove that 
reprep(rep(t i  )  ^ rep{t2))=reprep(rep(t i  utz))-
Let T I =<T \),T E >, where rg = {W}, and W }  =  { w } I ,  }, Let 
T2=<Td, t I> ,  where  r |  = {Wi,  and Wj =  {w' i i  l< i<n2.  Also  le t  
REP(T I  )  y jREP(T2)  =REDUCE(U) ,  assuming that U is consistent. 
Case 1: T contains only the first type of redundancies. That is, (a) there exists W} of T^,  
l<j<«i, such thatwj^tsr^, l<A:<mj, or(b) there exists Wj of Tg, 1<;<«2, such thatw^cTj,, 
l<k<mj. Without loss of generality, assuming that the first situation is the case. There are two 
possibilities: 
(1) none of the tuple sets of Wj -wj^ entangles the indefinite component of T. Therefore, 
wj is to be reduced from T and T i^jT 2 is T with Wj removed. 
Let r be an arbitrary relation of  REP(Ti  UT2) .  According to the definition of union, 
r = rl,Uw}/|U • • • u 
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r^uwi/ j  V - -  ,  where  
1 <l\ <m} for z = 1 m\, and 1 <if <mj for i = 1 ,m 
Let r = ri ur2, where 
r i  =r i )uwi/ i  u  • •  •  where  
1 <// <m} for 1 = 1, ,m 1, and 
f2  =  uwif2  V • •  •  ,  where  l< l }<mj  for/ = l m,„ .  
Then rjuw^t is in REP(Ti )  and r2  is in REP{T2) .  Since wj^eTj ) ,  r  is also in 
rep{t0\ jrep{t2) .  
Conversely, let r  be an arbitrary relation of REP{TX) \JREP(J2) .  Then there exists 
riE^REP(Ti) and r2^REP{T2) such that r = ri ur^. We claim that w]k is in r\ for 
otherwise r would be a super set of the relation which contains and therefore does not 
belong to REP{Ti)^REP(T2) (it should be removed by the REDUCEACC operator). 
Hence, 
r i=7 'ôuw}/ |u  • •  •  uvvj i -u-  •  •  uw/ , , />_,and 
r2 = To uwi/f u • • • , where 
1 <l] <mj for 1 = 1, ,n 1 and 1 <lf <m} for / = 1 n 2-
Then Since WjkeTj),r can be thought of as composed of: 
r i juwj / ju  • •  •  •  •  •  uw, l , , ._ur2 ,where  
l< l }<m}  for i = l 
Thus, ris also in REP(T i u7'2). 
(2) at least one of the tuple sets of Wj -wjk  entangles the indefinite component T.  For 
simplicity, we rearrange the indefinite components of T iUT2=REDUCE(T) as follows: 
T=<Td ,Te>,  where  
Tp = Tj)UTg, and 
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TE = {W\,W\M Wl^},  where 
1.  W} ={wii  ,w\2,. . . ,  w \ , n \ }  s u c h  t h a t  w } i  i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  
2. Without loss of generality, assuming that W}, i =2,...,« j, and Wj, ;=2 , . . . , «2  
are not a part of any entanglements and redundancies (if there were 
entanglement/redundancies, they are reduced first), and 
3.  W\  =  {w\ \ , . . .  ,w ' \k ,yv\(k+\)^  •  •  •  such that  each of  the  vv^ 's  for  
\<i<k is free of any elements of W12U • • • and each of the w\j for 
{k+\)<i<tn\ is a subset of w 12 u • • • uw},„j. 
Hence, according to the definition of union, REDUCE, and REP, 
T =REDUCE{T) = TIUT2 can be defined as follows: 
Td = T ])\jT^, and 
TE =  {W\, . . . ,Wi^,Wl, . . . ,Wl^,W},  where  w={w]i , . . . ,  w\k}.  
Now let us prove that: 
REPREP{REP{Tx uT2))=REPREP{REP(Ti)uREP(T2)). 
Let ri and r2 be two arbitrary relations of REP(T%) and REP{T2) respectively, there are 
several possibilities; 
1. ri contains w},-, 2<i<m\. Then r, ur2 is a superset of rj ur2, where rj is r, with 
w\i, l<i<m\, being replaced by wii. Therefore, /•iur2 of this case should be 
reduced by REDUCEACC. Thus, firom now on, we assume that there is a relation of 
REP{T 1 ) which has wn as its choice for W\ and we denote such an arbitrary valid 
relation as r\. 
2. r2  contains w,  which is one of the tuple sets from , w\„t [}. There 
ex i s ts  a  r j  of  REPiT^ )  such that  ri  aw =w| / ,  2</<m},  f rom W} such that  w =w.  
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Therefore, r} urg = ri urg and consequently should be reduced by REDUCEACC. 
3. 7-2 contains w,  which is one of the tuple sets from {wfi,..., wu-}. Then r \  ur2 
cannot be reduced for otherwise w would be a part of entanglements or 
redundancies. Therefore, this is the only case under which r\ ur2 is a relation of 
REP(T I )KJREP{T2 ) .  
Therefore, according to the definition of u on REP(Ti)\jREP(T2) contains the same 
relations as REP{T\ ^ Ti). 
Note that this proof can easily be generalized to the case where more that two sets of tuple sets 
are a part of an entanglement. 
Case 2: T contains only the second type of redundancies. The proof for this case is similar to 
Case 1 and is therefore omitted. 
Case 3; T contains only the third type of redundancies. That is, (1) there exists a s  such that 
and Wj of r|, \<j<n2, such that scwjk, where \<k<nij and Wj, or (2) there 
exists a s such that scTq and Wj of Tg, l<j<ni, such that sdwjk, where \<k<mj and 
wji-e W]. It is straightforward that jREf (T; ur2)=/(Ef (T, (72). 
Case 4: T contains only the fourth type of redundancies. That is, (1) there exists s  such that 
sçTI) and Wj of t|, \<j<n2, such that sawjk for k = \,...,rnj, where Wj, l<k<mj, or 
(2 )  the re  ex i s t s  s  such  tha t  scXj )  and  Wj of  Tg,  \< j<n\ ,  such  tha t  scwj i  fo r  k  =  l , . . . ,mj ,  
wherewj^G Wj, l<k<mj. It is straightfarward that (T i u T2 ) ( T1 ) ( T 2 ). 
Case 5: T contains entanglement. The proof for this case is similar to that of the second situation 
of Case 1. Therefore, the proof for this case is omitted. 
Hence, REPREP{REP{Ti ^ t2))=REPREP{REP{t^  ) k jREP(,T2 )). • 
Theorem 6.4.6.1 reprep{rep{t ir \ t2))=reprep{rep(t i )r \rep( , t2))  for any 
consistent and reduced domain compatible E-tables T, and T2-
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Proof: Let T i and T; be two arbitrary reduced and consistent domain compatible E-tables. Let 
T=T\r\T2- We make the following observations first based on the assumption that T is 
consistent: (1) T is reduced, and (2) T could contain entanglements (because of special dummy 
values), for the proof follows, we also make the following convention: let be a set of tuple 
sets and 5 be a set, then Wc,S if wcS for every tuple set w of W, where wœS is defined as: 
if t e  S  for every t e  w  and t  is not a dummy value. With the above observations and convention 
in  mind ,  we  now p rove  tha t  REPREP(REP(Ti )  nREP(T2) )=REPREP(REP(Ti  nT2) ) -
Let Ti = < To, rÉ", where 
Te = { W} Wi,Wl  + i  W»,}, and Wj =  {w'l ,w l„ j } ,  l< i<n  i such that; 
(1) (Vf)(l<i<A:^Wj çTI ), and 
(2) (Vi ) ( ( / c  +1 )< i<n  1 œTI)) .  
Also let 72 =< Tfl, >, where 
TE =  {W\ , . . . ,w j  . . .  ,Wl^}, and Wf =  {wj i ,  }, l< i<n2  such that: 
(3) (ViKl<i< l^Wjc:T} ) ) ,  and 
(4)(V0(( /  +  l )<i<«2^- ' (W?çr | , ) ) .  
Finally let REP{Ti  )nREP(T2)  =  U,  assuming that U is consistent. 
Let r be an arbitrary relation of REP{Ti r\T2 ). There are two possibilities; 
(1) 7is reduced: in this case, according to (1), (2), (3), and (4), we have: 
r={T\ ) r \ f j ))vjM>\j\ wlji where 
1 ^ i\ ^ m]. 
It should be clear that there exists r i e REP{T\  )  and r2  e REP(T2 ) such that: 
ri =T})Kjw\j^ wlji uw(V.+i);'^, u • • • and 
r2=t])kjw\j i  u - " 
Therefore, rj nr2 = r and is in REP{T^ )  r \REP{T2) -
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(2) t  contains entanglements: note that in this case, the entanglement happens because of 
special dummy values. Suppose that there exists a i, \<i<k, and a j, !<;</, such that Wj 
and wj form the entanglement in t. Then wj is of the form: 
{e ,w/ i , . . . ,  wL;} ,  and 
Wj is of the form: 
{e,Wji wj^j}, and 
Therefore, T, r\T2=REDUCE{T) = T =<ro, rg>is  of  the  form:  
td^i t 'oc^t l )  
te={w\, . . . ,  wl i .wl i  wl ,w]>->wj_i ,wj^i , . . . ,wj ,  
{ { e } , { u w ? , } ,  { w},„t uwfiwL) }}}. 
Let r be an arbitrary relation of REP(T\nT2),  there are then two cases: 
Case 1: 
r=(Ti) nr& ) uwig. u...uw^,+i)g,^,u - • • uwlg.u 
u... i)g2_, uw^+1u - • • uw^jue, Where 
l<gp<mp, l<p<k,anà l<g,<m,, l<q<l. 
It should be clear that there exists r i e REP{T i ) such that: 
r i=T\) \Jw\g\  ueu 
^h+dsl ,  ^  ' where 
l<gp<mp, l<p<«i ,  and 
There exists r2 e REP(T2 ) such that: 
r2 = Thuwjg2U...^wl-i)gj_, UEU 
^ . where 
l<gl<ml,  \<q<n2.  
It should be clear that rinr2 = r-A, and r,is in REP{Ti)nREP(T2). 
Therefore ,  REPREPiREP (Ti  nT;))  ŒREPREP(REP{T I  )  nREPÇTz)) .  
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Case 2: 
r=(r l ,nr | , )uw}^iu . . .uw(\_i )5 . . ,uw( ' ,+i )g .^ ,u  • • •  uwlg.u  
W^g:U...UW^y_l)g2_,UW^y-+l)g:^,U - - - UW^:U 
(wjpUwjq) ,  where  
l<g l<ml ,  l<e<k ,  and\<gf<mj ,  l</</. Further, \<p<m]  and l<q<mj .  
Then there exists r, g REP(Ti ) such that: 
r i  = r i ) U w | g . u  .  •  •  uwlgi  •••  
where 
l<gp<mp, !<;»<« 1,and !<;?<«/,and 
There exists r2eREPiTn) such that: 
r2=r&uw!g2u...uw^,._l)g:_, U - - -
where 
l<gl<mq,  l<q<n2 and \<q<mj .  
Similar to Case 1, rinr2 = r-X and rinr2 is in REP{Ti)nREP(T2). Therefore, 
REPREP(REP(Ti  nTz  ) )  œREPREP{REP{Ti  ) r \REP{T2) ) .  
By applying the same reasoning, it can be shown that 
REPREP{REP{Ti ) r \REP{T2) )çREPREP{REP{Ti  nTg) ) .  •  
